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Abstract

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are important building blocks for a range

of applications, from QD based lasers to quantum cryptography and quantum

information processing, to further optoelectronic applications. QDs suitable for

these purposes need to fulfil highly demanding criteria in terms of optical qual-

ity and versatility. Local droplet etching (LDE) has established as an epitaxial

growth method to obtain low-density (about 107 cm−2), strain-free, pure and

highly uniform QDs which can meet these standards. In the LDE method, which

is fully compatible with the conventional molecular beam epitaxy, Al droplets

are deposited on an AlGaAs or AlAs surface and perform self-assembled drilling

of nanoholes with shape and size that are tunable through the process param-

eters. The nanoholes can then be filled with GaAs and capped with AlGaAs

to form GaAs QDs. The LDE QDs have sharp excitonic lines with linewidth

down to 25 µeV, precisely controllable emission wavelength, neutral exciton fine-

structure splitting below 5 µeV and a nearly perfect single photon emission, with

a minimum of the second order correlation function of 0.01.

The optical properties of the LDE QDs have mostly been studied at liquid he-

lium temperatures. However, for many QD based devices, operation in ambient

condition is crucial. Hence, an analysis of the behaviour of the QD photolumi-

nescence (PL) emission at and close to room temperature is here provided. It is

shown that the observation of the optical emission from the QDs is hindered by

the emission from the GaAs substrate and that a significant loss of intensity by

more than four orders of magnitude is observed compared to low temperature

luminescence. However, using an optimised sample with an AlGaAs barrier layer

thicker than the penetration depth of the photons from a 532 nm green laser,

leads to clear QD peaks at high temperatures. Furthermore, when the AlGaAs

layer is thin, QD emission at room temperature can still be observed if the QD

is excited with a 405 nm blue laser, since it has a reduced optical penetration

depth. A model and a fit to the experimental results is presented to under-

stand possible reasons for the intensity loss. This analysis identifies as the main



causes of intensity loss the exciton dissociation in the barrier at T < 100 K and

the thermal escape of bound excitons from the QD ground-state at T > 160 K.

Besides the impact of the rise in temperature, this work also covers the influence

of applying external electric and magnetic fields on the LDE QDs. In particular,

QDs with a cone-shell shape, obtained by drilling nanoholes with Al droplets

into AlGaAs instead of AlAs, are here considered, as their peculiar shape makes

them highly versatile structures for wavefunction manipulation. In fact, the ap-

plication of an electric field along the QD growth direction is shown to cause

a strong separation between charge carriers, which leads the probability dis-

tribution of either the electrons or the holes to take a ring shape, whilst the

other charge carrier remains as a dot. The dot to ring transformation can be

precisely controlled by the applied gate voltage and has various consequences.

One of these, which is here studied both with computations and experiments, is

the non-parabolic Stark-shift with a regime of approximately constant exciton

emission energy. Furthermore, numerical simulations predict that the exciton

recombination lifetime can be increased from nanoseconds up to seconds, as a

consequence of the strong charge carrier separation and reduced Coulomb inter-

action at strong electric fields. The lifetime elongation suggests cone-shell QDs

for applications as light storage in the field of quantum information technology.

The formation of quantum rings with adjustable diameter by means of an elec-

tric field makes cone-shell QDs interesting also for magnetic field dependent PL

measurements. Here, predictions of the behaviour of QD PL under the influ-

ence of an external vertical magnetic field are drawn through simulations. The

computational studies on the excitonic PL emission predict the possibility of

observing Ahronov-Bohm (AB) states in the spectra with the application of a

magnetic field of less than 1 T when applying an electric field of 12 kV/cm. How-

ever, due to selection rules, only the vanishing of the PL emission and, under

certain conditions, its recurrence are expected to be experimentally observed. It

is thus also shown that, through the combined effect of the electric and magnetic

fields, it is possible to form a hybrid system between a quantum ring and a QD,

in which, as a consequence of the varying ground-state magnetic quantum num-

ber as function of the magnetic field, the magnetic field can be used to switch

on and off the luminescence.
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Inhaltsangabe

Halbleiter-Quantenpunkte (quantum dots, QDs) sind wichtige Bausteine für eine

Reihe von Anwendungen, von quantenpunktbasierten Lasern über Quantenkryp-

tographie und Quanteninformationsverarbeitung bis hin zu weiteren optoelek-

tronischen Anwendungen. QDs, die für diese Zwecke geeignet sind, müssen

sehr anspruchsvolle Kriterien in Bezug auf ihre optische Qualität und Viel-

seitigkeit erfüllen. Das lokale Tröpfchenätzen hat sich als epitaktische Wach-

stumsmethode etabliert, mit der sich QDs mit geringer Dichte (etwa 107 cm−2),

verspannungsfrei, rein und mit abstimmbarer Form herstellen lassen, die diese

Anforderungen erfüllen. Bei der lokalen Tröpfchenätzmethode, die mit der

herkömmlichen Molekularstrahlepitaxie voll kompatibel ist, werden Al-Tropfen

auf einer AlGaAs- oder AlAs-Oberfläche abgeschieden und bohren selbstorgan-

isiert Nanolöcher, deren Form und Größe über die Prozessparameter einstellbar

sind. Die Nanolöcher können dann mit GaAs gefüllt und mit AlGaAs abgedeckt

werden, um GaAs-QDs zu bilden. Die durch lokales Tröpfchenätzen erhaltenen

QDs haben scharfe exzitonische Linien mit einer Linienbreite von weniger als

25 µeV, eine präzise steuerbare Emissionswellenlänge, eine neutrale Exzitonen-

Feinstrukturaufspaltung unter 5 µeV und eine nahezu perfekte Einzelphotonen-

emission mit einem Minimum der Korrelationsfunktion zweiter Ordnung von

0,01.

Die optischen Eigenschaften von QDs, die durch das lokale Tröpfchenätzen

erzeugt werden, wurden hauptsächlich bei Temperaturen von flüssigem Helium

untersucht. Für viele auf QDs basierende Anwendungen ist jedoch der Be-

trieb bei Raumtemperatur entscheidend. Daher wird hier eine Analyse des

Verhaltens der Photolumineszenzemission von QDs bei und in der Nähe von

Raumtemperatur durchgeführt. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Beobachtung der op-

tischen Emission der QDs durch die Emission des GaAs-Substrats behindert wird

und dass ein erheblicher Intensitätsverlust von mehr als vier Größenordnungen

im Vergleich zur Lumineszenz bei niedrigen Temperaturen zu beobachten ist.

Die Verwendung einer optimierten Probe mit einer AlGaAs-Sperrschicht, die



dicker ist als die Eindringtiefe der Photonen eines grünen 532 nm-Lasers, führt

jedoch zu deutlichen QD-Linien auch bei hohen Temperaturen. Darüber hinaus

kann bei einer dünnen AlGaAs-Schicht eine QD-Emission bei Raumtemperatur

beobachtet werden, wenn der QD mit einem blauen 405 nm-Laser angeregt wird,

da dieser eine geringere optische Eindringtiefe hat. Es wird ein Modell und eine

Anpassung an die experimentellen Ergebnisse vorgestellt, um mögliche Gründe

für den Intensitätsverlust zu verstehen. Diese Analyse identifiziert als Hauptur-

sachen für den Intensitätsverlust die Dissoziation von Exzitonen in der Barriere

bei T < 100 K und das thermische Entweichen von gebundenen Exzitonen aus

dem Grundzustand des QD bei T > 160 K.

Neben der Auswirkung des Temperaturanstiegs wird in dieser Arbeit auch der

Einfluss der Anwendung externer elektrischer und magnetischer Felder auf die

Tröpfchengeätzten -QD behandelt. Insbesondere werden hier QDs mit einer

Kegelschalenform betrachtet, die durch Bohren von Nanolöchern mit Al-Tropfen

in AlGaAs anstelle von AlAs erhalten wurden, da ihre besondere Form sie

zu äußerst vielseitigen Strukturen für die Wellenfunktionsmanipulation macht.

Es wird gezeigt, dass das Anlegen eines elektrischen Feldes entlang der QD-

Wachstumsrichtung eine starke Trennung zwischen den Ladungsträgern bewirkt,

was dazu führt, dass die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung entweder der Elektronen

oder der Löcher eine Ringform annimmt, während der andere Ladungsträger

als Punkt bestehen bleibt. Die Umwandlung vom Punkt zum Ring kann durch

die angelegte Gatespannung genau gesteuert werden und hat verschiedene Kon-

sequenzen. Eine davon, die hier sowohl mit Berechnungen als auch mit Ex-

perimenten untersucht wird, ist die nichtparabolische Stark-Verschiebung mit

einem Regime annähernd konstanter Exzitonen-Emissionsenergie. Darüber hin-

aus sagen numerische Simulationen voraus, dass die Rekombinationslebensdauer

der Exzitonen von Nanosekunden bis zu Sekunden erhöht werden kann, was auf

die starke Ladungsträgertrennung und die reduzierte Coulomb-Wechselwirkung

bei starken elektrischen Feldern zurückzuführen ist. Durch die Verlängerung der

Lebensdauer können die Kegelschalen-QDs möglicherweise als Lichtspeicher in

der Quanteninformationstechnologie eingesetzt werden.

Die Bildung von Quantenringen mit einstellbarem Durchmesser durch ein elek-

trisches Feld macht Kegelschalen-QDs auch für magnetfeldabhängige Photolumi-

neszenzmessungen interessant. Hier werden Vorhersagen über das Verhalten von
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QD PL unter dem Einfluss eines externen vertikalen Magnetfeldes durch Sim-

ulationen getroffen. Die rechnerischen Untersuchungen zur exzitonischen Pho-

tolumineszenzemission sagen die Möglichkeit voraus, Ahronov-Bohm-Zustände

in den Spektren bei der Anwendung eines Magnetfeldes von weniger als 1 T bei

einem elektrischen Feld von 12 kV/cm zu beobachten. Aufgrund von Selektion-

sregeln wird voraussichtlich jedoch nur das Verschwinden der PL-Emission und,

unter bestimmten Bedingungen, ihr Wiederauftreten experimentell beobachtet

werden. Es wird also auch gezeigt, dass durch die kombinierte Wirkung von elek-

trischem und magnetischem Feld ein Hybridsystem zwischen einem Quantenring

und einem QD gebildet werden kann, in dem als Folge der sich ändernden mag-

netischen Grundzustandsquantenzahl als Funktion des Magnetfeldes das Mag-

netfeld zum Ein- und Ausschalten der Lumineszenz genutzt werden kann. Auch

dieser Effekt kann sich zum Speichern von Licht in der Quanteninformation-

stechnologie eignen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are systems with a three dimensional (3D) confine-

ment where the dimensions are in the range of nanometers. The quantum confinement,

resulting from the size on each direction being smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of

slow electrons, results in unique physical properties, which made QDs a central topic in

nanotechnology. In particular, current research interest is mainly driven by QDs optical

properties, because of the attractive and broad variety of potential applications, such as

low threshold lasing [1], solar cells [2, 3], optical amplifiers [4] and single [5, 6] and entan-

gled photon emission [7, 8] for quantum information processing and quantum cryptography

[9, 10].

Research on QDs dates back to the ’80s, starting from the pioneering studies of A. Ekimov,

who discovered, in 1981, the presence of nanocrystals of CdS, CuBr, CuCl and CdSe in

glass matrices. With the help of the theoretician A. Efros, in 1985, Ekimov demonstrated

the influence of QDs’ size on their optical properties [11]. Independent research was car-

ried also by L. Brus on CdS colloids: by controlling the size of the colloids, he was able

to produce nanocrystals with minimum diameter of 4.5 nm and observed them to exhibit

largely blue-shifted optical absorption spectra compared to the bulk material [12]. From

the discovery of nanocrystals, referred to as quantum dots from 1988, a term coined by M.

Reed [13], the scientific community has been widely interested in exploring their physical

properties.

Throughout the ’90s, the research focus was mainly on electronic properties, such as

Coulomb blockade, which can be observed in QDs due to the electrons being strongly

confined, thus causing a strong Coulomb repulsion that refrains the addition of further elec-

trons. Many other remarkable results on QD transport properties were achieved by using

gate-defined QDs. QDs obtained with this approach are however not functional for optical

studies since the confinement of electrons and holes is not simultaneous but rather exclusive,
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the confined carrier type depending on the applied voltage that leads to the confinement.

Optical properties were in general difficult to study also with the other techniques available

at the time because of the samples’ low optical quality. During the ’90s, at first, the most

common approach to fabricate QDs with simultaneously confined electrons and holes, was

by patterning quantum wells, nanometer thick semiconductor sheets, through various litho-

graphic techniques. These include optical lithography, based on ultraviolet optics and on

eximer lasers, X-ray lithography and electron beam and ion beam lithography. Lithography

allows control of the QDs’ spatial arrangements, which makes this technique still attractive.

However, the structures’ feature sizes and size fluctuations generally exceed desirable values

[14]. Moreover, the processes required after lithography, such as etching, are detrimental

to the optical quality of QDs. In fact, etching causes damage and charged states at the

surface, which in turn causes sidewall depletion, often on large length scales, leading to con-

finement by electric fields rather than structural confinement, as needed for simultaneous

confinement of electrons and holes.

Only when molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was developed and applied for the fabrication

of QDs was it possible to substantially improve and better explore their optical properties.

In 1994, the electronic shell-structure of InGaAs QDs was revealed through capacitance and

IR spectroscopy [15] and the first single-dot photoluminescence spectra were evidenced from

InAs QDs [16]. These first results on single QDs were obtained for dots fabricated by self-

assembly mechanism through Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode, which led to improved

sample purity and high optical quality. In the same year, natural QDs obtained by local

thickness fluctuations at the interface of MBE grown GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells, were

studied through low-temperature near-field spectroscopy [17]. Using a fiber tip placed closed

to the sample, excitons were formed and the luminescence arising from their recombination

was collected with a lens. A few years later, further studies on natural GaAs QDs, formed in

GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells due to thickness fluctuations, reported direct observation of

single localised excitons through photoluminescence [18–21]. Although natural QDs offered

the narrowest emission and absorption linewidth achievable at the time [20], they allowed

only small confinement energies [22]. Furthermore, all the approaches described, resulted in

samples with high QD density and thus spectroscopy of single QDs needed further sample

preparation by structuring their surfaces through metallic masks or lithography [23]. A

crucial step-forward was obtained in 2004 by optimising the process parameters during and

after the SK growth in the MBE, making possible to obtain low-density quantum dots with

large confinement energies and light emission in the working range of sensible Si-detectors

and Ti:sapphire lasers and thus suitable for coherent optical investigation [22, 24].
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From the implementation of self-assembly methods, the major focus of QD research shifted

from QDs’ electrical properties to their optical properties, because of the wide range of

attractive applications and, in the last two decades, considerable effort was put into the op-

timisation of the fabrication process [25–29]. SK growth is now a well-established method

and its success, especially with In(Ga)As QDs, made it the most widely used technique

for the production of QDs for device applications [30–32]. SK growth is based on strain

induction on lattice mismatched heteroepitaxy. As an example, considering the most com-

mon choices of material combinations, InGaAs QDs are grown on GaAs(001) substrate and

capped with a GaAs layer. The growth is obtained using InAs, which has a lattice con-

stant about 7% larger than GaAs [33]. The growth starts from a layer-by-layer deposition

of In(Ga)As, forming an epitaxial layer referred to as wetting layer (WL). When the WL

reaches a critical thickness, the accumulated strain energy in the epilayer due to the mis-

match between WL and substrate material, changes the surface morphology to minimise

the total layer energy and forms 3D islands. With the correct growth conditions, the islands

can result in QDs after being overgrown with GaAs.

Despite having being at the basis of milestone results, both in fundamental and technolog-

ical areas, SK QDs have various unavoidable limitations and disadvantages: the QDs are

connected to each other by the 2D WL; built-in direction-dependent polarisation fields are

induced by residual strain [34]; the island shapes, irrespective of the materials, are depen-

dent on the energetically favoured facets and are limited to pyramid and dome-shapes [35];

strong limitations are also present on the QD size [36]; during growth and capping, the QDs

are affected by unintentional strain-enhanced intermixing with the surface material [37] and

their composition is thus poorly controlled, with up to 80% of substrate material present

in the bottom layer of the QDs [38, 39]; the QD surface density and structure are difficult

to be manipulated separately, and the emission energy range attainable through SK QDs

is constrained by the limited material combinations that can be used [40].

The need for QDs with specific emission energies or optical and structural properties, has

driven research on possible optimisations or alternatives to SK growth. Thanks to its great

versatility in the QD shape control and the possibility to use materials with the same lattice

constants, droplet epitaxy (DE), a strain-free bottom-up fabrication approach, has recently

attracted increasing interest. DE can be used to obtain QDs of a large variety of materials

but the most common QDs are GaAs QDs in an AlGaAs barrier [41]. Using this as an exam-

ple, firstly, Ga is deposited on an AlGaAs layer, with metal-stabilised surface. Regardless of

the lattice mismatch, further deposition of group III metal adatoms causes the spontaneous

formation of Ga droplets in Volmer-Weber growth mode, due to either As desorption or
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an excess of deposited metal [42]. Subsequently, at an As pressure about 10 times higher

compared to usual GaAs growth, the droplet crystallises at the interface with the substrate.

The crystallisation starts from a ring formation at the droplet edge, which increases in size,

closes and eventually evolves into a pyramid shaped nanostructure [43]. The nanostruc-

tures are then covered by AlGaAs, thus obtaining optically active strain-free QDs. For

other group III-V semiconductors, the process is analogous with different temperatures as-

sociated with element-dependent diffusivity and binding energies. DE technique has many

advantages with respect to SK growth method: the WL can be controlled or completely

removed by modifying the surface composition and reconstruction before droplet formation

[44]; there is no strain-induced built-in polarisation field; by controlling the process param-

eters, a large variety of shapes can be obtained, from compact islands to hollow structures,

such as single rings and discs; the QD size and aspect ratio can be directly adjusted within

a relatively wide range [40]; the material interdiffusion at the interface between QD and

barrier is very limited and thus the QDs material composition can be well-controlled and

the nanostructures maintain their morphology after capping [45]; QD surface density and

structure can be tuned independently; a large variety of semiconductor materials can be

used, such as InSb/CdTe [46], In(Ga)As/GaAs [47], GaAs/Si [48], GaSb/GaAs [49] and

GaN/AlGaN [50], hence widening the range of possible emission energies.

Despite being able to overcome many of the major issues presented by the SK growth

method, DE is not free from drawbacks, which are mainly related to the low temperature

used on (001) substrates during the annealing process, when the metal droplets crystallise.

Low temperatures, necessary to avoid 2D growth, cause DE QDs to be of poor material

and optical quality. The issue can be partially solved by sophisticated in-situ and ex-situ

annealing strategies [47, 51, 52] but effects associated with the presence of defects are still

an impediment to the use of DE QDs for quantum applications.

These limitations are overcome by a recently developed technique, the local droplet etch-

ing (LDE)[53], which leads to highly pure QDs, with excellent optical qualities. The LDE

process, similarly to DE, starts from the deposition of droplets onto a III-V semiconductor,

usually AlGaAs. A local etching step follows, in which the droplets anneal, at relatively

high temperatures and under low group V flux [54], causing the substrate material un-

derneath the droplets to be etched. The droplet material is then removed by spreading

over the substrate surface as a 2D layer and nanoholes are formed, surrounded by a ring-

shaped crest [55, 56]. QDs are then obtained by filling the nanohole, usually with GaAs,

and depositing a layer of the barrier material. The amount of filling material can be easily

controlled, directly affecting the QD emission energy. The shape of the QDs can also be
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finely manipulated by adjusting the growth parameter before and during the formation of

the nanoholes [57]. Furthermore, besides having excellent optical qualities resulting from

the high growth temperatures, the strain-free LDE QDs also feature high symmetry since

they are constrained into the nanohole, making them attractive sources of entangled pho-

ton pairs [58]. The QDs can be also conveniently localised by the hillocks on the capping

layer, which can be accentuated by growth and overgrowth conditions. The hillocks can be

useful, for example, as markers for the growth of further nanostructures, such as plasmonic

nanoantennas [59].

This thesis focuses on the optical properties of LDE QDs with different structural proper-

ties and under different external conditions, namely at varying temperatures and under the

influence of externally applied electric and magnetic fields. In the next chapter (ch. 2), the

characteristics of the MBE and the various growth modes are first outlined, followed by a

detailed overview of the LDE method, with a focus on its use for the formation of QDs.

In ch. 3, a theoretical background relevant to this work is provided and includes an intro-

duction to confined nanostructures and the basic theory on QD PL and how it is modified

by temperature change and application of external electric and magnetic fields. In ch. 4,

the experimental and computational methods used are described. The description include

sample fabrication, preparation and contacting of the gates, PL set-up, morphological char-

acterisation of the samples and simulation methods. To this follow the results. Firstly, in

ch. 5, three types of QD samples are studied at room temperature and the influence of the

laser energy is also discussed. Secondly, in ch. 6, the influence of an external electric field

applied in the growth direction is studied on QDs with a cone-shell shape (or V shape).

Initially, simulation results are given in the single particle frame approximation and under

consideration of Coulomb interaction, followed by experimental results for samples with dif-

ferent QD sizes and at different laser powers. Thirdly, in ch. 7, the effect of a magnetic field

on QDs with the same cone-shell shape, in conjunction with an electric field, is discussed

through simulations, with and without considering Coulomb interaction. In ch. 8, all the

results are briefly summarised and possible improvements and suggestions for future work

are given.
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Chapter 2

Local droplet etching for QD
fabrication

The QD samples studied in this work are fabricated by MBE through the local droplet

etching (LDE) growth method. In this chapter, the MBE characteristics, operation and

growth modes are briefly outlined, followed by an in-depth description of the LDE technique

for the fabrication of QDs.

2.1 Molecular beam epitaxy

Various physical vapour deposition methods (PVD) are available for the growth of thin

films. Some examples are electron-beam and thermal evaporation processes and sputtering

methods, such as AC, DC, magnetron and pulsed laser sputtering. Among the many PVD

methods, MBE distinguishes itself for the slow deposition rate in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV),

which leads to good thickness control, sharp monoatomic interfaces and negligible dopant

distribution. Furthermore, the growth rate is kinetically controlled and it is possible to

have in-situ cleaning by low-energy sputtering with ion beam of an inert gas or by heat-

ing. Additionally, MBE allows a multitude of in-situ control and analysis methods, such

as monitoring the growth with reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). In this

section, these characteristics of the MBE are discussed in details.

The MBE is a technique that enables the epitaxial growth of thin layers of crystalline mate-

rials on a heated surface. The growth process takes place in the growth chamber in high or

UHV condition (10−8−10−12 Torr). Because of the very low pressure, the materials inside

the chamber have a mean free path larger than the size of the substrate chamber itself,

leading to the arrival of the new material without interaction inside the vacuum. Further-

more, the low pressure in combination with high process temperatures and thus low sticking

coefficient of critical gases, provides the highest achievable purity of the grown layer. The
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MBE growth chamber (fig. 2.1) can be divided into 3 sections, in which different physical

phenomena occur: in the first, molecular beams are generated by evaporation of high purity

materials inside individual effusion cells; in the second section, the molecular beams of the

evaporated materials travel towards a heated substrate; in the third and last section, the

beam reaches the substrate and, once on it, the atoms or molecules move until an atomic

site is found for chemical bonding. The flux of atoms or molecules and, consequently, the

growth rate, can be kinetically controlled by precisely adjusting the temperature of each

effusion cell and the beam can also be interrupted using cell shutters. Due to the different

temperatures of the substrate atoms and the incident new ones, the MBE growth occurs in

thermodynamic non-equilibrium conditions and hence, it is mainly determined by the ki-

netic processes resulting from the reactions between the atoms of the beam and the surface.

Growth in a MBE chamber, thanks to the UHV operation conditions, benefits from the

possibility to in-situ monitor the surface morphology during the growth of successive layers

through RHEED. In this technique, a beam of high-energy electrons is shot at the sample

surface at a glancing angle and detected by a phosphorus screen after being diffracted by the

sample crystal structure, impinge on the screen. The intensity and profile of the resulting

diffraction pattern gives information about the changing surface morphology.

Depending on the materials used, three growth modes can be identified; these are sum-

marised in fig. 2.2. Which growth mode takes place is determined by the binding energy to

the surface (ES) and the lateral binding energy to the neighbouring atoms of the deposited

adatom (EN ). When ES > EN , the Frank-van der Merwe (or layer-by-layer) growth mode

Figure 2.1: Simple diagram of an MBE chamber [60]; the main components are indicated.
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Figure 2.2: Thin film growth modes obtained for different binding energy of the adatoms
to the surface (ES) and to neighbouring adatoms (EN ); the intermediate regime obtained
due to strain is also included (Stranski-Krastanov).

is obtained [61]; due to the preferential attachment to the surface site, ideally fully-formed

atomic 2D layers are grown before the successive layer growth starts, leading to smooth

layers and interfaces [62]. On the contrary, if ES < EN , the Volmer Weber (or island

formation) growth mode is obtained [63]; in this case, the adatoms tend to attach to each

other forming 3D adatom clusters, or islands. An intermediate growth mode is the Stranski-

Krastanov (or layer-plus-island) growth mode, in which both 2D layers and 3D islands are

formed. As previously introduced, this growth mode is strain-induced and the transition

from layer-by-layer to island formation depends on the physical and chemical properties,

such as lattice constants and surface energies, of the grown thin film and the substrate

[64]. As mentioned, the fabrication of self-assembled strain-induced QDs, like InAs QDs on

GaAs substrate, bases on this growth mode and has a typical island density of 1010 cm−2

and around 30 nm diameter [65].

2.2 Local droplet etching (LDE)

The QDs of the present work are grown by filling self-assembled nanoholes obtained by the

recently developed local droplet etching method, without the need of any lithographic step.

LDE is fully compatible with standard solid-source MBE equipment. The nanoholes can

be fabricated on GaAs [54], AlGaAs [66, 67] and AlAs [68] using, as etching material, Ga

[54, 69], Al [55, 68], In or InGa [70]. The nanohole fabrication starts with the growth of a
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buffer layer of the desired material. After that, the As effusion cell is closed, obtaining an As

flux approximately 100 times lower than the usual conditions during GaAs growth. For this

technique, a valved group-V source is essential for fast reduction of the beam pressure. The

reduced flux is crucial for droplet formation [69]. Then, the droplet material is deposited,

with a coverage of 1-3 monolayers (ML), by opening the etching material effusion cell, and

droplets are generated in Volmer-Weber mode [71] (fig. 2.3a and b and fig. 2.4a). A 180 s

post-growth annealing step follows, in which the droplets convert into nanoholes. During

this step, the As diffuses from the substrate into the liquid droplets due to the concentration

gradient (fig. 2.3c and fig. 2.4b). This causes the substrate right underneath the droplets

to liquefy and the As concentration in the droplets to increase. As a consequence of the

higher As content, the droplet material crystallises with the extra As at the boarder of

the droplets, forming a ring-shaped wall surrounding the hole opening [56] (fig. 2.3d). At

this point, the remaining liquid material is removed. It is assumed [73] that the droplet

material escapes from the droplet, spreads over substrate surface, and forms there a planar

layer together with background As. For the removal, the presence of a small As background,

provided by a small As flux or by the topmost As-terminated surface as a reservoir [72], is

crucial. In fact, without it, detached droplet material re-attaches and the liquid droplets

are conserved [74]. With the correct As background, the detached material crystallises on

Figure 2.3: Steps to obtain QDs through LDE using Al as etching material. (a) Deposition
of the droplet material Al; (b) formation of Al droplets in Volmer-Weber mode; (c) As
diffusion from the substrate into the liquid droplets and liquefaction of the substrate material
underneath the droplets; (d) droplet material crystallisation forming AlAs walls; (e) removal
of the liquid material and nanohole formation; (f) filling of the nanohole with GaAs and
capping with AlGaAs for the formation of QDs.
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Figure 2.4: (a) AFM image taken after the deposition of a Ga droplet on an AlGaAs
surface, (b) the transformation of the droplet into a nanohole with size reduction by escape
of atoms, liquefaction of the substrate underneath the droplets caused by diffusion of As
from the substrate into the droplet and (c) the GaAs wall formation [55]. (d) Large are
AFM image of an AlGaAs surface showing low density nanoholes with AlAs walls after LDE
with Al [72].

the substrate surface along with the As. The nanoholes are thus obtained (fig. 2.3e and

fig. 2.4c and d). The characteristics of the LDE nanoholes, such as size, shape and density,

can be adjusted by properly choosing the droplet and substrate materials and by tuning

the process parameters. In particular, the main parameters to be regulated are the arsenic

flux, the etching material coverage and the process temperature [75].

2.2.1 LDE quantum dots

By using LDE nanoholes as template, QDs and other versatile nanostructures can be ob-

tained. To create QDs, the nanoholes are partially filled in a growth-interrupted manner,

with a discrete number of short pulses alternated with breaks, allowing for a more uniform

material deposition.

The QD shape and size along the xy direction is determined by the nanohole shape and the

size along the z direction by the amount of deposited filling material inside the hole. A cap-

ping layer is then deposited to act as barrier material (fig. 2.3f). Depending on the thickness

of the capping material, hills are visible above the buried QDs in atomic force microscopy
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(AFM) images and can be used as markers to determine the QD position. Moreover, for

further AFM investigations of the nanohole or the QD morphology, an additional LDE pro-

cess, followed by a filling step (if needed), can be performed with the same parameters used

in the previous layer. An AFM image taken for estimating the nanohole density (and thus

the QD density) is shown in fig. 2.4d.

A precise estimation of the QD shape and size is important for the development of the

simulation model explained in the next chapters. The nanohole shape, and thus the shape

of the QD bottom part, depend on the droplet material and the temperature during the

nanohole drilling phase. When Al droplets are deposited on AlGaAs, the angle α between

the plane surface and the side facet of the resulting nanohole is between 15° and 35° [76]

(fig. 2.5a, top). The depth d from the highest point of the AlAs ring to the bottom of the

nanohole is controlled by the temperature T at which the Al droplets are deposited and can

vary from 10 nm for T = 600 ◦C to 125 nm for T = 680 ◦C [75, 78]. The shape of the top

part of the QDs is determined by capillarity. The QDs resulting from filling these nanoholes

have a cone-shell shape, as shown by the AFM image (fig. 2.5a, bottom).

When the Al droplets are deposited on an AlAs layer instead of directly on the AlGaAs,

Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic of the nanohole obtained by local droplet etching with Al droplets
on AlGaAs (top), with the angle α and the hole depth d indicated, and corresponding QD
image (bottom) obtained by combining AFM images taken from different samples after
the nanohole formation and after the GaAs filling step, respectively. (b) Schematic of the
nanohole obtained by local droplet etching with Al droplets on AlAs (top) and TEM image
of the corresponding QD (bottom) [77]. The colours are as guide for the eyes, the real image
is in grey scale.
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the facet-angle is α ' 50° and the resulting QDs are cone-shaped (fig. 2.5b, top). Due to

the fast oxidation of the AlAs layer, AFM images of these QDs in air are not reliable and

hence transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to study the QD morphology. An

example of a QD obtained by LDE using Al on AlAs at T = 650 ◦C is shown in fig. 2.5b,

bottom [77].
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Chapter 3

Theoretical background

This chapter covers the most important theoretical aspects needed to understand and inter-

pret the results discussed in the thesis. Following a brief general overview on QDs’ charac-

teristics, the main focus is turned onto their optical properties. In particular, the influence

of temperature, electric field and magnetic field on the optical properties is illustrated.

3.1 Confined nanostructures

MBE and other epitaxial techniques allow the deposition, with atomic precision, of thin

films of semiconductors. Of particular interest are heteroepitaxial processes, through which

materials of different bandgap are deposited on top of each other, thus obtaining semi-

conductor heterostructures. When a thin layer of a semiconductor with bandgap E
(1)
g is

embedded in a semiconductor with bandgap E
(2)
g > E

(1)
g , a potential well with width equal

to the thickness Lz of the embedded semiconductor is obtained due to the difference in

bandgaps between the two materials. If Lz is smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of

the charge carriers in the embedded semiconductor, the carriers are quantum confined in

the potential well, as opposed to the bulk semiconductor where the carriers are represented

by Bloch waves expanding over the entire crystal. The described structure in which the

carriers are free to move in two dimensions and confined in one (the direction perpendicular

to the plane), is referred to as quantum well (QW). A structure confined in two dimensions

is denoted as quantum wire, whilst when the spatial confinement occurs in all the three

dimensions, a QD is obtained. It is important to note that, in the case of a QD, where

the surface to volume ratio is maximised, a pure defect free interface between the epitaxial

layers is crucial for the optical survival of the nanostructure.

The remarkable properties exhibited by low-dimensional quantum systems are often a con-

sequence of the different functional forms of the density of states ρ. In the bulk material,

ρ(E)3D ∝ E1/2, in a QW ρ(E)2D = const (independent of the energy), in a quantum wire
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bulk material quantum well quantum wire quantum dot

Figure 3.1: Upper row: simple schematic of bulk material and spatially confined systems.
Lower row: corresponding density of states ρ as function of the energy, for both electrons
(above the bandgap) and holes (below the bandgap); ECB and EV B are the conduction and
valence bands respectively

ρ(E)1D ∝ E−1/2 and in a QD ρ(E)0D ∝ δ(E). Similar arguments hold for both electrons

and holes. Furthermore, with a more detailed analysis of the density of states, it can be

noted that the energy gap between electron and hole states increases with reducing dimen-

sionality, as a consequence of the stronger confinement. The dependence of ρ on the energy

for the bulk and the various confined systems is shown in fig. 3.1, for both electrons and

holes. In the case of the QD, ρ is represented by a δ-function, unlike the densities of state of

the other solid-state systems, which are continuous functions of E. In thermal equilibrium,

the average occupation of energy states with charge carriers is given by the integral of the

product between the Fermi distribution and ρ. An outcome of the QD ρ behaviour is that

the recombination of electrons and holes in a QD results in discrete transition energies,

resembling an atom.

The electronic structure of a QD can be described as a function of the effective mass of

the charge carriers and is strongly dependent on the form of the confining potential which

results from the QD morphology1. The QD size is one parameter that affects the potential:

1Diagrams and discussions throughout this thesis assume the envelope function approximation. According
to the Bloch theorem, the wavefunctions of electrons and holes in a crystal are given by the product of a
oscillating orbital-like wavefunction and a periodic envelope function (plane wave). Within the envelope
function approximation, only the linear combination of the plane waves is considered. This has implications
also in the optical selection rules, as described in ch. 7. Further details can be found in text books [79].
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with decreasing QD size, the confinement energy becomes larger and, as a consequence,

so does also the spacing between the energy levels. The shape of the QD also affects the

confinement potential as it determines the spatial position and shape of the electron and

hole wavefunctions, and thus the wavefunction overlap which is directly related to the re-

combination lifetimes, as will be described later. Furthermore, the symmetry of the QD

shape, and hence of the confinement potential, is linked to the electronic state degeneracy:

generally, an asymmetric confinement potential causes the splitting of degenerate states.

The material composition of the QD also defines the bandgap energy, which influences the

spacing between the electron and hole energy levels and the height of the potential well.

Moreover, if the lattice constants of the QD and barrier material are different, strain fields

are present in the vicinity of the QD, affecting the conduction and valence band. Other

consequences of the strain are symmetry reduction due to piezoelectric fields and degen-

eracy lifting of the highest valence bands. In this thesis, only GaAs QDs in an AlGaAs

barrier are considered. Since GaAs and AlGaAs have almost identical lattice constants, the

influence of strain on the QD confinement potential can be neglected.

3.2 QD photoluminescence (PL)

Electrons and holes in a QD, due to the interaction between particles of opposite charge,

form quasi-particles called excitons (X), the energy of which can be obtained by the Hamil-

tonian

HX = He +Hh +HC (3.1)

where He and Hh are the single particle Hamiltonians and HC is the Hamiltonian describing

the Coulomb interaction between the two charge carriers. The total energy of an exciton is

less than the sum of the energies of the single particles due to the attractive force between

them. The difference in energy is given by the binding energy EB. Besides X, additional

excitonic complexes can be obtained in the QD, depending on the number of carriers involved

in the formation of the exciton complex. Some examples are shown in fig. 3.2. These

are a biexciton (XX), obtained with two electrons and two holes in the ground state, a

positive trion (X+) with one electron and two holes, a negative trion (X−) with one hole and

two electrons, a doubly positively charged exciton (X++) and a doubly negatively charged

exciton (X−−). Due to their close proximity inside a QD, charge carriers are affected by

each other. For example, the energy of an exciton and the energy of a biexciton, composed

of two excitons, differ by the biexciton binding energy, due to the higher number of Coulomb

interactions between the four charge carriers forming a biexciton. The Coulomb energy is
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X                         XX                         X+ X– X++  X– –

Figure 3.2: Schematic of various configurations of electrons (blue) and holes (red) in a QD:
exciton (X), biexciton (XX), positive trion (X+), negative trion (X−), doubly positively
charged exciton (X++) and doubly negatively charged exciton (X−−).

given by the Coulomb integral

Cij =

∫ ∫
e2

4πεrε0

|Ψi(~ri)|2|Ψj(~rj)|2

|~ri − ~rj |
d~rid~rj (3.2)

where the indeces i, j = e and h for electron and hole respectively, e is the electron charge,

εr and ε0 the relative and vacuum permittivity respectively, Ψ the carrier wavefunction and

~r the carrier vector position. The exciton energy is

EX = Ee + Eh + Ceh (3.3)

and the biexciton energy is

EXX = 2Ee + 2Eh + Cee + 4Ceh + Chh. (3.4)

It should be noted that eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) are not complete, since an additional contri-

bution, the exchange interaction, needs to be considered in the Coulomb interaction when

taking into account the fermionic nature of electrons and holes forming the excitonic com-

plexes. When two identical particles a and b are exchanged with respect to both spatial

and spin coordinates, the total wavefunction Ψab = ψa × ψb remains either unchanged for

bosons (Ψab = Ψba) or, as a consequence of Pauli exclusion principle, changes in sign for

fermions (Ψab = −Ψba). Taking into account the fermionic nature of the electrons, the

many-electron states must hence be antisymmetric with respect to particle interchange.

Given the precondition of anti-symmetric basis functions, the exchange interaction can be

considered as a spin-spin interaction between the participating particles [80, 81]. The exci-

ton level is then composed of a multiplet of states, of which each degenerate state associated

to different spin configurations of the charge carriers is lifted via the exchange interaction.
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For zinc-blende materials, such as GaAs, the exciton ground state is six-fold degenerate at

the Γ point [82], with two possible electron spin configurations
∣∣∣s(e),m(e)

s

〉
=
∣∣∣12 , 12〉 and∣∣∣12 ,−1

2

〉
and four hole spin configurations

∣∣∣s(hh),m(hh)
s

〉
=
∣∣∣32 , 32〉 and

∣∣∣32 ,−3
2

〉
(heavy holes)

and
∣∣∣s(lh),m(lh)

s

〉
=
∣∣∣32 , 12〉 and

∣∣∣32 ,−1
2

〉
(light holes), where s and ms are the spin quantum

number and the spin magnetic quantum number (or the z component of s), respectively.

The split-off holes, with states
∣∣∣s(soh),m(soh)

s

〉
=
∣∣∣12 , 12〉 and

∣∣∣12 ,−1
2

〉
, due to spin-orbit cou-

pling, are energetically far enough from the valence band edge to be neglected in good

approximation in GaAs. Furthermore, in QDs, the hole ground states is of heavy hole

character with a probability of more than 96% [83], thus, from this point, light holes will

be neglected and, in the following, the term hole will refer to a heavy hole. The exciton

spin states are then four-fold degenerate: |1〉, |−1〉, |2〉 and |−2〉. Only the excitons in the

former two states can absorb and emit photons with spin ±1 and thus these excitonic states

are called bright, whilst the latter two states are called dark states.

The degeneracy of the exciton ground state multiplet is lifted by two contributions: the

exchange interaction (fig. 3.3), with the consequent coupling of electron and hole spins, and

the electron and hole Zeeman interaction in the presence of a magnetic field B [81, 84].

The isotropic exchange interaction causes the splitting between bright and dark states in-

dependently of the QD shape. Moreover, in an asymmetric QD, where the confinement

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the lowest energy exciton states in QDs, from left to right, without
exchange interaction, with isotropic exchange interaction and with additional anisotropic
exchange interaction. The number of degenerate states are indicated by the number of
dashes [80].
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the transitions for the XX → X → 0 cascade. Lifted degeneracy
of the exciton bright states is indicated, with π+ and π− corresponding to linearly (and
orthogonally) polarised light [80].

potential is not isotropic on the growth plane, the exchange interaction also causes an in-

termixing between the bright states or between the dark states (or both, depending on the

QD shape), removing the degeneracy and leading to the bright states 1√
2

(
|−1〉 ± |1〉

)
and

the dark states 1√
2

(
|−2〉± |2〉

)
[81]. Experimentally, the lifted degeneracy between the two

bright states is reflected in the spectral transition lines by the fine structure splitting (FSS)

(fig. 3.4) [85]. The FSS is interesting for applications in quantum communication since a

large FSS can prevent the generation of entangled photons [7, 8, 58]. In the absense of B,

the FSS is an indication of the asymmetry of the nanostructure. In the presence of B, the

FSS is extended by the Zeeman interaction between B and the electron and hole spins [86].

In an asymmetric QD, a further consequence of the excitons being in bright states made of a

superposition of |−1〉 and |1〉 states, is that the photon resulting from the recombination is

in a superposition of left and right circular polarization. Hence, the emitted light is linearly

polarized perpendicularly and in parallel to the anisotrophy axis [85, 86].

The biexciton shows a FSS identical to that of the exciton. This is because the biexciton

is a spin-singlet state, as the two electrons and the two holes occupy closed shells. There-

fore, the biexciton is subject to neither exchange nor Zeeman interaction splitting [86–88].

The biexciton has then two possible decay paths into one of the two non-degenerate bright

states of the exciton, thus its spectral FSS and the emitted light polarization are completely

determined by the excitonic ones.
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3.2.1 Recombination statistics

The assignment of the recombination peaks presented in this work (ch. 5 and ch. 6) is based

on power dependent PL measurements. The behaviour of recombination rates of different

excitonic complexes depend on the excitation rate R, which can be estimated using the

simple rate model described in the following.

For the experiments performed in this work, the excitons are generated in the AlGaAs

barrier material by illumination, so R represents the relaxation rate into the QD s-shell and

is assumed to be proportional to the laser excitation power PE :

R = cEPE (3.5)

where the proportionality constant cE is the excitation efficiency. For the scope of this thesis,

it is assumed that, to each electron excited into the conduction band a hole is obtained in

the valence band, and an exciton is generated, with no formation of free charge carriers in

the process. Hence, only neutral X and XX are considered. Moreover, dark states are here

neglected. Hence, it is assumed that the QD can be in one of these three states: empty,

occupied with one exciton or occupied with two excitons. The corresponding occupation

probabilities are N0, NX and NXX respectively.

Since the formation of a XX takes place when a QD is already occupied by an X, the

probability of the XX formation is NX , divided by half to account for Pauli exclusion

principle. The XX decay time, with subsequent formation of an X, takes a time τXX . This

process is summarised by the following rate equation:

dNXX

dt
=
NXR

2
− NXX

τXX
. (3.6)

The formation of an X can occur either from the removal of an empty state by excitation,

with occupation probability N0 = 1−NX −NXX , or following the recombination of one of

the two excitons forming a XX. The X is destructed after its recombination lifetime τX or

whenever a XX is formed by excitation, thus yielding for the X the following rate equation:

dNX

dt
=
(
N0 −

NX

2

)
R+

NXX

τXX
− NX

τX
. (3.7)

The decay or the formation of an X respectively creates or removes an empty QD state,

which can be described by the rate equation

dN0

dt
=
NX

τX
−N0R. (3.8)
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Figure 3.5: Expected exciton X and biexciton XX PL peak intensity dependence on the
excitation power, calculated using a simple rate model.

The model is consistent with the balance equation at continuous illumination:∑
i=0,X,XX

dNi

dt
= 0. (3.9)

Solving the X and XX rate equations (eq. 3.7 and eq. 3.6) and calculating the results

in equilibrium (i.e. for t → ∞), the dot occupation probabilities as function of R, for

continuous wave excitation, are obtained and are given by

lim
t→∞

NX =
2τXR

τXτXXR2 + τXR+ 2
(3.10)

and

lim
t→∞

NXX =
τXτXXR

2

τXτXXR2 + τXR+ 2
. (3.11)

To calculate the X and XX generation rates in the limits limt→∞NX and limt→∞NXX ,

lifetime values given in the literature [89], τX = 394 ps and τXX = 426 ps, are used as an

example. Assuming that these creation rates are proportional to the corresponding emission

intensities, the expected PL intensities of the X and XX recombinations are computed and

shown in fig. 3.5 [90] (red and black lines respectively). From the model, the X PL emission

is expected to dominate at low excitation power and to then saturate when PE is further

increased. As the X peak saturates, the XX peak is expected to surpass the X peak intensity

and to further increase as PE increases.

3.2.2 Temperature influence

A major part of this work is the study of the temperature dependent QD PL emission. A

specific and detailed analysis of the characteristics of the PL spectra at high temperatures,
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including room temperature TR, and their intensity loss as opposed to the spectra at low

temperature is outlined in the relevant chapter (ch. 5). Here, a more general background

theory on the influence of temperature on the PL emission is provided to better understand

the upcoming analysis.

One important effect of the rising temperature on bulk semiconductors is the shrinkage of

the material bandgap. This is caused by the atomic vibration becoming stronger as the

temperature increases, which in turn increases the interatomic spacing [91]. The variation

of the bandgap energy as function of the temperature is described by the Varshni relation

[92]

Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− αT 2

T + β
, (3.12)

where Eg(T ) is the material bandgap energy at temperature T and, for GaAs, Eg(0) =

1.518 eV and the fitting parameters are α = (4.9± 0.2)× 10−4 K and β = (203± 8) K

[93]. The bandgap energy shift causes also the QD PL emission to redshift with increasing

temperature [94].

Besides the shift in bandgap energy, another consequence of rising the temperature is the

broadening of the QD PL peak linewidth. This is caused by mainly two mechanism. One

is the exciton-acoustic phonon coupling of the lattice relaxation treatment: the possible

recombination of the coupled exciton-phonon state and change in the phonon occupation

numbers gives rise to a broad background, consisting in the exciton-phonon side-bands,

surrounding the single dot emission line (zero-phonon line) [95, 96]. The second mechanism

causing the broadening of the PL peak is the scattering of charge carriers with acoustic and

optical phonons [94, 97].

Increasing the temperature, another effect on the QD PL spectra is the reduction of the

emission intensity. This phenomenon is described in details in ch. 5 through a rate model.

3.2.3 Electric field influence

Despite the high crystal purity achieved using MBE and specifically by the LDE method,

the real crystal is never completely free of defects, such as doping atoms, interstitial defects,

vacancies or dislocations. Charges in those can induce an electric field in the vicinity of a

QD, affecting its transition energies and causing a broadening of the PL peaks [98].

Besides these unwanted sources, an intentional electric field can also be externally applied

and controlled by means of gate electrodes to study the electric field dependent QD PL

emission. One of the focuses of this thesis is indeed the analysis of QD PL spectra under
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an externally applied uniform electric field F .

When an external F is applied, the electronic bands of the QDs bend and the electron and

hole are shifted in opposite directions. In a type-I quantum well this causes a shift of the

electron and hole wavefunction positions and thus of the emitted energy. In analogy to

atomic physics, this effect is called quantum confined Stark effect (or Stark shift). In more

detail, the Stark shift is determined by the three following different effects: as F increases,

both the electrons and the holes are pushed according to their charge. This increases the

distance deh between the charge carriers’ wavefunction center of mass. Assuming a linear

dependence deh(F ) = d0 + βF , where d0 = deh(F = 0) and β is the polarizability of the

QD, the shift of the emission energy in the point charge approximation is

∆E = E(F )− E(F = 0) = −dehF = −µF − βF 2 (3.13)

where µ = d0 is the built-in permanent excitonic dipole moment, oriented along the growth

direction [99]. This effect lowers the recombination energy of a QD (fig. 3.6). Furthermore,

the exciton binding energy is reduced due to the increased spatial separation between elec-

trons and holes, which leads to an increase in the exciton energy and thus to a blue shift of

the corresponding transition energy. The wavefunction overlap is reduced and thus also the

time averaged PL intensity, since the oscillator strength, and hence the probability of the

corresponding transition, decrease. For large F , the first effect (red-shift) dominates over

the second one (blue shift) and thus a red-shift ∆E of the PL emission energy is observed

Figure 3.6: Schematic of a QD band diagram and the ground state electron and hole
wavefunctions, with (left) and without external electric field F . The exciton energy EX is
indicated to show its reduction as a consequence of the band bending and QD shift, both
caused by F .
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with increasing F . For small F , the reduction of the exciton binding energy can compensate

the red-shift.

3.2.4 Magnetic field influence

A magnetic field B applied to a QD strongly influences its PL emission, as is demonstrated

in the simulations outlined in ch. 7. The effects arising from the interaction between B and

the charge carriers can be analysed from different levels of complexity. This section gives a

theoretical background through a simplified approach in the effective mass approximation

and only illustrates the phenomena relevant for the understanding of the simulation results

in ch. 7, since a more complex description is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The exciton Hamiltonian HX is given by eq. 3.1, where the last term HC , in Cartesian

coordinates and within the mentioned approximation framework, is

HC = − e2

4πεε0|~re − ~rh|
. (3.14)

The general form of the single particle Hamiltonian Hj (j = e for electrons and h for holes

with associated charge qe = −e and qh = e respectively) when an external magnetic field B

and, for completeness, an external electric field F are applied, reads:

Hj =
1

2m∗j

(
i~ ~∇j + qj ~Aj

)2

− qjFz + Vj(~r) (3.15)

where ~∇j is the gradient operator and ~Aj = −1
2~rj × ~B is the vector potential used to

describe B. Adopting the Coulomb gauge condition, ~Aj must satisfy ~∇j · ~Aj = 0. Then

eq. 3.15 becomes

Hj = − ~2

2m∗j
~∇2

j +
i~qj
m∗j

~Aj · ~∇j +
q2j

2m∗j
~A2
j − qjFz + Vj(~r). (3.16)

In this thesis, B is always only applied in the growth direction z hence ~B = (0, 0, B).

Defining ~r = xx̂ + yŷ + zẑ, where î are unit vectors, the following is obtained: ~r × ~B =

B(yx̂ − xŷ). From this result and given ~∇j = x̂ ∂
∂x + ŷ ∂

∂y + ẑ ∂
∂z , the second and the third

terms of eq. 3.16 can be rewritten as function of B, x and y, giving

Hj = − ~2

2m∗j
~∇2

j −
i~qjB
2m∗j

(
y
∂

∂x
− x ∂

∂y

)
+
q2jB

2

8m∗j
(x2 + y2)− qjFz + Vj(~r). (3.17)

Using the definition of momentum operator p = −i~ ~∇ and orbital angular momentum

operator L = (Lx,Ly,Lz) = −i~(~r× ~∇), eq. 3.17 can be also written more neatly in terms

of operators as

Hj =
p2
j

2m∗j
+
qjBLz

2m∗j
+
q2jB

2

8m∗j
(x2 + y2)− qjFz + Vj(~r). (3.18)
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3.2.4.1 Fock-Darwin model

The energy spectrum of a flat QD (nz = 0), where the confinement potential Vj = 1
2m
∗
jω

2
j,0r

2

is parabolic and radially symmetric in polar coordinates, is described by the Fock-Darwin

model [100]. Rewriting eq. 3.17 in polar coordinates, and omitting the term associated to

the electric field, gives

Hj = − ~2

2m∗j

(
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
+

1

r2
∂2

∂θ2

)
− i~qjB

2m∗j

∂

∂θ
+
q2jB

2r2

8m∗j
+

1

2
m∗jω

2
j,0r

2. (3.19)

Separating the variables, rearranging and defining the cyclotron frequency ωj,c = eB
m∗

j
the

Hamiltonian can be simplified and the single particle eigenvalues Ej,nj ,lj (Landau levels)

are given by

Ej,nj ,lj = (2nj + |lj |+ 1)~

√
ω2
j,0 +

ω2
j,c

4
± lj~ωj,c

2
(3.20)

where the last term is summed for electrons and subtracted for holes. An example of a

resulting energy spectrum as function of B is shown in fig. 3.7 for holes. For B > 0, the

degeneracies are lifted and the energy levels with positive and negative lh move down and

up respectively as B increases, due to the magnetic moment pointing opposite or along B.

At large B (ωc � ω0), the energy levels converge into Landau levels as a consequence of

the free particle behaviour prevailing over the confinement effect.

The above formulas are valid for a flat QD. For a later discussion (ch. 5), it is useful to

Figure 3.7: Schematic of the Fock-Darwin hole energy in units of ω0 as function of ωc/ω0.
Some of the levels are labelled with their quantum numbers (nh, lh). The ground state and,
to show the change in lh, also some excited states (second, fifth and ninth) are indicated
with a bold line.
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consider also a 3D model. Here, for simplicity and since it is beyond the scope of the

mentioned discussion, no magnetic field is considered. Rewriting eq. 3.20 for a 3D system

and with lj = 0, the single particle energy levels are

Ej,nj = ~ωj,0
(
nj +

3

2

)
(3.21)

Given that, in an ideal case, ωj,0 ∝ 1
m∗

jL
2 , where L is the ground state oscillator length,

which is here assumed to be the same for electrons and holes, the ratio between the electron

and hole quantisation energy is
Ee,ne

Eh,nh

=
m∗h
m∗e

. (3.22)

Optical selection rules predict that, for allowed optical transitions, the electron and hole

states must have equal quantum numbers ne = nh. The nth level energy emission En is

thus given by

En = Eg + Ee,n + Eh,n − Ceh,n. (3.23)

Combining eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), the electron and hole quantisation energies become,

respectively,

Ee,n =
En − Eg + Ceh,n

1 +m∗e/m
∗
h

' 0.88(En − Eg + Ceh,n) (3.24)

and

Eh,n ' 0.12(En − Eg + Ceh,n) (3.25)

with the effective masses m∗e = 0.067me and m∗h = 0.51me and the electron rest mass me.

3.2.5 Exciton in a quantum ring

The above description covered particles in a QD. The following gives a theoretical descrip-

tion of a quantum ring, firstly considering an exciton in a one-dimensional ring and then

an exciton formed by an electron and a hole in spatially separated rings.

The Hamiltonian of an exciton in a one-dimensional ring is

HX =
~2

2m∗eR
2

(
− i ∂

∂φe
+

Φ

Φ0

)2

+
~2

2m∗hR
2

(
− i ∂

∂φh
− Φ

Φ0

)2

− e2

2εε0R

∣∣∣∣ sin φe − φh2

∣∣∣∣−1 (3.26)

where R is the ring radius, Φ is the magnetic flux through the ring and Φ0 is the magnetic

flux quantum [101]. By introducing the new variables φc = meφe+mhφh
me+mh

and θ = φe − φh,

the exciton internal motion can be separated from its gyration as a whole in the ring [101],

so that eq. 3.26 reads

HX = − ~2

2(me +mh)R2

∂2

∂φ2c
+

~2

2µR2

(
i
∂

∂θ
− Φ

Φ0

)2

+ Ceh(θ) (3.27)
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where µ = memh
me+mh

and the last term of eq. 3.26 represents the Coulomb interaction and is

thus here indicated as Ceh(θ). The system’s wavefunction can be expressed as

ΨX = χ(θ)e
iAφc+iθ

Φ
Φ0 (3.28)

where A is a real number and χ(θ) satisfies the Schödinger equation

− ~2

2µR2

∂2χ

∂θ2
+ Ceh(θ)χ =

(
E − ~2

2(me +mh)R2
J2

)
χ (3.29)

with E the total energy of an exciton. The coefficient of χ in the right side of eq. 3.29

is the exciton internal energy and is named ω in the following. In order to assign a value

to J and to determine the allowed solutions of eq. 3.29, ΨX is required to be periodic

independently of φe and φh, with period 2π. Moreover, the solutions to eq. 3.29 are of the

form χ = ν(θ)eipθ, with −1
2 < p < 1

2 and where ν is a periodic function of θ with period 2π,

as this is the period of Ceh(θ) [101]. Adding 2π to φe and φh independently, the following

relationships are obtained:

J
me

me +mh
+

Φ

Φ0
+ p = N (3.30)

and

J
mh

me +mh
− Φ

Φ0
− p = N ′, (3.31)

with N and N ′ integers, from which it follows that J (rotational quantum number of the

exciton) is also an integer. The eigenvalues ω of eq. 3.29 must be periodic functions of p

(ω(p + 1) = ω(p)). Given the relation between p and Φ/Φ0 (eqs. (3.30) and (3.31)), the

exciton binding energy should be a periodic function of Φ with period Φ0. The oscillations of

ω(Φ) are caused by the fact that, in the trajectory of electrons and holes tunnelling towards

one another along the ring, the wavefunction of the relative motion in the exciton takes the

phase 2π times the number Φ/Φ0 of flux quanta passed through the ring [101]. Assuming

that aB � 2πR, with aB the effective Bohr radius, the tight binding approximation can be

used to solve eq. 3.29. The binding energy has then the form

ωn = En −∆n cos

(
2π

(
Φ

Φ0
+ J

me

me +mh

))
= En −∆n cos

(
2π

(
Φ

Φ0
− J mh

me +mh

)) (3.32)

where n indicates the energy level of the exciton, ∆n the tunnelling amplitude. Hence, the

tunnelling leads to an oscillation of the exciton energy with Aharonov-Bohm (AB) period,

albeit very weak due to the small tunnelling amplitude being of the order of Rye
−2πR/aB ,

where Ry is the Rydberg energy.

The above analysis is made considering an exciton in a one-dimensional ring, where the
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electron and the hole have the same orbital radii. For the analysis in ch. 7, it is of interest

to have a theoretical background also of an exciton formed by an electron and a hole

orbiting in non-coinciding rings, in which case a radial dipole moment is obtained in the

exciton. In the following, the simplest case is considered, where the electron and the hole

are orbiting in concentric circles of radii Re and Rh respectively. Introducing the variable

φ0 =
meR2

eφe+mhR
2
hφh

meR2
e+mhR

2
h

and θ (as before), the internal motion of the exciton can again be

separated from it gyration as a whole. However, in this case, the Hamiltonian of the center

of mass depends on the magnetic field B and is given by

HX,c =
~2

(Re +Rh)(meR2
e +mhR

2
h)

(
− i ∂

∂φ0
+

∆Φ

Φ0

)2

(3.33)

where the magnetic flux is ∆Φ = π(R2
e −R2

h)B. The eigenvalues of HX,c are given by

EJ =
~2

(Re +Rh)(meR2
e +mhR

2
h)

(
J +

∆Φ

Φ0

)2

(3.34)

with J = 0,±1,±2, .... The energies EJ represent those of the exciton gyration as a whole.

To this, the energy ω of the electron-hole relative motion should also be added and can

be calculated with the tight binding approximation, as in the previous case, assuming

a� Re, Rh. From eq. 3.34, it can be seen that the exciton ground state gradually transfers

from the state with J = 0, to the ones with J = 1, J = 2, etc., as ∆Φ increases. By doing

so, the exciton energy oscillates with an AB period corresponding to the area difference of

the electron and hole trajectories.
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Chapter 4

Experimental and simulation
methods

The measurements outlined in this thesis are performed on 8 samples, labelled #1 - #81, and

containing LDE QDs in various sizes, shapes and densities. In this chapter, the fabrication

method and process parameters are reported for each sample type2. Samples #4 - #8 are

gated and contacted for electric field dependent measurements and thus these processes are

also illustrated briefly. Further details on the technical methods and process parameters can

be found in the appendix (app. A). A detailed description of the PL setup, the development

of which is a major part of this PhD work, is also given in this chapter, followed by an

explanation of the methods used to simulate the behaviour of a QD in electric and magnetic

fields.

4.1 Sample fabrication

The samples studied in this work contain GaAs QDs fabricated with LDE method during

solid-source MBE, as described in sec. 2.2. All the samples are fabricated on semi-insulating

(001)GaAs wafers. Al droplets are used to drill nanoholes into AlGaAs or AlAs/AlGaAs

heterostructures. The nanoholes are then filled with GaAs in pulsed mode and capped with

AlGaAs to obtain the QDs. The composition and thickness of the grown layers is controlled

by calibrating the GaAs and AlAs growth speed using RHEED (RHEED-12, STAIB Instru-

ment GmbH, Munich, Germany). The shape and size of the LDE nanoholes is determined

using atomic force microscope (AFM). The most relevant QD parameters are related to the

1In this thesis, the samples are renamed for clarity. The correspondence to the samples real number is
here listed for reference: #1 = #2801; #2 = #196; #3 = #222; #4 = #2804; #5 = #3274; #6 = #3272;
#7 = #2803 and #8 = 15446.

2Samples #1 to #7 are grown by previous group members. Sample #8 is grown by me in collaboration
with Hans-Gerog Babin, from Ruhr-Bochum Universität.
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temperature and droplet coverage during LDE, which controls the size, shape, and den-

sity of the nanoholes, and the number of filling pulses deposited for QD generation, which

controls the QD size. Further important sample parameters are the Al content and the

thickness of the AlGaAs barrier material, the number of QD layers, the distance between

QD layer and sample surface, and the presence of a Si doped layer, which acts as a back

gate for electric field dependent measurements. The eight samples studied in this thesis are

here briefly compared. Details of the technical aspects of the sample fabrication and gate

preparation are given in the appendix (app. A).

Samples #1 (fig. 4.1a) and #4 - #7 (fig. 4.1d and e) each contain a layer of low-density

(2× 107 cm−2) QDs grown on a thin AlGaAs layer (120 nm) and capped with 80 nm Al-

GaAs. The Al content of the barrier material is 33% for samples #1, #4 and #7 and 30%

for samples #5 and #6. All these samples contain a 50 nm thick (Si)GaAs back gate for

electric field-dependent measurements grown between a GaAs layer and the AlGaAs tunnel

barrier layer. Sample #1 also contains an AlAs/GaAs superlattice (SL) grown on the GaAs

substrate. The QDs are obtained by filling the nanoholes with 4 pulses of GaAs for samples

#1 and #6 and with 2, 2.5 and 6 pulses for samples #4, #5 and #7 respectively.

Samples #4 - #7 are contacted for field-dependent measurements. The back contact pads

are made of AuGe, which is annealed in order to reach the (Si)GaAs back gate layer. The

top contact pads consist of 10 nm of Ti, 8 nm of Cr (for better adhesion) and 30 nm of Au.

Samples #4 and #7 are dipped in HCl before the Ti deposition. The gates are obtained by

depositing the gate materials through physical vapour deposition (PVD) on sample areas

selected through photolithography. The mask designs used for the photolithography are

shown in fig. 4.2 and the resulting gates of samples #5 and #6 and of samples #4 and #7

are shown in fig. 4.2b and c respectively. Top and back gates are contacted via Au wires.

Sample #2 (fig. 4.1b) contains a single layer of high-density (4× 108 cm−2) QDs grown on

AlAs/Al0.37Ga0.63As heterostructure (5 nm/200 nm) and capped with 120 nm Al0.37Ga0.63As.

An additional layer of QDs (optically inactive) is grown on top of the sample for AFM in-

vestigation. The nanoholes are filled with 5 pulses of GaAs.

Sample #3 (fig. 4.1c) contains a stack of 5 layers of high-density (4× 108 cm−2) QDs grown

on AlAs/Al0.22Ga0.78As heterostructure, (5 nm/95 nm), with each QD layer separated by

20 nm of Al0.22Ga0.78As. The capping layer is 80 nm thick. Above and below the the tunnel

barrier, thick (1.3 µm each) AlGaAs layers with high Al content (58% and 69% respectively)

are grown. As for sample #2, the QDs are obtained by filling the nanoholes with 5 pulses

of GaAs.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the measured samples.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic of one of the mask designs used for the photolithography of gates.
From top to bottom: back gate, Ti window, and Au frame masks. (b - d) Microscopy images
of sample surfaces following the gate fabrication with 3 different designs, used (b) for samples
#5 and #6, (c) for samples #4 and #7 and (d) for sample #8. The masks indicated in (a)
are used for the lithography of the gates shown in (b). Some bond wires are visible in (b)
whilst in (c) the wires are removed, leaving some marks. The image in (d) is taken before
bonding.
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Sample #8 (fig. 4.1f) has major differences with respect to the other samples described

above. A SL and a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) are grown above the substrate. The

QDs are grown in Al0.33Ga0.67As and have a density of 3.7× 107 cm−2. One of the major

difference in this sample are the gates. In fact, the sample has a p-i-n structure, with a

(Si)Al0.15Ga0.85As as back gate and an epitaxial top gate made of C-doped AlGaAs and

GaAs layers. The metal contact pads are made of 3 nm of Ti followed by 7 nm of Au. The

back gate pad is made of NiAuGe and annealed to the back gate layer, after an etching

process to remove part of the layers in between. A microscopy image of the resulting gates

is shown in fig. 4.2d. The wire bonding is done in the same way as for the other gated

samples.

4.2 PL setup

The QD optical properties described in this work are studied with micro-PL spectroscopy

measurements. The experimental setup used is illustrated in fig. 4.3. The experiments

are performed using a continuous wave green laser diode of wavelength 532 nm. For a

few measurements, a 405 nm blue laser diode is used instead. The laser beam passes a

neutral density (ND) filter installed in a filter wheel. The motorised housing, with six

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the micro-PL setup.
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filters with different attenuation factors, allows to select the desired filter for a first rough

adjustment of the beam intensity. The beam passes then through a rectangular continuously

variable reflective ND filter, which allows a further fine adjustment of the intensity as the

filter attenuation can be linearly adjusted via translation. Following the filters, the beam

is reflected on a set of mirrors, one of which can be moved in order to switch from the

PL laser excitation to the microscopy feature, which is described separately. When the

mirror is left in the position for the laser excitation, the beam is directed onto a 90:10

(R:T) beam splitter. The reflected part of the beam is used for in-situ intensity control

of the beam by using a power meter with a standard photodiode sensor. The transmitted

part is focused on the sample via a ×100 objective that is installed inside the cryostat.

The sample is mounted on a piezo-motor driven xyz-stage, which allows the movement of

the sample with a precision of 100 nm and the focusing through the movement on the z

direction. The sample on the stage sits inside a closed-cycle cryostat (Montana cryostation

s200) for operation at low temperatures down to 3.3 K. Contact pins inside the cryostat

allow electric field dependent measurements. The outgoing beam, comprising of the signal

from the sample and the reflected laser light, is collected by the same objective and hits the

same beam splitter. The reflected part (90% of the emission), passes by a high-pass filter.

The filter lets through only light with wavelength above 650 nm, in order to remove the

unwanted laser light reflected by the sample. The light passing through the filter is focused

by a lens (120 mm focal length) into the slit of a grating spectrometer (Andor Shamrock

SR-500i), which is equipped with 3 gratings (235 mm−1, 600 mm−1 and 1200 mm−1) with

size 68 mm×68 mm and an electron multiplying charged coupled device (EMCCD) camera

(Andor Newton EMCCD with 1600×200 array of 16 µm pixels and 3 mHz readout) for data

acquisition. The acquired data are interpreted by the software Andor Solis, which provides

the PL counts as function of wavelength.

4.2.1 Illumination

The description of the setup given so far covers only the laser excitation. The setup features

also an inbuilt microscope for selecting desired areas from the samples. To move from ex-

citation to microscopy, one of the mirrors before the beam splitter can be shifted, allowing

the white light illumination and blocking the laser beam through a beam blocker attached

to the mirror’s sliding stage. The sample illumination is obtained through a Köhler illu-

mination setup (fig. 4.4) adjusted for reflected light microscopy. The light, provided by a

current-controlled white light LED, passes through three lenses, L1, L2 and L3 with focal

lengths f1, f2 and f3 respectively. Two irises, with adjustable aperture size, are used as

aperture diaphragm (D1) and field diaphragm (D2). The light coming from the LED is
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the Köhler white light illumination setup adjusted for reflected
light microscopy. The lenses are denoted as LN (N=1,2,3), with associated focal lengths
fN . The aperture diaphragm, the field diaphragm and the back focal length of the objective
are indicated as D1, D2 and O respectively. The light rays are indicated with orange lines.

focused by L1 into D1 by setting the length between the LED and L1 and between L1 and

D1 equal to 2f1. Due to the integrated lens of the LED, the distance between the LED and

L1 deviates from 2f1 and is adjusted accordingly. The light going out of D1 is collimated by

L2, placed at a distance f2 from D1. The field aperture is placed also at a distance f2 from

L2. The last lens L3 is positioned at a distance f3 from D2 and focuses the image of D2

into the back focal plane of the objective, placed at a distance f3 from L3 [102]. The setup

used for this work has lenses with focal lengths f1 = 25 mm, f2 = 50 mm and f3 = 100 mm.

The image obtained by the illumination light that hits the sample is viewed through a

removable 5 MP CMOS camera (HAYEAR HY-500 B) with a 0.5× magnification lens at-

tached. To direct the outgoing illumination light, a cubical beam splitter is placed between

L3 and O, as shown in fig. 4.3. The same beam splitter is used to separate the laser exci-

tation from the sample emission. Hence a 90:10 beam splitter is chosen, so that the loss of

PL emission from the sample is minimal (10%). The accordingly low amount of white light

reaching the sample is sufficient to clearly see the sample image.

4.2.2 Alternative arrangement and PL setup improvements

A second PL setup was realised as part of this work and, although it remains incomplete and

it was not used to obtained the results outlined in this thesis, the differences are described

here as they can possibly be used for improvements of the current PL setup. A schematic of

the alternative setup is shown in fig. 4.5. The laser beam power is precisely controlled by an

optical attenuator, which consists of an input and an output polariser and an intermediate

half wave plate. The two polarisers are crossed such that no light would pass through them.

However, the presence of the half wave plate, which is mounted on a motorised rotating

stage, allows light to pass through and the amount of passing light can be tuned varying the

angle of the plate with respect to the optical axis of the incoming polariser. Between the
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of an alternative PL setup.

laser and the attenuator, a number of mirrors are placed as adjustment aids (not shown in

the schematic). A short pass dichroic mirror with 650 nm cut-off wavelength is placed after

the attenuator and light with wavelength above the cut-off value is highly reflected whilst

the one below this value is highly transmitted. The dichroic mirrors allows the removal of

the residual laser light, reflected from the sample, from the signal emitted by the sample.

A band-pass filter is also placed closer to the spectrometer. A dichroic mirror as beam

splitter allows nearly 100% reflection for wavelengths above the cut-off wavelength, whilst

the geometric beam splitter, used in the first setup, allows only 90% reflection, which causes

a slight loss of the sample signal. However, with the geometric beam splitter, since a part

of the laser light can also pass, the adjustment of the beam path is substantially simplified.

A periscope is placed after the filters to adjust the beam height to the spectrometer slit, to

which the beam is focused by using an off-axis parabolic mirror. A second periscope directs

the beam to the entrance of a galvo mirror. This consists of a dual-axis mirror system,

which can be remotely controlled and allows a very precise movement of the beam in the

x and y directions over a few tens of micrometers. For point by point galvo scanning of

the sample surface, the outbound rays from the galvo mirrors enter a scanning lens which

needs to be paired with an infinity-corrected tube lens. This collimates the light into the
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back of a ×100 objective. The galvo mirror is the main difference between this setup and

the previously described one, where the sample is placed on a piezo-stage for scanning the

sample surface. As opposed to using a piezo-stage, the galvo system allows higher precision

and faster surface scanning, since larger surface areas can be covered with the mirror system.

The piezo-stage is chosen for the first setup due to the demanding alignment process of the

galvo system and since further tests indicate that single QDs can be still addressed without

the galvo system.

The white light illumination is obtained in an analogous way to the previous setup. However,

in this second setup, the 90:10 beam splitter is placed on a motorised stage and can be

removed during spectroscopy. In this way, no emission signal is lost from the beam splitter.

As a further difference, the camera is away from the laser path; by means of a second beam

splitter (50:50), the sample surface and the laser can be observed simultaneously.

The other components and functions are similar to the previously outlined setup.

4.2.3 Setup for room temperature PL

For measurements at and close to room temperature, a commercial Raman microscope is

used. The main differences to the previously described setups are briefly reported here.

For microscopy, a Renishaw inVia microscope is used; this has 6 objectives, ×100, ×63,

×50, ×20 and ×10. For the PL measurements, only the ×100 and ×50 objectives are used.

The laser spot diameter through these two objectives is 764 nm for the ×100 and 865 nm for

the ×50. As a further difference, there is no cryostat in the setup. The samples are placed

on a piezo-stage; for measurements close to room temperature, the stage is equipped with

a Peltier thermoelectric cooling, with minimum temperature of about 200 K.

4.3 Morphological characterisation

The surface morphology and the structural properties of the QDs studied in this work are

obtained with two methods.

The samples where the LDE is performed directly on AlGaAs (samples #1 and #4 - #8) are

imaged by AFM (Veeco Dimension 3200). To obtain a QD image, a number of measurements

are performed on a sample series in which the fabrication process, with nominally identical

process parameters for the growth of each sample in the series, is interrupted after the

growth of different successive interfaces. An offset equal to the nominal layer thickness is

applied to the baselines of the individual AFM scans to obtain the final image (fig. 2.5a,

bottom). Although the so obtained AFM image is helpful to get a rough idea of the QD
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shape, it has to be noted that the unfilled and filled nanoholes scanned are taken from

different positions of two different samples. This is important to mention in order to avoid

misinterpretation.

The samples where an AlAs layer is deposited on AlGaAs before performing the LDE

(samples #2 and #3) are imaged with TEM, instead of AFM. This is because, due to the

fast oxidation of the AlAs layer, AFM images of QDs in AlAs are not reliable. An example

of a TEM image is shown in fig. 2.5b, bottom. The TEM imaging is done in collaboration

with Akos Nemcics, using a 300 kV JEOL 3010 high-resolution microscope equipped with

a GATAN Tridem model imaging filter [77]. To prepare the sample for the TEM images,

thin cross-sections are cut from the sample. After cutting, the specimens are embedded

into a holder, grinded mechanically, polished and ion beam etched using 10 keV Ar ions.

The different atomic numbers cause contrast in the TEM image, allowing the colour-coding

[77]. TEM imaging of the QDs in AlGaAs are not possible due to their lower density.

4.4 Simulation method

The results of the cone-shell (or V-shaped) QDs in electric (F ) and magnetic (B) fields are

obtained using a single-particle simulation model based on one-band Schrödinger equation

in effective mass approximation and cylindrical symmetry. The Coulomb interaction be-

tween the charge carriers is then calculated with a first-order correction, without including

configuration interaction. The following covers the main steps and the general approach for

the computation. A more in-depth theoretical explanation can be found in ch. 3.

Firstly, electron and hole wavefunctions and energy eigenstates are calculated separately

in an uncorrelated manner, by solving the single-particle Schrödinger equation HjΨj(~r) =

EjΨj(~r) with j = e for electron and h for hole. The single-particle Hamiltonian is derived

in ch. 3 and is here rewritten for convenience:

Ĥj = − ~2

2m∗j
~∇2

j −
i~qjB
2m∗j

(
y
∂

∂x
− x ∂

∂y

)
+
q2jB

2

8m∗j
(x2 + y2)− qjFz + Vj(~r). (4.1)

In the Hamiltonian, the second and third terms account for the presence of the magnetic field

~B = (0, 0, B) applied in the z direction, whilst the fourth term arises from the electric field

~F = (0, 0, F ), also applied in the z direction; Vj(~r) is the confinement potential, which is non-

zero only in the barrier material. The solutions to the Schrödinger equation are calculated by

numerically solving the partial differential equation with the finite element method (FEM),

using the software COMSOL Multiphysics. For the computation, the following formula,
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deriving by expressing eq. 4.1 in terms of the magnetic quantum number lj , eigenvalue of

the operator Lz (see also eq. 3.18), is used as input to a COMSOL module:

cj

(
lj
r

)2

− ~qjBlj
2m∗j

+
q2jB

2r2

8m∗j
− qjFz + Vj(~r); (4.2)

here cj is a constant. The COMSOL module iterates eq. 4.2 up to the required quantisation

level number nj .

Once the single particle energy eigenvalues Ej,n and the corresponding wavefunctions Ψj,n(~rj)

are obtained for both electrons and holes, the wavefunctions can be used to calculate the

Coulomb integral eq. 3.2. For the scope of this thesis, only the ground state behaviour is of

interest, hence the Coulomb interaction is obtained by using the ground state wavefunctions

Ψh,0(~rh) and Ψe,0(~re) as input to eq. 3.2.

For further information about the exciton recombination, the overlap integral, given by

Ieh =

∣∣∣∣ ∫
V

Ψe,0(~r)Ψh,0(~r) d~r

∣∣∣∣2 (4.3)

can then be numerically calculated and used to compute the ground state radiative lifetime

τ =
12π~2c3ε0m0

nQDe2(Ee,0 + Eh,0 + Eg)EP Ieh
(4.4)

with c the speed of light, m0 the electron rest mass, Ee,0 and Eh,0 the electron and hole

ground state energies, Eg the bandgap energy and nQD and EP the material specific refrac-

tive index and Kane energy, which are 3.52 [103] and 25.7 eV [104] for GaAs respectively.

The accuracy of the approach and the model is discussed in ch. 7 in relation to the results.

Unless otherwise stated, the simulations are performed using the following structural pa-

rameters, as indicated in fig. 4.6: nanohole depth hout = 30 nm, nanohole opening radius

Rout = 56.5 nm, QD height hin = 7.05 nm and indentation radius Rin = 49.4 nm. These

Figure 4.6: Schematic of the cone-shell QD. The dimensions used for the simulations are
indicated along with the direction in which the electric and magnetic fields are applied.
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parameters are chosen based on the AFM images of the cone-shell QDs (fig. 2.5a, bottom),

taking into account the amount of filling material deposited. The values for the electron

and hole effective masses are m∗e = 0.067m0 and m∗h = 0.51m0 in the QD and m∗e = 0.09m0

and m∗h = 0.6m0 in the AlGaAs barrier. The confinement potential for both charge carriers

is 0 in the QD and Ve = 300 meV and Vh = 177 meV for electrons and holes in the barrier

(these correspond to band discontinuities in Al0.32Ga0.68As [105]).
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Chapter 5

QD at and close to room
temperature

Semiconductor QDs open the possibility for a variety of interesting devices, but the com-

mercial use of these is often hindered by the effect of ambient temperature. In this chapter,

the photoluminescence from three QD samples (samples #1, #2 and #3) is measured, first

at low temperature and then at and close to room temperature (TR). For one of the samples,

which is optimised for TR emission, a simple model is proposed to evaluate the mechanism

behind the reduction in the PL intensity with increasing temperature. The analysed PL

data are taken by illuminating the samples with a laser with wavelength 532 nm (green

laser). In a second step, to study the influence of the laser energy on the PL emissions, the

spectra are also taken by exciting the dots with a blue laser of wavelength 405 nm. The

laser spot diameter is about 0.5 µm2 for all the measurements outlined in this chapter.

5.1 PL characteristics at low temperature

The luminescence at cryogenic temperatures is here briefly outlined as a basis for compar-

isons with the results at higher temperatures, described in the next sections. PL spectra

taken at a laser power of 0.2 µW are shown in fig. 5.1a for QDs of different size. The size of

the QDs is here indicated by the GaAs filling layer thickness dF . The shift in energy towards

lower values is observed as the QDs increases in size, which is a direct consequence of the

lower confinement. In the inset, a zoom-in of the PL emission of the QD with dF = 0.45 nm

is shown, where the X and XX peaks can be clearly distinguished. The line-width is of

49 µeV, which is at the resolution limit of the spectrometer used for the measurements, and

the fine-structure splitting is of about 5 µeV [106].

When increasing the power from 0.2 µW to 10 µW, higher states of the QDs are filled. Thus,

the X and XX peaks are not visible and, instead, the QD shell structure can be observed
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Figure 5.1: (a) PL measurements taken at about 8 K of QDs of different sizes, as indicated
by the GaAs filling layer thickness dF taken at 0.2 µW and (b) at 10 µW. The inset in (a)
shows a zoom-in of the PL spectrum of a QD with dF = 0.45 nm, where X and XX peaks
are indicated. In (b) the QD shell structure is visible. (c) PL emission, taken at 3.6 K,
from a single QD of sample #1, taken at four different powers; the X and XX peaks are
indicated.

(fig. 5.1b).

PL spectra of sample #1 at 3.6 K are shown in fig. 5.1c for four different power values.

Analysing the power dependence of the PL emissions helps to assign the peaks to the cor-

rect recombination process, as explained in ch. 3. The peak that initially appears at low

power (46 µW, black line) is the X emission, since the exciton is the complex with the lowest

number of particles involved. Further increasing the power to 153 µW (red line), and thus

increasing the exciton generation rate, the probability of further particles occupying the

QD also increases, leading to the presence of other peaks. Among these, the XX peak can

be identified considering the rate model predictions outlined in ch. 3. The peak assigned

to the XX is the one strongly increasing in intensity when reaching 364 µW (blue line) and

which overpasses in intensity the X peak when the power is further increased to 1193 µW.

The other peaks can be associated to trions.
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5.2 Strong GaAs background

The PL measurements of sample #1 at cryogenic temperature (T = 8 K) are shown in

fig. 5.2a. Sharp and clear excitonic and biexcitonic peaks, with linewidth of about 50 µeV,

are visible at low-excitation power of 0.2 µW (inset). Increasing the excitation power to

10 µW, the ground state and three excited states of the single-dot PL are distinguishable,

as a consequence of the filling of higher QD energy levels. The increase in linewidth,

with respect to the low-power spectrum, is associated to the formation of multiexcitonic

complexes. At low temperature, it can be noted that no GaAs background is observed.

The recombination of the ground state exciton is observed at E0(8 K) = 1.642 eV (inset

in fig. 5.2a). Using eq. 3.12, the GaAs bandgaps at higher temperatures are estimated as

Eg(200 K) = 1.469 eV and Eg(300 K) = 1.430 eV. Using the bandgap values and considering

eq. 3.23 for the ground state (n = 0), which reads

E0(T ) = Eg(T ) + Ee,0 + Eh,0 − Ceh,0, (5.1)

gives the ground state quantisation energy E0(T ) − Eg(T ) = 0.125 eV and the expected

ground state emission energies E0(200 K) = 1.594 eV and E0(300 K) = 1.555 eV are ob-

tained.

Figure 5.2: PL emission from sample #1 obtained by excitation through a 532 nm green
laser. (a) Single-dot emission at T = 8 K with 10 µW laser power; inset: single QD PL
emission at 0.2 µW excitation power, with indicated exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) peaks.
(b) Normalised PL emission at TR (black) and 200 K (red) with 0.06 mW excitation power.
The peaks from the GaAs substrate and the superlattice (SL) are indicated.
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Measurements at and close to room temperature TR are shown in fig. 5.2b. These are taken

for a sample area of 8 × 8 µm2, scanned in steps of 500 nm. The sample has a QD density

of 2× 107 cm−2, thus, within the scanned area, an average of 13 QDs are expected. All the

scanned fields show similar PL emissions, with a strong asymmetric and broad peak and

a second sharper peak at around 21 meV at 200 K and 16 meV at 300 K. Both at TR and

close to TR and for all scan fields, no peak is visible in correspondence to the energy at

which QDs are expected to emit.

The sharper peak in fig. 5.2b can be associated to quantised states in the AlAs/GaAs su-

perlattice (SL). The first undesired peak observed at high temperatures is caused by the

GaAs substrate, as confirmed by the peak maxima at about 1.47 eV at 200 K and 1.43 eV at

300 K. PL measurements taken at 230 K and 300 K from a GaAs wafer (fig. 5.3) give a better

insight into the peak characteristics. The very broad emission has a strong high-energy tail

that increasingly broadens with increasing temperature. This tail, which is an indication of

the thermal population of high-energy states (band-to-band recombination of free carriers)

[107], heavily interferes with possible emissions from QDs at the expected energy. Moreover,

it can be observed that, as the temperature rises, the GaAs PL intensity decreases, which is

explained by the increasing importance of thermally activated non-radiative recombination

processes [108].

Figure 5.3: (a) PL emission spectra from a GaAs wafer at TR (black) and at 230 K (red)
taken with a 532 nm green laser. (b) Normalised GaAs PL intensity as function of the
difference between emitted energy and GaAs bandgap energy.
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5.2.1 Temperature enhanced excitonic emission intensity

Although at and close to room temperature not much information can be obtained about

sample #1 QDs, measurements at temperatures below 90 K can still give interesting in-

sights. As observed in the inset of fig. 5.2a, this sample shows sharp excitonic peaks at

cryogenic temperatures. Here, an analysis of the temperature dependence of the excitonic

PL emission intensity is presented and the resulting plot is shown in fig. 5.4, normalised to

the intensity IX,0 at 3 K.

The QDs in sample #1 are placed at a distance dQD = 80 nm from the sample surface

(fig. 4.1a). When illuminating the sample with a laser, the density of excited excitons at

the surface is n0 = cEPE , with cE a constant and PE the laser power. From Beer-Lambert

law [109], the density of excitons in the QD layer excited by the laser is nE = n0e
−αdQD ,

with α the absorption coefficient. For a green laser (532 nm) and for AlGaAs with an Al

content of 31.5%, α = 5.59× 104 cm−1, which leads to a density ratio nE/n0 = 0.64. This

process is temperature independent. As can be observed in fig. 5.4, at temperatures be-

low 15 K, the intensity is almost temperature independent and the QD emission can be

associated to direct QD excitation by the laser. Hence, it can be assumed that only the

absorption is influencing the exciton emission intensity at low temperatures.

Figure 5.4: Exciton PL intensity as function of temperature, normalised with the intensity
at T = 3 K. Experimental data are indicated with black points whilst the red line is a fit
to the data, with fitting parameters as indicated.
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As the temperature exceeds 15 K, the exciton intensity ratio Inorm = IX/IX,0 (with IX the

exciton emission intensity) increases, reaching a maximum at about 30 K, where Inorm =

1.85. The increase in intensity can be explained by the additional contribution of excitons

diffusing from the AlGaAs barrier into the QDs. In equilibrium conditions and assuming

constant illumination, the exciton density at the QD layer is nD = n0e
−dQD/LD , with the

diffusion length LD =
√
DτX , where D is the diffusion coefficient and τX the exciton recom-

bination lifetime. If an activated transport is assumed, the diffusion coefficient is given by

D = D0e
−ED/kBT , where D0 is a constant which indicates the maximal diffusion coefficient

in the limit of infinite temperature and ED is the exciton diffusion activation energy. This

ansatz is also used in similar earlier work about temperature dependent luminescence in in-

directly excited GaAs quantum wells [110]. The total density of excited excitons inside a QD

is nE + nD, which is temperature dependent due to the temperature dependence of D and

thus of nD. The increase of IX with increasing temperature in the range 15 K < T < 30 K,

can thus be explained by the increase of the diffusion coefficient and, consequently, of the

diffusion length LD as the function of the temperature.

The maximum intensity, reached at about 30 K, can be associated to a saturation point

of nD, obtained when LD ' dQD, which is indeed the case for the fitting line in fig. 5.4.

As LD exceeds dQD, for temperatures above 30 K, the complete AlGaAs barrier above the

QDs provides excitons to the QDs and no further excitons diffuse into the QD by further

increasing the diffusion length. This, however, would be expected to cause the intensity to

remain invariant. Instead, the intensity drops above this point, which can be associated to

thermally activated processes, such as exciton break in the AlGaAs barrier and the escape

of single charge carriers from the QD. These processes are analysed in sec. 5.4.1 in reference

to sample #3.

5.3 QD signal close to room temperature

To increase the QD signal and decrease the GaAs background which interferes with the

QD emission in sample #1, various modification are considered in the fabrication of sample

#2. Firstly, the QD density is increased from 2× 107 cm−2 to 4× 108 cm−2 by adding an

AlAs layer on the AlGaAs barrier where the Al droplets are deposited for the nanoholes

formation. Due to this layer, the surface diffusion of the Al adatoms is reduced, leading to

a higher number of droplets and thus of QDs [111]. Moreover, both the thickness and the

Al content of the AlGaAs barrier layer are increased, from 200 nm to 320 nm and from 33%

to 37% respectively, and the (Si)GaAs back gate is removed.
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Figure 5.5: PL emission from sample #2 obtained by excitation through a 532 nm green
laser. Normalised PL emission at TR (black) and 200 K (red) with 0.06 mW excitation
power. At 200 K, the emission from the QD ensemble is visible.

From the PL spectrum of sample #2 taken at T = 4 K (not shown here), the QD ground

state is measured to be E0(4 K) = 1.578 eV. Hence, using eqs. (3.12) and (5.1), the QD

ground state emission energies E0(200 K) = 1.529 eV and E0(300 K) = 1.490 eV are ex-

pected. The PL emission at room temperature TR (fig. 5.5, black line) shows still a strong

GaAs background peak and no QD signal for most scanned areas of the sample. For a few

scanned spots, the PL measurements (not shown here) present a weak QD signal, which

could be related to a locally higher QD density. It can thus be inferred that, at TR, the emis-

sion from sample #2 is just below the threshold of QD visibility. Lowering the temperature

to 200 K (fig. 5.5, red line), indeed a clear QD peak becomes visible at E0(200 K) = 1.534 eV

for all scanned fields. The slight difference of 5 meV between the expected and actual emis-

sion energy value can be related to the QD size uniformity throughout the wafer. Two weak

shoulders are also noticeable around 1.558 eV and 1.590 eV, which can be attributed to the

first and second excited states.

5.4 Strong QD signal at room temperature

Sample #3 is specifically made to maximise the QD emission at room temperature. To do

so, a thicker AlGaAs barrier (over 2.8 µm) is grown to avoid the GaAs background emission

and the LDE and QD fabrication are repeated five times with identical parameters, hence

obtaining five stacked layers of QDs and thus strengthening the ensemble emission.
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Figure 5.6: PL emission spectra from sample #3 obtained by excitation through a 532 nm
green laser. (a) PL emission at TR (black) and at 250 K with 0.06 µW excitation power; a
strong QD ensemble signal is visible. (b) Zoom of QD ensemble emission at TR and at (c)
250 K for various laser powers, as indicated.

The PL emission from sample #3 at TR (fig. 5.6a), as a result of these improvements, shows

no GaAs background. Furthermore, a strong AlGaAs peak is visible at E = 1.75 eV, from

which an Al concentration of 22.3% is determined, but this peak is well-separated from the

QDs’ emission energy from 1.4 eV to 1.7 eV and thus does not interfere with it.

Power-dependent PL measurements at TR (fig. 5.6b) show a strong ground state emission

(1.479 eV) and three excited states (1.531 eV, 1.574 eV and 1.632 eV) at high excitation

power of 1.2 mW. A reduction of the excitation power causes a gradual decrease of the

emission intensity, in particular for high energy levels, which is explained by the diminution

of the charge carriers in higher states. It can also be observed that at low power (0.06 mW),

the ground state E0 peak intensity is stronger than the first excited state E1 peak intensity.

As the power is increased above 0.12 mW the ground state emission is overtaken firstly by

the first excited state and subsequently also by higher excited state peaks. This can be

explained by considering the Pauli exclusion principle: the ground state can be occupied

only by two electrons whilst the first excited state allows for four electrons. At a power for

which both levels are likely occupied, the possibility of the first excited state being occupied

by more electrons than the ground state is reflected by the higher intensity of the E1 peak

with respect to the E0 peak. The same argument holds for the higher excited states.
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Similar power-dependent PL measurements are taken at T = 250 K (fig. 5.6c). The plot

behaviour is analogous to the one at room temperature. It can however be observed that,

lowering the temperature from 300 K to 250 K, the QD emissions become sharper and are

blue-shifted by about 27 meV, reflecting the GaAs bandgap temperature-dependent shift

from 1.430 eV at 300 K to 1.450 eV at 250 K (eq. 3.12, sec. 3.2.2).

5.4.1 Intensity reduction mechanism at high temperature

The QD PL emissions at and close to room temperature, normalised to have the same Al-

GaAs peak intensity maximum, are shown in fig. 5.6a. Even with the normalisation (which

enhances the emission at TR), it is evident that the emission intensity is strongly reduced

at TR.

To understand the mechanism behind this intensity loss, it is useful to calculate the quan-

tisation energies inside the QD. For this estimation, the 3D Fock-Darwin model, describe

in sec. 3.2.4.1, is used [100]. Although the model considers an idealised case of a spherical

dot with parabolic confinement, which is not expected to be the case in the present system,

it is here used for its simplicity and for a first rough estimation. Furthermore, the exci-

ton binding energy is here assumed to be independent of the principal quantum number

n (Ceh,n = Ceh). This choice is also made in order to further simplify the model. From

eqs. (3.21) and (3.23), the energy difference between the first excited state and the ground

state and between the ground state and the bandgap edge are E1 − E0 = ~(ωe + ωh) and

E0−Eg = 3
2~(ωe+ωh) respectively, which lead to the binding energy Ceh = Eg− 5

2E0+ 3
2E1.

Its numerical value, Ceh = 23 meV, is obtained plugging-in the experimental energy results

En at room temperature summarised in Table 5.1. The corresponding oscillator length,

L ' 10 nm gives an estimation of the order of magnitude of the QD diameter. This value

is similar to the one observed in the morphological images of sample #3 QDs (fig. 2.5b,

bottom). The experimental PL data can be used in eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) to find the

nth-level electron and hole quantisation energies (Table 5.1 and fig. 5.7b).

To better understand the cause of the PL intensity drop with increasing temperature, the

integrated ground state PL intensity is measured as function of the temperature, from 40 K

up to 300 K, at a constant excitation power of 2 µW. Three distinct regimes can be noticed:

a low-temperature regime from 40 K to 100 K, a transition regime from 100 K to 160 K and a

high-temperature regime above 160 K (fig. 5.7a). The slope of the logarithmic intensity plot

as function of the temperature gives the activation energies, assuming that the processes

causing the intensity reduction are thermally activated.
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Level, n 0 1 2 3

En 1479 1531 1574 1632

En − En−1 - 52 43 58

Ee,n 69 114 152 203

Eh,n 9 16 21 28

Exciton escape
EX,esc 254 202 159 101

Single charge escape
Ee,esc 163 118 80 29

Eh,esc 137 130 125 118

Table 5.1: Measured PL energies En for QD sample type III at TR = 300 K. Calculated
electron and hole quantisation energies and escape energies. All energy values are in meV.

The red line in fig. 5.7a is based on a rate model. The QD emission intensity is

IPL = NQDRPL (5.2)

where NQD is the population of excitons in the QD and RPL = 1
τPL

is the exciton radiative

recombination rate in the QD, with radiative lifetime τPL. The exciton population in the

QD changes in time as

dNQD

dt
= NBRcap −NQDResc −NQDRPL (5.3)

with NB the population of excitons in the barrier, Rcap the rate at which an exciton in the

barrier is captured by the QD, and Resc the rate at which an exciton thermally escapes from

the QD into the barrier material. The time-dependent exciton population in the barrier is

dNB

dt
= RE −NBRbr (5.4)

with RE the rate at which excitons are generated by the laser irradiation (laser intensity)

and Rbr the rate at which an exciton thermally breaks. When the population is constant

(i.e. in equilibrium, when t→∞),
dNQD

dt = 0 and hence, from eq. 5.3, the exciton population

in the QD is NQD =
NBRcap

Resc+RPL
. Since the time-dependence of NB at constant illumination

is also 0
(
dNB
dt = 0

)
, thus from eq. 5.4 follows that NB = RE

Rbr
. Hence

NQD =
RERcap

Rbr(Resc +RPL)
. (5.5)

From eq. 5.2, the optical intensity emitted from a QD becomes

IPL =
RERcapRPL

Rbr(Resc +RPL)
. (5.6)
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Figure 5.7: (a) Measured PL ground state emission intensities (dots) from sample #3 at
different temperatures, together with model results using the indicated activation energies
considering an Al content of 22% (red) and 40% (dashed green). (b) Schematic of the
conduction and valence band at the interface between GaAs QD (red) and the AlGaAs
barrier (blue). All the indicated energy values are in meV.

Assuming that Rbr and Resc are thermally activated rates whilst RE , Rcap and RPL do not

depend on the temperature, eq. 5.6 simplifies to

IPL ∝
1

Rbr(Resc +RPL)
. (5.7)

The temperature dependent activation rates can be written as Rbr = νbr exp(−EA1/kBT )

and Resc = νesc exp(−EA2/kBT ), with νbr and νesc the vibrational frequencies and EA1 and

EA2 the activation energies.

Using a typical lifetime of τPL = 1 ns to calculate RPL, the activation energies EA1 =

5.9 meV and EA2 = 270 meV for the low- and high-temperature regimes, respectively, give

the model results (red line in fig. 5.7a) that best fit the experimental results, and are thus

used for the analysis that follows. By using a different value for the lifetime, such as

τPL = 10 ns or τPL = 100 ps, the activation energies vary of only about 8%, which is here

considered to be small.

The exciton binding energy in GaAs bulk material is 4.7 meV, which is close to EA1. This

can indicate that, in the low-temperature regime, a thermally activated process breaks the

excitons excited by the laser in the AlGaAs barrier material and the deriving single charge
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carriers diffuse separately through the crystal.

A number of possible loss channels can be linked to the higher activation energy EA2 at

temperatures above 160 K. The most likely of these are exciton escape and single charge

escape from the QD.

In the first case, an electron and a hole bound to each other escape from the dot into the

AlGaAs barrier as an exciton. The escape energy is then EX,esc = ∆Ec−Ee,n+∆Ev−Eh,n,

with ∆Ec the band discontinuity at the AlGaAs/GaAs interface for the conduction band

and ∆Ev for the valence band. For an AlGaAs barrier with an Al content of x = 0.223, the

band discontinuities are ∆Ec = 209 meV and ∆Ev = 123 meV [105].

In the other most likely mechanism, the Coulomb binding energy between the electron and

the hole forming the exciton in the QD is first broken and then one charge carrier escapes

the QD singularly into the conduction band or the valence band. The escape energies are

thus Ee,esc = ∆Ec − Ee,n + Ceh and Eh,esc = ∆Ev − Eh,n + Ceh for electrons and holes

respectively.

Comparing EA2 to the different escape energies summarised in Table 5.1, the escape of

ground state excitons (EX,esc = 254 meV) is the mechanism that can best describe the in-

tensity loss of the high-temperature regime. This result is in agreement with similar studies

performed on InAs QDs [112, 113] and on self-assembled GaAs QDs comparable to the ones

in sample #3 [94].

A way to partially overcome the exciton escape from the QDs is by raising the AlGaAs

barrier. This is shown by the green line in fig. 5.7a, which illustrates the QD PL emission

intensity predicted by the above described model for a higher Al content of 40%, the max-

imum reasonable content that would still allow not having an indirect band structure. The

QD PL intensity is predicted to increase by more than three orders of magnitude.

5.5 Influence of laser energy

The PL emissions discussed in the previous sections are taken by illuminating the samples

with a green laser (532 nm). In this case, the emissions at and close to room temperature

from samples #1 and #2 are strongly affected by the GaAs background signal. A possible

way to increase the ratio IQD/IGaAs between the QD and the background emissions, is to

excite with a blue laser (405 nm).

The absorption coefficient α is wavelength dependent and, using values close to sample #1
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as an example, for an AlGaAs barrier material with an Al content of 31.5% is αblue =

4.19× 104 cm−1 and αgreen = 5.59× 105 cm−1 when using a blue (405 nm) and a green

laser (532 nm), respectively [114]. In sample #1, the plane containing the QDs is at a

depth dQD ' 80 nm from the surface, hence in between the penetration depths of the blue

and green lasers. This leads to a ratio between blue and green excitation intensities of

Iblue/Igreen = 5 × 10−2. The interface between the AlGaAs barrier and the GaAs is at a

depth dGaAs = 200 nm, which gives Iblue/Igreen = 7× 10−4. Hence, although the blue laser

is expected to lead to a lower QD intensity as opposed to the excitation through a green

laser, due to the shorter penetration depth of 24 nm as opposed to the 179 nm penetration

depth of the green laser, it is also expected to suppress the background emission by a factor

of about 70, if other effects, such as exciton diffusion, are neglected.

The PL measurements resulting from the blue laser excitation of sample #1 (fig. 5.8a and

b) confirm the expectations. Compared to the excitation with the green laser (fig. 5.2b),

the GaAs background peak is not visible. Both at 300 K and 200 K, the SL and the AlGaAs

barrier peaks are visible. These are also visible when using a green laser (fig. 5.2b). As

most improvement with respect to the green laser case, the QD ground state energy peak

is observed at 300 K. Its value E0 = 1.540 eV is close to the energy 1.555 eV expected from

the low-temperature data of the sample with 532 nm excitation discussed in sec. 5.2. At

Figure 5.8: PL emissions from sample #1 and #2 obtained by excitation through a 405 nm
blue laser. (a) Sample #1 at TR, (b) sample #1 at T = 200 K, (c) sample #2 at TR and
(d) sample #2 at T = 200 K.
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200 K, the increased emission intensity reveals also a shoulder which might indicate the QD

first excited state.

The PL spectra from sample #2 (fig. 5.8c and d) also show major improvements when

using a blue laser: already at room temperature, the QD ground state emission is visible

and becomes clear at T = 200 K. The energies, E0 = 1.495 for T = 300 K and E0 = 1.530

for T = 200 K, agree well with the estimation in sec. 5.3. The first excited state is also

already visible at 300 K and, at 200 K, with the same excitation power, 3 excited states

can be distinguished. The GaAs background, although still present, is reduced by a factor

larger than 6000 in comparison to the green laser excitation case.

The PL measurements of sample #3 with the blue laser (not shown) do not present any

emission from QDs, which can be explained by the very thick and hence highly absorbing

AlGaAs barrier layer, appositely grown for increasing the emission when exciting with a

green laser.

5.6 Summary

The influence of the temperature on the optical properties of LDE QDs is analysed in this

chapter. As the temperature increases, the QD optical emissions are observed to becomes

broader, as a consequence of exciton-phonon coupling phonon scattering [97]. Furthermore,

the QD emission peaks move to smaller energy values due to the GaAs bandgap shrinkage

caused by the atomic vibrations becoming stronger with increasing temperature [94].

The temperature dependence of the QD PL intensity is also investigated. It is shown

that, at temperatures below about 15 K, the intensity is nearly temperature independent,

which indicates that the emission is obtained only through direct excitation of the QD by

absorption at or in very close vicinity to the QDs. Between 15 K and 30 K, an enhancement

of the PL intensity is observed, which is associated to diffusion of excitons from the AlGaAs

barrier into the QD, which contributes to the overall intensity. At about 30 K, where the

diffusion length and the distance of the QD layer from the sample surface are expected

to be equal, the intensity starts dropping and thermally activated loss channels come into

play. These loss channels are studied through a rate model, which indicates a low- and

a high-temperature regime. In the former (T < 100 K), the break of excitons excited by

the laser in the barrier material and the consequent single charge carrier separate diffusion

through the crystal are considered to be the main loss channels. In the high-temperature

regime (above 160 K), the most likely loss channel is the escape of ground state excitons

from the QD.
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Chapter 6

Cone-shell QD in electric field F

When an external electric field F is applied on a QD, the electrostatic energy of the electrons

and holes in the QD is altered. This causes the recombination energies to be shifted as

a result of the quantum-confined Stark effect [79, 115–117] and the electrons tunnelling

probability to change. These effects are here investigated on QDs which are referred to

as cone-shell QDs (samples #4 to #8), as they result in the shell of a cone, as shown in

fig. 4.6. Thanks to the particular shape of these QDs, allowed by the LDE method, as

opposed to other more common shapes like pyramidal [118] and spherical [119] shapes, an

external electric field applied parallel to the QD growth direction is expected to induce the

formation of either an electron or a hole ring at the base (top) of the cone-shell structure,

as a consequence of the charge carrier separation and the confinement regime. Hence,

here an electric field applied in the growth direction also causes a lateral separation of the

wavefunctions.

In this chapter the model described in ch. 4 is firstly used to simulate the electron and hole

wavefunctions for various F values and to predict the QD PL measurements by computing

the single-particle ground state energies and the Coulomb interaction. Secondly, electric

field dependent measurements are provided and compared to the theoretical results.

6.1 Simulation predictions

In order to predict the behaviour of the charge carriers of a cone-shell QD under the influ-

ence of an external F , simulations are performed, firstly in the single-particle frame and,

as a second step, the Coulomb interaction is included as a perturbation. The calculations

are performed without considering configuration interaction (CI) to avoid extensive com-

putation times. The purpose here is to obtain rough predictions of experimental outcomes,

rather than to make a precise theoretical model. Thus a simple approach, albeit approxi-

mated, is preferred to a more precise and complex one.
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6.1.1 Single-particle frame

For the study of the structure in the single-particle frame, without interaction, the simula-

tion of the wavefunction and the corresponding energy eigenvalues is computed separately

for electron and hole. The effect of an electric field F , applied from bottom to top (fig. 4.6),

can be understood by analysing the change in the probability density of the charge carriers,

which is shown in fig. 6.1. The left and right columns show the cross-section of the elec-

tron and hole ground state square wavefunctions Ψ2
e,0 and Ψ2

h,0 respectively, with the white

colour being where it is most probable to find the corresponding charge carrier, blue where

it is less likely and black where it is very unlikely to be found. When no electric field is

applied (fig. 6.1c and h), both electron and hole are at the tip of the cone-shell. Due to its

smaller effective mass, the electron has a higher probability density in the barrier material

Figure 6.1: Simulated cross-section ground state probability density Ψ2
0 for electrons (left)

and holes (right) in a cone-shell QD (the QD shape is indicated with white dashed lines). A
vertical electric field F of (a,f) −30 kV/cm, (b,g) −20 kV/cm, (c,h) 0 kV/cm, (d,i) 20 kV/cm
and (e,j) 30 kV/cm is applied. The probability density of the squared wavefunctions is colour
scale encoded as indicated on the bar at the right hand side.
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and extends over a larger space in the confinement structure compared to the hole wave-

function. Applying a negative electric field F from bottom to top, the electron is pushed

towards the top and, due to the structural configuration, the electron moves towards the

sides, whilst the hole wavefunction is further squeezed into the tip of the cone-shell. This

can be clearly seen, for example, in fig. 6.1a and f, in which a field of −30 kV/cm is applied.

In this way, an electron ring is obtained whilst the hole wavefunction stays as a dot. The

contrary is obtained when a positive electric field F is applied. In this case, the electron

wavefunction is squeezed at the tip of the cone-shell whilst the hole is pushed towards the

base, thus an electron quantum dot (fig. 6.1d and e) and a hole quantum ring (fig. 6.1i and j)

are obtained. It can be noticed that, again due to the difference in effective masses between

electrons and holes, a smaller electric field |F | is needed to form a hole ring compared to an

electron ring. For example, at −20 kV/cm, the electron wavefunction is not forming a clear

ring yet and part of the probability density is still concentrated at the tip of the cone-shell

(fig. 6.1b). On the other hand, the same positive electric field F of 20 kV is enough for the

hole wavefunction to form a well-defined ring (fig. 6.1i).

6.1.2 Exciton frame

The possibility of tuning either the electron or the hole wavefunction separately from dot

to ring by means of an electric field is a specific property of the cone-shell QD, made

possible by its unique shape. The large displacement between the charge carriers suggests

important consequences on the PL emission. To predict the behaviour of the luminescence,

the Coulomb interaction Ceh needs to be accounted for. The dependence on the electric

field F of Ceh and of the position of the electron and hole wavefunction center of masses

(zc,e and zc,h) is shown in fig. 6.2a and b respectively. Ceh shows a peak1 (Ceh = 15 meV)

at F = 0 kV/cm as this is the position in which the overlap between the electron and hole

wavefunctions is maximal. As the electron and hole are pushed apart from each other by

applying an electric field, Ceh decreases and approaches a minimal value of about 1 meV

at high |F |. As previously mentioned, the electron and hole wavefunction extension in the

cone-shell (and thus their tunnelling probability into the barrier material) differs due to their

different effective masses; this is described in further details also in ch. 7. Consequently, the

extent to which they respond to the electric field also differs, as can be seen in the plot of zc.

For example, at F = −40 kV/cm, zc,e = 22.6 nm, whilst at F = 40 kV/cm zc,h = 27.1 nm.

The gradual flattening of the zc,h curve approaching about 28 nm is caused by the structural

constrain, since the cone-shell has a height of 30 nm. The different response to the electric

1For all the simulations, the Coulomb interaction Ceh is calculated as a positive value and subtracted to
get the exciton energy EX = Eg + Ee + Eh − Ceh
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Figure 6.2: (a) Simulated Coulomb interaction Ceh, (b) position of the wavefunction center
of mass for electron (blue) and hole (red), (c) ground state exciton energy with (black full
line) and without including Ceh (black dashed line), and (d) ground state recombination
lifetime in logarithmic scale as function of the applied electric field F for a cone-shell QD.
The green line in (c) is the ground state exciton energy, including Ceh, for a spherical QD
with wavefunction extension at F = 0 kV/cm comparable to the cone-shell QD.

field F from electrons and holes explains the asymmetric behaviour of the Ceh(F ) plot and

of the other variables as function of the electric field F deriving from Ceh.

The charge carrier separation causes also a quantum confined Stark-shift [120] in the exciton

ground state energy as function of the electric field F (fig. 6.2c). The exciton recombination

energy without including Ceh, i.e. the sum of the single-particle energies and the band gap

energy Eg, is shown with a dashed line. A strong Stark-shift is observed at large electric

field, as would be expected, since the Stark shift increases with increasing QD size in the

electric field direction [99], which is caused by the increased electron-hole wavefunction

separation induced by the electric field. Comparing the dashed and the full black lines,

it can be observed that, when Ceh is included, EX,0 is almost constant for −22 kV/cm <

F < 5 kV/cm. This is because the gradual change of Ceh in this regime compensates for

the energy increase. Similarly, the spike in the EX,0 plot for 5 kV/cm < F < 10 kV/cm
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is associated to the sudden drop of Ceh as the holes are pushed from the tip to the base

of the cone-shell accompanied with an abrupt electron-hole charge separation. The dashed

line, which shows the Stark-shift when Ceh is not included, is close to a parabola but it is

indeed not fully parabolic, which is a clear consequence of the asymmetric system shape in

the z-direction.

It has to be noted that the asymmetry of the cone-shell system is of particular interest and

is the cause of the above described field dependence of the QD energy. In fact, a strong

confinement (narrow quantum well potential) is attractive for the high quantisation energies,

which allow the QD emission to be separated from, for instance, the substrate luminescence.

However, such tight confinement limits the ability to experimentally tune the QD emission

by means of an electric field, as explained in ch. 3. In the cone-shell QDs, this is not the

case: despite the tight confinement, the asymmetric shape causes the coupling of the motion

in the radial and the z-direction, leading to a strong field dependence of the energy. To

demonstrate this, the cone-shell QD ground state energy is compared to the ground state

energy of a spherical QD (fig. 6.2c, black and green full lines respectively). A spherical

QD is chosen for its simplicity and because of its wide use in the literature [121–124]. The

radius r = 5 nm of the spherical QD is chosen such that the cone-shell QD and the spherical

QD wavefunction extensions at F = 0 kV/cm are comparable. It can be observed that the

Stark-shift for the spherical QD is extremely small compared to the cone-shell case. For

example, from F = 8.5 kV/cm to F = 40 kV/cm the variation in the ground state energy is

∆EX,0 = 56.0 meV for the cone-shell QD as opposed to only 0.9 meV for the spherical QD.

The Stark-shift of the spherical QD is small because of the small wavefunction shift and,

consequently, the small charge carrier separation, allowed by the spherical shape when the

electric field is applied.

Although time-dependent PL measurements are not accessible by the set-up used in this

thesis, it is interesting to see the theoretical prediction related to the recombination lifetime,

as this is an important parameters for applications in quantum technologies. The strong

Stark-shift obtained as the electric field F increases is accompanied by a drastic elongation

of the recombination life-time, over more than eight orders of magnitude, as can be seen in

fig. 6.2d. Due to the stronger displacement of the holes compared to the electrons at the

same |F |, the elongation is more pronounced for positive electric field, reaching seconds at

F ' 40 kV/cm.
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6.2 Field-dependent PL measurements: overview

From here onward, this chapter discusses the experimental results obtained for samples #4

to #8. When the computation results are considered, mainly for comparison purpose with

the experimental outcomes, this is explicitly stated for clarity.

To obtain an electric field across the QDs, an external bias voltage VG is applied between the

top and the back gates. The PL spectra are then taken as function of VG. The conversion

between VG and the strength of the electric field F is done by assuming a simple parallel

plate capacitor. In this way, the electric field is given by

F =
Vbi − VG
dgates

(6.1)

where Vbi is the built-in potential of the Schottky diode and dgates is the distance between

the top and the back gate (fig. 4.1). This approach represents an approximation. A more

precise relation between VG and the electric field F should consider also internal electric

fields induced by depletion zones or charge accumulations. To estimate Vbi, the 1D Poisson

solver of G. Snider is used [125]. The program uses the method of finite differences to find

the 1D band diagram of the semiconductor structure. The mobile charge concentrations

are computed using Boltzmann statistics and dopant ionization is also considered for both

shallow and deep dopants. In the studied gated samples, the semiconductor layer containing

the QDs is unintentionally p-doped, leading to band bending. Two interfaces are thus ob-

tained, each acting as a pn-diode. One interface is the Schottky contact between the metal

top gate and the p-type semiconductor and the second interface is the one between the

same p-type semiconductor and highly doped n-type back gate. Two depletion zones can

then be obtained. The band bending and whether a flat region separates both depletion

zones depend on the doping concentration. For the present computations, the uninten-

tional weak acceptor concentration of the 200 nm layer containing the QDs is assumed to be

about 1015 cm−3, which results from earlier low temperature mobility measurements. For

the heavily doped back gate, a donor concentration of 1018 cm−3 is used. In this case, the

depletion zones merge, and the band bending is small. When the layer between the gates is

fully depleted, any change in the voltage does not cause changes in the charge distribution

and contributes only to the electric field (i.e. the field to voltage dependence is linear).

For the present samples, since the distance dgates = 200 nm between the metal contacts is

smaller than the usual length of the depletion zone, which is generally on the range of a few

microns, it is likely that the background doping is sufficiently low that the layer between

the metal gates is fully depleted. An almost linear dependence of the electric field F on the

voltage is obtained, in agreement with eq. 6.1.
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For the computation through the solver, the height of the Schottky barrier is needed.

For an interface between AlxGax−1As and various metals, the barrier height is reported

to increase with increasing x from 0.00 to 0.33 [126–130]. This increase, in the case of

an Au/Al0.33Ga0.67As and Au/Al0.30Ga0.70As contacts is of 20% and 19% compared to

Au/GaAs (i.e. where the Al concentration is 0) [126]. Assuming a similar increase in the

case of Ti/Al0.33Ga0.67As and Ti/Al0.30Ga0.70As, and knowing that the expected barrier

height for Ti/GaAs is of 0.84 V [131], the expected barrier height is 1.01 V for x = 0.33 and

1.00 V for x = 0.30. Using these values in the 1D Poisson solver, Vbi can be estimated and

can be approximated to 0.72 V.

Experimentally, this value can be obtained by measuring the photocurrent I as function of

the applied voltage VG (I-V curve). In fact, when the sample is illuminated by the laser,

the photons excite charge carriers in the AlGaAs barrier. Due to the band bending, and de-

pending on the bias polarity and the material doping, the electrons are dragged towards the

top gate and holes towards the back gate or vice versa, causing a photocurrent that depends

on the laser power and on the electric field. When VG compensates Vbi (flat-band condi-

tion), no photocurrent is present. Since the application of a voltage to a non-illuminated

Schottky diode also leads to a current, in reality the current induced by the forward bias

compensates the photocurrent slightly before the photocurrent becomes 0 [130]. Thus the

experimentally measured Vbi are higher than the predicted 0.72 V value.

Besides using the I−V curve, there are also other experimental ways to assign a value to the

built-in potential Vbi. In fact, one argument is that the maximum of the energy plot E(VG)

is obtained at F = 0 kV/cm and thus VG at which the maximum is obtain corresponds to

Vbi. Another argument is that, at flat-band condition, the wavefunction overlap should be

maximised (shortest lifetime) [76] and thus the intensity is maximised. Hence VG at which

the QD PL emission intensity is maximised corresponds to Vbi, assuming symmetric con-

finement potential. All the methods lead to slightly different results. Due to the difficulty

in assigning a value to Vbi and for consistency reasons, all the voltage to field conversions

in this thesis, unless otherwise stated, are done by fixing Vbi = 1.8 V. This value is the one

for which simulations using an atomistic model (discussed later), with the parameters in

fig. 4.6, best fit the corresponding experimental data.

6.3 Exciton and biexciton energy

In the measurements discussed here, the exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) peaks are iden-

tified by performing a power dependent measurement at VG = 0 V, to study the relative
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behaviour of the peaks. In fact, initially only the X peak is visible and, as the power in-

creases, the XX peak appears. Further increasing the power, the XX peak intensity grows,

until it overcomes the X peak [132]. The physics behind this behaviour is related to the

likelihood of the QD ground state occupation with excitons and biexcitons and is described

by a rate model outlined in ch. 3. An example of the exciton and biexciton relative intensi-

ties as function of the excitation power is shown in fig. 3.5. In the measurements discussed

below, besides the indicated X and XX peaks, a number of other peaks are present, which

are associated to other excitonic complexes. In this work, only X and XX are considered

in detail (unless otherwise stated). In this section, a first overview of the main features

observed in the QD energy spectra is first outlined through some example plots. Detailed

comparisons are then given in the sections that follow.

The PL emission energy E of a QD from sample #4, taken with laser illumination power

of 22 W/cm2, is shown in fig. 6.3a as function of V and the electric field F . The colours

indicate the emission intensity, with red being the highest intensity and blue the lowest.

From F = −35 kV/cm to 30 kV/cm, a small Stark-shift (blue-shift) of about 0.8 meV, for

both X and XX emissions, is observed. The Stark-shift is slightly stronger at negative elec-

tric field (larger VG). The separation between X and XX emissions stays roughly constant

at about EX − EXX = 2.4 meV. At the chosen low power, the X energy has the strongest

intensity over the whole field range. The third energy line below the XX line is associated

to an excitonic complex. Beside this line, at least two replicas of the high intensity lines

are observed at higher energies, which can be emissions from other QDs neighbouring the

directly illuminated QD. As a final observation, all the peaks abruptly lose intensity at

about 1.1 V.

The PL emission from a second QD of the same sample positioned in the same Ti window

of the first QD is shown in fig. 6.3b. All the measurements in the plot are taken at a laser

power of 20 W/cm2. Since the XX energy line can hardly be distinguished by the lines of

the other excitonic complexes, only the emission from X is indicated. There is almost no

change in the X energy in the range of the electric field F considered below about 37 kV/cm,

whilst, between 37 kV/cm and 40 kV/cm, a red-shift of 2.4 meV, indicated with a red arrow

in fig. 6.3b, is observed. Compared to QD1 in fig. 6.3a, QD2 emits at higher energies, indi-

cating that the second QD is smaller than the first. The size variation of the two small QDs

obtained by filling the nanoholes with 2 GaAs pulses is within the range expected for this

type of QD ensembles [68]. For a smaller QD, a smaller Stark-shift is expected. It would

thus be expected to observe a drop in energy with increasing electric field (for VG < 1 V)

for QD1, stronger than for QD2. However, due to the drop in intensity at low voltage, this
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Figure 6.3: Energies of emission lines as function of V and the electric field F (with Vbi =
1.8 V) for two different QDs in sample #4 (2 filling pulses), under the same top gate pad.
The exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) energy lines are labelled. The colours indicate the
emission intensity. The measurements are taken by illuminating the sample with a green
laser (532 nm) with a power of (a) 22 W/cm2 and (b) 20 W/cm2. The energy scale is the
same for the two plots for better comparison.

is not visible in the measurements.

As a further example, the PL emission energy of a QD of sample #7, obtained by illu-

minating the sample with 112 W/cm2 laser power, is shown in fig. 6.4. As the negative

electric field becomes smaller, the emission energy shows a strong red-shift (∆E = 3 meV

from 0 kV/cm to −20 kV/cm). At low positive electric field, the X and XX energy lines

are nearly flat whilst at high F > 50 kV/cm the energy red-shifts with increasingly positive

electric field. The change in energy in the positive field range is steeper than in the negative

range, as expected for a cone-shell QD. The behaviour of the lines at strong positive electric

field is barely visible because, as for the first QD in sample #4 (fig. 6.3a), the intensity

of the peaks abruptly decreases below VG ' 0.7 V (or for F ≥ 55 kV/cm). The stronger

Stark-shift observed in sample #7 compared to sample #4 is explained by the QD size, as
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Figure 6.4: Energy as function of V and the electric field F (with Vbi = 1.8 V) of a QD in
sample #7 (4 filling pulses). The exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) energy lines are labelled.
The colours indicate the emission intensity. The measurements are taken by illuminating
the sample with a green laser (532 nm) with 112 W/cm2 excitation power.

in sample #7 the nanoholes are filled with 6 pulses instead of 4, obtaining larger QDs. Since

the Stark-shift is stronger with increasing QD size, the experimental results qualitatively

confirm the expected behaviour. The larger QD size in sample #7 as opposed to sample

#4 is also reflected in the lower emission energy of the former.

6.4 Shape-dependent Stark-shift

As previously mentioned, the Stark-shift increases with increasing QD size in the field direc-

tion, as the charge carriers that are separated by the electric field have more space to move

further from each other. In this section, emissions from QDs from samples #4, #5, #6 and

#7, obtained by filling nanoholes with respectively 2, 2.5, 4 and 6 pulses, are compared to

obtain a quantitative relationship between the QD height and the energy shift. A compari-

son between the exciton energies EX for these samples is shown in fig. 6.5a. As a first clear

observation, the Stark-shift is strongest for larger QDs. In fact, for the QD of sample #4, of

which the height expected with AFM imaging is around 3.9 nm, the difference in energy is

of about 1.1 meV from F = −40 kV/cm to 30 kV/cm. For sample #5, with 4.9 nm expected

QD height, the energy shift for the same field variation is 6.2 meV. For these two samples,

the PL emission at high positive electric fields is hardly visible and data points are thus
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Figure 6.5: (a) Stark shift of the exciton energy EX of a QD from each sample, as indicated.
The power used for the measurements are 46 W/cm2 for sample #4, 112 W/cm2 for samples
#5 and #7, and 1778 W/cm2 for sample #6. All the energies are with offset to have the
same maximum energy at 0 meV for better comparison. (b) Experimental data from sample
#7 (same as the green line in (a)) and parabolic fit using a simple point charge model (see
eq. 3.13) with two different polarizability values, as indicated, for negative and positive
applied electric field F ranges.

missing in the comparison plot. The emission from the QDs of samples #6 and #7, span a

larger range of positive electric field F , up to about 50 kV/cm and 90 kV/cm, whilst on the

negative side they reach about −10 kV/cm and −30 kV/cm, after which the signal cannot

be distinguished from the noise. The Stark shift for sample #6 QD (with an expected

height of about 7.4 nm) is of about 1.9 meV from −10 kV/cm to 30 kV/cm. For the same

field range, sample #7 QD (11.8 nm expected height) shows an energy shift of 2.6 meV.

As previously inferred, these observations confirm the expected Stark-shift dependence on

the QD size. From fig. 6.5a, considering the energy behaviour for increasing F , it can also

be seen that the change in the exciton energy observed on the right side of the maximum

of each plot in fig. 6.5 is stronger than the change on the left side. This is qualitatively

in agreement with the theoretical prediction, for which holes, due to their higher effective

mass, need a smaller |F | to be pushed to the sides of the cone-shell, and hence to increase
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the electron-hole spatial separation and thus the Stark-shift.

For a comparison of the cone-shell structure with the literature, it is of interest to extrap-

olate from the plots the polarizability β. Using eq. 3.13 in point-charge approximation

and assuming an approximately linear distance deh between the electron and hole wave-

function barycenters, a parabolic fit is performed. It has to be noted that this approach

does not consider the Coulomb interaction, which in the cone-shell system is expected to

be a dominant parameter counteracting the Stark-shift induced by the electric field and is

also strongly field dependent. Hence, the dipole model used for the fitting is not a precise

description of the system and is here used only for a rough comparison with the literature.

The resulting fitting lines are shown in fig. 6.5b. To account for the strongly asymmetric

Stark-shift caused by the different charge carrier effective masses and the cone-shell shape,

as mentioned above, two separate fitting are performed, one for negative electric field F ,

where the electrons are pushed to the side of the cone-shell, and one for positive F , where

the holes are pushed to the sides. The polarizability β is 1.3 µeV cm2/kV2 for electrons and

4.9 µeV cm2/kV2 for holes. These polarizability values are at least one order of magnitude

larger than the values found in the literature [133].

6.5 PL intensity dependence on power and voltage

A comparison between PL spectra of the same QD in sample #4, taken at different excitation

powers, is shown in fig. 6.6. At low power of 22 W/cm2 (fig. 6.6a), the X emission has the

strongest intensity throughout the whole field range considered. The XX emission is strong

at positive fields and gradually decreases in intensity as the field becomes smaller. When a

stronger power of 46 W/cm2 is applied (fig. 6.6b), the XX peak is stronger than the X peak at

high positive fields and gradually decreases in intensity as the field strength reduces, whilst

the X peak starts increasing, becoming stronger than the XX peak below 18 kV/cm, and

then wears off at highly negative fields. By increasing the power even further, to 78 W/cm2

(fig. 6.6c), the XX emission becomes even stronger whilst the relative intensity of X, with

respect to the XX intensity, reduces. As the power increases, it can be observed that the

lines associated to other excitonic complexes and to aforementioned neighbouring QDs of

slightly different sizes become more evident. A detailed explanation about the behaviour

of the relative intensities of the X and XX peaks is given in ch. 3.

When the sample is illuminated by the laser non-resonantly (i.e. when the energy of the

laser photons is larger than the band gap energy of the barrier material), the electrons are

excited above the conduction band edge of the barrier material. Through phonon emission,
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Figure 6.6: PL emission spectra as function of gate voltage VG and electric field F (with
Vbi = 1.8 V) from a QD of sample #4 (2 filling pulses), taken by illuminating the sample
with a green laser (532 nm) with excitation power of (a) 22 W/cm2, (b) 46 W/cm2 and (c)
78 W/cm2.

the so formed electrons and holes, relax first into the band edge and then, when in the

proximity of a QD, they further relax into the lowest energy levels of the QD. As outlined

in ch. 3, the excitonic and biexcitonic emissions are obtained when a bound electron-hole

pair in the ground state recombines respectively without or with the presence of a second

pair in the ground state. It is thus clear that, with increasing laser power, the number of

excited charge carriers occupying the QDs increases, hence causing the recombination of a

higher number of excitons per unit time and thus increasing the intensity.

As previously mentioned, another feature of the intensity dependence on the field is the

sudden drop at high positive fields, or low voltage values. This can be clearly observed in

fig. 6.6, where the intensity of all the emission lines drops for F ≥ 31 kV/cm, or V ≤ 1.18 V.

The value at which the intensity drops is power independent. The reason behind this

intensity drop at high fields is unclear. However, comparing various spectra (fig. 6.7, top

row), the following general ideas and speculations can be obtained. Comparing the spectra

in fig. 6.7a, b and c (top), taken by measuring QDs from 3 different samples, it can be

seen that the intensity drops at different field values for the different samples, ranging from
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about 20 kV/cm to 50 kV/cm. It can thus be inferred that the intensity drop is not caused

by the setup or the measurement instruments. Samples #4 and #7 underwent a HCl dip,

whilst samples #5 and #6 did not. Again comparing the spectra in fig. 6.7a, b and c

and also considering previously studied spectra for sample #4, such as those in fig. 6.3,

the HCl dip does not seem to play a role in the sudden intensity variation. Furthermore,

Figure 6.7: Top row: voltage or field dependent (Vbi = 1.8 V) PL emission spectra from a
QD (a) from sample #5 (2.5 filling pulses), taken by illuminating the sample with a green
laser (532 nm) and at excitation power of 88 W/cm2, (b) from sample #6 (4 filling pulses) at
2222 W/cm2 and (c) from sample #7 (6 filling pulses) at 112 W/cm2 and (d) at 222 W/cm2

(two different QDs positioned under two different top gate pads). The dashed red lines
mark the voltage at which the intensity rapidly diminishes. Bottom row: corresponding I-V
curves for each measurement of the top row.
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comparing the spectra of two QDs under different top gates on the same sample, such as

in fig. 6.7c and d (top), it can be seen that these measurements also differ in the value at

which the intensity drops. The two QDs are measured at different powers but, from the

previously discussed spectra, it is concluded that the drop is power independent. Hence,

the comparison suggests that the value at which the intensity drops varies depending on

the gate where the voltage is applied. Given these observations, and in particular the fact

that the field values at which the intensity suddenly drops is always positive, one possibility

is that the intensity change reflects the sudden charge separation when the hole moves into

the base of the cone-shell QD.

Besides the above mentioned general observations, an analysis of the I-V curve of each

measurement (bottom row of fig. 6.7) suggests a link between the onset of the leakage

current and the abrupt intensity change. The link is explained by injection of charge carriers

into the QDs once the leakage current starts flowing, and thus the formation of charged

excitons and other excitonic complexes. This hypothesis is also supported by the presence

of several emission lines on the left side of the dashed red lines in fig. 6.7, as opposed to just

a few emission lines in the low intensity side (right side of the dashed red lines). However,

fig. 6.7d does not fully fit this interpretation, as the change in intensity occurs when the

leakage current is already about 0.3 mA, and not at its onset.

6.6 Simulation and experimental results comparison

The simulation results outlined at the start of this chapter are here compared with the ex-

perimental results. The QD model used for the simulations has a height of 7.05 nm (fig. 4.6),

which is obtained by AFM imaging of a sample with 4 filling pulses. Hence, for compari-

son, experimental measurements of sample #6 are considered. A comparison between the

expected and real result is shown in fig. 6.8a.

As a first observation, the Stark shift in the experimental results is on the range of meV

whilst the simulated one is on the range of 10−1 eV, i.e., about one to two orders of mag-

nitude larger. This indicates that the model predicts a vertical charge carrier displacement

larger than what is experimentally obtained. This suggests that the parameters used for the

simulations do not match with the sample considered. As the number of available samples

with gate structures is limited and QD size and exact shape differ from sample to sample,

here a short discussion is made to find the parameters that can best match the specific ex-

perimental outcome shown in fig. 6.8a2. Although the following optimisations of the model

2For the simulations that follow in this thesis, the earlier used parameters (see ch. 4) are kept for the
model as a basis for discussion.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Comparison between simulated (red) and measured exciton energy for a
QD in sample #6 (black). The simulated line is obtained using a QD model with the
height and internal radius as indicated; the other parameters can be found in ch. 4. (b)
Comparison between the same experimental result (black) and simulations using 3 different
models: rotational symmetric quasi-3D model in the effective mass approximation (red),
fully 3D model also in the effective mass approximation (blue) and atomistic model with
(green full line) and without including configuration interaction (green dashed line). All
the simulations are performed using the indicated model parameters and all the lines are
with an offset to have EX = 0 meV at F = 0 kV/cm for better comparison.
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improve the agreement of the simulation and the experimental results, the computations

presented in the thesis are performed using the model in fig. 4.6 due to the extensive compu-

tation times and the fact that the new model does not lead to major qualitative differences

in the results. The results obtained with the model in fig. 4.6 are still useful to get an

indepth understanding of the cone-shell structure.

As mentioned, to improve the agreement between the model and the experimental results,

the simulated Stark shift needs to be reduced. As a first step, this can be done by increasing

the internal radius Rin, such that the wavefunction’s shift towards the side of the cone-shell

is reduced. Another way to reduce the wavefunction shift is by reducing the simulated

nanohole height hout. Through various optimisation attempts, the best match of the Stark-

shift is obtained for Rin = Rout = 47.2 nm and for hout = 22 nm. Despite the improved

agreement obtained by using these model parameters, the simulated EX remains still higher

than the experimental value. To adjust this, the height of the simulated QD needs to be

increased, which in turn leads to a weaker confinement and thus a lower EX . The QD

height that gives the best match is 9.1 nm. The optimised model is shown in fig. 6.9 and the

final simulated result obtained using this model is shown by the red line in fig. 6.8b, along

with the experimental result indicated with the black line. It can be observed that the two

lines have a good match, although not perfect, only for negative electric field. In fact, the

simulated peak at positive electric field is barely visible in the experiment. The difference

between the energy at the highest point of the simulated line and the experimental EX at

the same electric field value of 26 kV/cm is about 6.8 meV. Analysing the behaviour of the

ground state exciton energy curve with and without Ceh (fig. 6.2c), it can be noted that

the curve without Ceh closely resembles the experimental behaviour. This suggests that the

strong discrepancy at positive electric field between simulated and experimental result is

caused by an overestimation of Ceh.

Figure 6.9: Schematic of the cone-shell QD model optimised for a better match with the
experimental results obtained for sample #6 QDs. The dimensions used for the simulations
are indicated along with the direction in which the electric field is applied.
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To understand the issue in the model, other models are compared with the present one

and the results are shown in fig. 6.8b. For better comparison, all the lines have an offset

such that EX = 0 meV when no electric field is applied. The blue line is obtained using

a 3D model (including Ceh) [98], which does not assume rotational symmetry but still as-

sumes effective mass approximation3. The model parameters used are the same as for the

previously discussed improved model (fig. 6.9). The agreement for both the negative and

positive electric field range is significantly improved. This suggests that the assumption of

rotational symmetry, which is the main difference between this model and the previously

discussed one, should be taken with care for simulations in an electric field. However, de-

spite the better agreement, the energy overestimation for F > 0 is still considerable, with

a difference of about 3.6 meV at 35 kV/cm, where the EX(F ) peak of the simulated result

is maximum. An empirical adjustment of the hole effective mass m∗h gives an improved

agreement between the experimental and simulated results of the 3D effective mass model.

The best agreement is obtained for m∗h = 0.2m0 but, since no physical explanation can yet

be attributed to this value, this is not considered in the model comparison in fig. 6.8.

A third model is an atomistic model4, which takes into account CI for 12 conduction and

12 valence state energies. The resulting EX for the atomistic model, with the same struc-

tural parameters as for the other simulations (fig. 6.9), is shown with a solid green line in

fig. 6.8b. The result is in almost perfect agreement with the experimental results, with an

only small peak. The small discrepancy can be attributed to the simulation parameters not

being exactly matching the QD considered and to the fact that the real QDs do not have

the ideal shape used for the computations. It can be thus concluded that the overestimation

of EX for F > 0 in the previous two models is caused by either (or both) the effective mass

approximation and by not including correlation effects.

For a better understanding, the atomistic computation is also performed without inclusion

of correlation effects (fig. 6.8b, dashed green line). The peak in the positive electric field

range of the EX(F ) curve slightly increases when excluding CI, stronger deviating from the

experimental results. However, the peak remains much lower than the one obtained with

the simulation in the effective mass approximation. This indicates that the missing CI and

the effective mass approximation both contribute to the energy overestimation, with the

latter being the dominant part. Hence, further work can be done to include CI in the earlier

discussed models to obtain an improved result, but for quantitatively reliable results a more

realistic model than the effective mass approximation needs to be used. In any case, due

3The results using the fully 3D model are computed by Christian Heyn.
4Atomistic model development and result computation by Geoffrey Pirard and Gabriel Bester (Hamburg,

work to be published).
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to the extensive computation time for the atomistic model, its complexity, and the limited

available computation memory, the effective mass approximation is used also in ch. 7 to

analyse the behaviour of the cone-shell QDs in an external magnetic field. Although not

perfect, the results obtained using this approximation can still give an interesting insight

into the qualitative characteristics of the QD PL emission.

6.7 PL from QDs in an n-i-p diode

PL measurements taken from sample #8 differ from the previously discussed results because

of the different growth process and materials and fabrication steps of the gates. Hence

spectra from sample #8 are here discussed separately. The PL emission from an exemplary

QD of this sample is shown in fig. 6.10, where the exciton and other excitonic complexes

are indicated according to the literature [134].

As opposed to the previous samples, where the QDs are embedded in a Schottky diode,

here the QDs are embedded in an n-i-p diode, which allows very high electric field values

above 100 kV/cm. Furthermore, sample #8 has a shorter distance between QDs and back

gate (about 30 nm as opposed to 120 nm for the previously discussed samples, app. A),

which allows tunnelling and loading of charge carriers into the QDs. However, for the same

reason, the lines are visible for a smaller electric field range than for the earlier discussed

sample with a larger barrier. Hence, several short lines from excitonic complexes are visible

in the spectrum in fig. 6.10. Positively charged excitonic complexes (X+ and X++) and the

neutral exciton peak are visible for 60 kV/cm < F < 110 kV/cm. Further decreasing the

electric field F , or increasing VG, the signatures of negatively charged excitonic complexes

also become visible (X− and X−−). The discrete jumps in the spectrum at specific electric

field values, with one line abruptly losing intensity and the successive one appearing, is

the direct evidence of QD occupation change together with Coulomb blockade [135]. As

mentioned, thanks to the short tunnel barrier, the QD net charge can be controlled, with

the possibility of adding charges one by one by tuning the voltage. When a new charge

carrier is added, the additional Coulomb interaction with the new carrier causes the shift in

the emission energy, which thus results in the jumps observed in fig. 6.10 [134]. The charge

states are indeed assigned by counting the number of jumps in the energy spectrum as the

gate voltage VG changes. For example, X−− is assigned to the line that appears right after

the X− line disappears as VG increases. With measurements of better resolution and with

longer exposure times, it is expected that emissions from highly charged excitons (up to

about eight-times negatively charged exciton in the case of the QDs in this sample) can be

measured [134]. Among QDs with an emission wavelength close-to-visible, the possibility
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Figure 6.10: PL emission energy spectrum for a sample #8 QD as function of voltage and
electric field F (with Vbi = 1.8 V). The measurements are taken by illuminating the sample
with a green laser (532 nm), with 88 W/cm2 excitation power. The colour code indicates
the emission intensity (red highest and dark blue lowest intensity). Exciton and excitonic
complexes are indicated.

of such a wide range of charge tuning is a feature observed only in samples with the specific

structure and growth parameters as of sample #8.

As a further observation, the X energy as function of the electric field F shows a strong

energy variation of about 8 meV for a field variation of about 38 kV/cm, which gives an

indication of the relatively large QD size, as is also suggested by the numerous lines that

can be associated to highly charged excitons, which indicates a higher number of available

quantum levels to be filled in the QD.

As observed for other measurements discussed earlier, also here a higher energy replica is

observed, which can be attributed to either a neighbouring QD of slightly smaller size or to
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the p-shell of the same QD.

Regarding the energy emission intensity, the sudden change in intensity observed for samples

#4 - #7 is not visible here and the intensity increases or decreases smoothly for each line.

Moreover, the emission intensity of #8 relative to the other samples is much higher, for

example the highest count number for the X emission of sample #5 is 250, whilst the one

for sample #8 is 4000, where the same illumination power of 88 W/cm2 and same exposure

time of 10 s is considered. The much higher intensity can be attributed to the presence of

the DBR in sample #8, which increases the collection efficiency of the photons emitted by

the QD [134].

6.8 Summary

The influence of an external vertical electric field F on the optical properties of the cone-shell

QD is studied in this chapter, through both simulations and experimental PL measurements.

Simulations with rotational symmetry and effective mass approximation show that the cone-

shell shape allows a strong charge carrier separation and the formation of either electron

or hole rings, depending on the field polarity. This large separation gives rise to a strong

Stark-shift and to the elongation of the radiative lifetime up to milliseconds, which suggests

these quantum structures for application light storage in the field of quantum information

technology.

The measurements also show a strong Stark-shift but on the range of meV rather than

the predicted range of 10−1 eV. For better agreement with the experimental results, some

corrections to the simulation model parameters are proposed. An improved agreement is

obtained by increasing the size of the cone-shell tip to 9.1 nm and by making its sides

sharp. Despite the reduced Stark-shift of the new model compared to the previous one,

the formation of rings is still expected, and hence also the lifetime elongation. Based on

the new model, a proposal for improvement of the samples to obtain stronger Stark-shift

and longer recombination lifetimes is to fabricate deeper nanoholes with steeper side facets,

which can be done by increasing the process temperature during Al droplet deposition [56].

The amount of filling material should also then be accordingly increased so that the entire

side facets are covered.

It should be noted that, although the old model does not fully agree with the experimental

results, its qualitative results and its predictions (strong Stark-shift, radiative lifetime elon-

gation and, as discussed later, the possibility of observing AB oscillations) are still valid

and thus this model can give useful insights on the cone-shell optical properties. Hence and
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also due to the extensive computation times required to newly compute the results with the

new model, the old model is used in the next chapter for the discussion of the influence of

an externally applied magnetic field.
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Chapter 7

Quantum ring in magnetic field B

Charge carriers orbiting a magnetic flux in a closed trajectory, such as in a nanometer-

scale ring, undergo a phase shift which manifests itself by an oscillatory behaviour of the

charge carriers’ energy levels as function of the external magnetic field B. This quantum-

interference phenomenon is known as Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [136]. A direct conse-

quence of the AB effect is the possibility of driving a persistent current through B without

any external sources. This persistent current is predicted to have potential applications in

quantum information and quantum electronics [137].

The ring-shape wavefunction induced by the electric field F in the cone-shell QDs, as il-

lustrated in ch. 6, suggests these structures for interesting studies under a magnetic field.

AB oscillations are a property of charged particles and, apart from tunnelling corrections

[101], they are not expected to be observable for neutral particles. However, the strong

spatial separation between electrons and holes in the cone-shell QDs when an electric field

is applied, hints to the likelihood of observing the AB effect also in neutral excitons, as a

result of their enhanced polarization.

In the present chapter, the simple model described in ch. 4 is used to simulate and better un-

derstand the cone-shell QD characteristics and to predict possible outcomes of magneto-PL

measurements. It has to be noted that the simplicity of the model and the computational

approach, which does not take into account configuration interaction, can imply imprecise

results. An atomistic model, which is currently not reported in the literature, can give

precise results, but due to the complexity and the high computational time and memory re-

quired, it is not used here. Furthermore, the model with rotational symmetry and effective

mass approximation can be considered to be reliable for small rings, where the exciton radius

is smaller than the ring radius. Also, despite its simplistic approach, the model is a strong

tool when used to understand the general magnetic field-dependence of the electron-hole

interaction and to confirm the possibility of observing excitonic AB oscillations.
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7.1 Single particle frame

As a first step, to get a better understanding of the system, the simulations are performed

in the single particle frame, without considering electron-hole interaction. The electron and

hole single particle energies as function of magnetic field B are shown in fig. 7.1 for fixed

values of F = −20 kV/cm, 0 kV/cm and 10 kV/cm applied in the z-direction, from bottom

to top. The principal and magnetic quantum numbers n and lj (j = e, h) associated to each

energy line are indicated in brackets (nj , lj) for some of the lines.

Analysing first the electron energy, it can be seen that, when no electric field is applied

(fig. 7.1b), the plot resembles the electron energy spectrum of a perfectly symmetrical QD

and can be described using the Fock-Darwin (FD) model described in ch. 3 (eq. 3.20). This

is because the electrons are at the tip of the cone-shell structure, which has a conical volume

space, allowing the wavefunction to assume a nearly symmetric shape in 3 dimensions. This

also explains the fact that the ground state, indicated with red dashes, is obtained for le = 0

for the entire magnetic field range.

When a positive F = 10 kV/cm is applied (fig. 7.1c), the electrons are pushed further

towards the tip of the cone-shell, hence the same argument of the F = 0 kV/cm case

applies. As a difference with respect to the zero-field case, the electron energy lines at

positive electric field F are shifted to higher energy values, which reflects the stronger

confinement induced on the electrons by the positive electric field F .

When a negative F = −20 kV/cm is applied (fig. 7.1a), the electrons are pushed towards

the base (sides) of the cone-shell, and the wavefunction assumes a ring-like shape due to

the confining structural shape. Hence, as the magnetic field B increases, the energy bands

tend to overlap and the ground state le switches from 0 to 1 for strong magnetic field B

(ch. 3). This behaviour becomes more evident for the hole ring, as discussed later.

Moving now to the analysis of the hole energy spectra, when no electric field is applied

(fig. 7.1e) the spectrum is similar to the one of the electron. As the electrons, the holes

are also at the tip of the QD and the energy can be described by the FD model, with any

deviation being associated to the non-symmetry of the QD shape.

A similar outcome is obtained when applying a negative F = −20 kV/cm (fig. 7.1d): the

holes are further squeezed to the tip of the cone-shell and the energy spectrum resembles

the one of a symmetric QD. The stronger confinement induced by the negative electric field

F manifests in the shift of the energy lines to higher energy values.
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Figure 7.1: (a-c) Electron and (d-f) hole energy without Coulomb interaction Ceh for fixed
F = −20 kV/cm, 0 kV/cm and 10 kV/cm as indicated. The quantum numbers n and lj
(j = e, h) are indicated in brackets (n, lj). Inset in (f): zoom-in of the hole’s first 3 energy
states from 0 to 3 T.
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The energy spectrum drastically changes when a positive F = 10 kV/cm is applied

(fig. 7.1f). The holes are now pushed to the base of the cone-shell and form a well-defined

ring. A consequence of the ring formation is that the ground state is given by increasingly

higher hole magnetic quantum numbers lh as the magnetic field B increases. For example,

the ground state at B = 1 T, 4 T, 7 T and 10 T is given by lh = 1, 3, 6 and 9 respectively.

The quick switching between the ground state lh, which is explained in ch. 3, makes the AB

oscillations in the hole energy lines clearly visible. A zoom-in of the first 3 states is shown

in the inset of fig. 7.1f, where 3 oscillations are already visible below 3 T.

Altough the general behaviour of electron and hole single particle energy as function of

magnetic field B is similar for electric field F with opposite sign, at the same electric field

magnitude the effect of the magnetic field is stronger on the holes. This is because of the

higher effective mass of the holes compared to the electrons. Considering the Bohr radius

of electrons and holes can give a better understanding of how the charge carriers see the

confining structure. The Bohr radius is

aB,j =
4πεrε0~
m∗je

2
(7.1)

with εr = 13.1 the GaAs relative permittivity, which gives aB,e = 10.5 nm and aB,h =

1.4 nm. The Bohr radii can then be compared to the cone-shell structural sizes described

in ch. 4, such as the nanohole radius Rout = 5.4 aB,e = 40.4 aB,h or the QD height hin =

0.8 aB,e = 5.0 aB,h. As the comparison suggests, a small electric field is enough to push the

holes towards the base or the apex of the cone-shell, as they are more easily polarisable. On

the other hand, the electrons are weakly confined and need a much stronger electric field to

move, which leads to the energy behaviour in fig. 7.1a, where a field of −20 kV/cm is not

enough to distinguish clearly the oscillations in the ground state energy at high magnetic

field B, as opposed to the spectrum in fig. 7.1f, where 10 kV/cm are enough to distinctly

see the oscillations in the hole ground state energy, already starting from low B < 1 T.

The confinement induced by the structure on the charge carriers is also linked to the energy

separation between the energy points at B = 0 T. For F = 0 kV/cm, the separation between

the ground state and the first excited state is 9.5 meV for the electrons and 1.9 meV for

the holes (fig. 7.1b and e). This separation increases to 12.2 meV for the electrons and

reduced to 0.07 meV for the holes when 10 kV/cm are applied (fig. 7.1c and f), reflecting

the movement of the electrons and the holes further to the tip and towards the base,

respectively, as previously described. Similarly, when a negative field F = −20 kV/cm is

applied, the separation becomes 3 meV for the electrons and 5.6 meV for the holes.
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By further analysing fig. 7.1, additional information can be obtained on the consequences

of applying a magnetic field B. Regardless of the electric field, the ground state at B = 0 T

is obtained for (n, l) = (0, 0). Furthermore, degenerate states are present, along with non-

degenerate ones. Observing the system’s Hamiltonian (eq. 4.2) and considering that the

electric field does not affect r, as it is applied in the z direction, the former states can be

associated to states with same |l| and same n, whilst the latter states to those with l = 0

and varying n. When a magnetic field B is applied (from bottom to top), the degeneracy is

lifted and the high energy states become the ones with le > 0 for the electrons and lh < 0

for the holes. The low branch of each energy line pair with same |l|, first decreases, reaches

a minimum and then goes upward with increasing magnetic field B. The B value at which

the minimum is reached is gradually higher for higher |l|, as can be seen, for example, in

fig. 7.1a.

7.1.1 Deviation from an ideal ring

To optimise and better understand the cone-shell nanostructure, it is useful to study how

much the ring-shaped wavefunction of a cone-shell, obtained by applying an external electric

field F , deviates from an ideal ring.

The energy of the holes forming a ring in the cone-shell is shown in fig. 7.2a to c for different

fixed electric field F , whilst the energy dispersion of the hole confined in an ideal ring is

shown in fig. 7.2d. The corresponding cross-sections of half the structure, symmetric with

respect to x = 0, are shown in fig. 7.3. At low electric field, the hole ring is still not

well defined and, in the considered range of up to B = 4 T, no ground state oscillation is

visible. At stronger F = 10 kV/cm, as already observed in sec. 7.1, a well defined hole ring

is formed, which is proven by the clear oscillations in the Eh(B) plot due to the switching

of the hole magnetic quantum number lh associated to each energy level. As the electric

field further increases, the system starts behaving very similarly to the ideal ring case. The

energy spacing between each energy level at B = 0 T becomes smaller and the ground

state energy line is pushed less upwards as the magnetic field B increases. The differences

between the spectra from the cone-shell QD and the ideal ring are due to the fact that the

cross-section of the wavefunction is not a perfect circle but has rather an elongated shape

which is asymmetric in the xz-plane. As the electric field F increases, the holes are squeezed

at the base of the cone-shell and the wavefunction cross-section becomes closer to a perfect

circle.

In the ideal ring case, the energy spectrum as function of magnetic field can be used to

extrapolate some of the structural characteristics of the ring. For example, the radius R
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Figure 7.2: Hole energy as function of magnetic field B for the cone-shell structure at (a)
F = 5 kV/cm, (b) F = 10 kV/cm and (c) F = 30 kV/cm and (d) for a hole confined in an
ideal ring with no applied field. All the energies are with an offset for better comparison.

Figure 7.3: Cross-section of the hole probability density in the xz-plane of the cone-shell at
(a) F = 5 kV/cm, (b) F = 10 kV/cm and (c) F = 30 kV/cm and (d) of the ideal ring with
no applied field. All the schematics are for no applied magnetic field. The most intensive
part of the probability density is in dark blue and the least intensive in white.
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can be calculated in two ways. One is by using, for example, the energy spacing [138] ∆E1−0

between E0 and E1 at B = 0 T:

R =

√
~2

2m∗j∆E1−0
. (7.2)

Another way is to use the AB oscillation period ∆B [101, 139]:

R =

√
Φ0

π∆B
(7.3)

where Φ0 = h/e is the flux quantum. From the energy plot of the ideal ring, R = 49 nm and

51 nm when computed using eq. 7.2 and eq. 7.3 respectively, which matches the simulation

parameter R = 50 nm with a ±1 nm precision. This imprecision likely originates from the

fact that the above formulas assume a ring with a zero cross-sectional wire diameter, while

the diameter of the wire of the ring considered in the simulation has a finite value of 8 nm.

For the cone-shell structure, when an electric field F of 10 kV/cm is applied, the radius

calculated analytically is 33 nm using both methods with the energy spacing at B = 0 T

and the period from the first to the second ground state oscillation. This agrees with the

wavefunction center of mass observed from the simulation, which is 34 nm. However, as

opposed to the ideal ring case, the AB oscillation period in the cone-shell energy dispersion

is not constant and hence the corresponding analytical result varies. For example, if the

period is taken for oscillations between 15.6 T and 16.6 T, the computed R would be 36 nm,

and larger when considering periods at even higher magnetic field (not shown in fig. 7.2).

This is because the particles in the cone-shell structure are not physically constrained to

a ring of fixed radius and thus the interplay between electric field, magnetic field and hole

magnetic quantum number lh is linked to a shift of the wavefunction center of mass. On

the other hand, when F = 30 kV/cm, the oscillation period is almost constant as well.

The analytical result obtained with both methods is R = 46 nm and agrees well with the

wavefunction center of mass obtained in the simulations. These results confirm that the

system behaves very similarly to an ideal ring when a strong electric field is applied.

7.2 Exciton frame

The previous results in the single particle frame give a first idea of the system behaviour

under the application of external electric and magnetic fields. To obtain a more realistic

insight that can predict possible PL results, the electron-hole Coulomb interaction Ceh needs

to be considered. In the following, the main observations resulting from including Ceh are

outlined, along with a comparison with the Fock-Darwin model. All the results illustrated

below are obtained by considering positive electric field and hence the formation of a hole
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ring, while the electrons stay at the tip of the cone-shell structure. Analogous outcomes and

analysis would apply when considering an electron ring, however, as explained in sec. 7.1,

the effects induced by the fields on the holes are more apparent than on the electron for the

same field value. The electron magnetic quantum number le is set to 0, which is the case

when F > 0.

7.2.1 General observations: l, F and B dependence

The dependence of the position zc,h (on the z direction) of the hole wavefunction center of

mass on the hole magnetic quantum number lh is shown in fig. 7.4 for various fixed electric

and magnetic field values.

For all magnetic and electric fields, an increase in |lh| causes the holes to be pushed further

Figure 7.4: Hole wavefunction center of mass position zc,h as function of the hole magnetic
quantum number lh for fixed electric field F from 0 to 20 kV/cm (in steps of 5 kV/cm) and
fixed (a) B = 0 T, (b) B = 5 T, (c) B = 10 T and (d) B = 20 T. The lines connecting the
zc,h values associated to each discrete lh value are guides to the eye.
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towards the base of the cone-shell, increasing their separation with the electrons at the tip.

As |lh| grows, zc,h approaches a maximum of about 27.5 nm imposed by the structural ge-

ometry (i.e. hout = 30 nm, fig. 4.6). Furthermore, all the plots are symmetric with respect

to lh = 0 and hence it can be inferred that the hole wavefunction center of mass position

zc,h is independent of the sign of lh. The magnetic quantum number l is associated to the

circular current, from which the magnetic dipole, which interacts with the magnetic field,

arises. Opposite l numbers indicate that the circular currents are rotating in opposite di-

rections, which is equivalent to the situation in which the direction of the magnetic field B

is reversed. Hence, zc,h is independent of the direction of the magnetic field.

When no magnetic field is applied (fig. 7.4a), considering the same hole magnetic quan-

tum number lh, the effect of the electric field F is evident. As F increases, the holes are

pushed by repulsion towards the base of the structure, further away from the electrons. At

F = 20 kV/cm (red line), the holes are far away from the cone-shell tip already for lh = 0,

hence why an increase in lh causes only a very small shift in the wavefunction center of

mass, as opposed to a more drastic shift, for example at 5 kV/cm (green line).

Comparing now lines obtained applying the same electric field, such as the red lines for

F = 20 kV/cm, it is noted that, for example, for lh = 0 and at B = 0 T (fig. 7.4a),

zc,h = 25.6 nm whilst at B = 20 T (fig. 7.4b), zc,h = 13.2 nm. Similarly, at high |lh|, the

hole wavefunction center of mass position zc,h saturates at B = 0 T whilst it does not for

B = 20 T. The effect caused by the magnetic field B can then be inferred: contrary to the

hole magnetic quantum number lh and electric field F dependence of zc,h, B tends to reduce

zc,h. In other words, as the magnetic field increases, the holes are pushed back towards the

electrons at the tip of the cone-shell structure. It has to be noted that the directions in

which the magnetic field and the electric field push the charge carriers are different. In

fact, the single particle Hamiltonian shows that the magnetic field affects only the radial

component r of the Hamiltonian whilst the electric field only the z component (eq. 4.1).

However, due to the geometry of the system and the consequent coupling between z and r

motion, a shift of the wavefunction center of mass in the r direction is linked to a shift also

in the z direction.

The position of the wavefunction center of mass directly impacts the Coulomb interaction

Ceh, which is plotted in fig. 7.5 as function of the hole magnetic quantum number lh for

various fixed electric field F and magnetic field B. For lh = 0, which corresponds to the

minimum hole wavefunction center of mass position zc,h, the interaction shows a maximum1,

1For all the simulations, the Coulomb interaction Ceh is calculated as a positive value and subtracted to
get the exciton energy EX = Eg + Ee + Eh − Ceh.
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Figure 7.5: Electron-hole Coulomb interaction Ceh as function ofthe hole magnetic quantum
number lh for fixed electric field F from 0 to 20 kV/cm (in steps of 5 kV/cm) and fixed (a)
B = 0 T, (b) B = 5 T, (c) B = 10 T and (d) B = 20 T. The lines connecting the Ceh values
associated to each discrete lh value are guides to the eye.

as the charge carriers are in the closest position allowed by the combination of the applied

electric and magnetic fields. Without and at small magnetic field B, the peak in the red

line associated with F = 20 kV/cm is not present or very small, as the effect of the strong

electric field, pushing the carriers away from each other, overcomes the effect of the weak

magnetic field, which tends to push the carriers closer. This indicates the formation of a

hole ring well separated from the electrons at the tip of the structure.

Only when a strong magnetic field B is applied (fig. 7.5d) does the peak appear in the Ceh

curve also at strong electric field. This is because the magnetic field is strong enough to

compensate the effect of the electric field, reducing the distance between electron and hole

wavefunction center of masses and causing the carriers to be influenced by the presence of

each other.
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Regarding the hole magnetic quantum number lh dependence of the Coulomb interaction

Ceh, it can be observed that, as |lh| increases, Ceh approaches about 2 meV. This can be

expected by the lh dependence of the hole wavefunction center of mass position zc,h, de-

scribed above. In fact, the holes move further up the cone-shell, forming a well-defined

ring at large |lh|. When a magnetic field is applied, the motion of the holes related to an

increasing |lh| is less pronounced, as it is compensated by the effect of the magnetic field.

Thus, the |lh| value at which the Coulomb interaction approaches 2 meV gets larger with

increasing magnetic field.

Another observation that can be made from fig. 7.5 is that, similarly to zc,h(lh), the Ceh(lh)

plots are also symmetric with respect to lh = 0, which indicates that the Coulomb interac-

tion Ceh is independent of the sign of the hole magnetic quantum number lh or the direction

in which the magnetic field is applied.

Having now a clear idea of how the Coulomb interaction Ceh relates to lh, F and B, the

exciton energy EX can be analysed. Its dependence on lh is plotted in fig. 7.6 for various

fixed electric and magnetic field values. In the plots, in particular in the one with no mag-

netic field (fig. 7.6a), the Stark-shift induced by the electric field is clear for high |lh| and

it manifests as a shift of the energy lines to lower values as the electric field increases. The

behaviour is more complex for low |lh|. In fact, it can be observed that the plot at B = 0 T

shows a sharp minimum at lh = 0 for F = 0 kV/cm and 5 kV/cm, which becomes smoother

as the electric field F increases. The peak is associated to the maximum peak of Ceh(lh),

which causes the drop in energy. Since Ceh as function of the hole magnetic quantum num-

ber lh for strong electric field F , such as F = 20 kV/cm, is nearly flat (red line in fig. 7.5a),

EX(lh) is parabolic (red line), reflecting the single particle energy dependence on the mag-

netic quantum number l. To confirm the origin of the parabolic behaviour, the energy curve

is compared to the kinetic term (ch/r
2)l2h of the single particle Hamiltonian (eq. 4.2), where

ch ' 7.47× 10−20 eV m2. The quadratic term is indicated with a dashed line in fig. 7.6a,

with an offset to account for the electric field induced shift. The almost perfect fit confirms

that the energy dispersion at F = 20 kV/cm arises from the single particle energy.

When a magnetic field B is applied (fig. 7.6a to d), the minimum of the energy curves at

high electric field F is obtained for higher hole magnetic quantum number lh as the mag-

netic field increases, which also agrees with the single particle behaviour, as explained in

sec. 7.1. The sharp minimum, which at B = 0 T is present only at low electric field F , starts

to appear also at higher F as the magnetic field increases. From the earlier explanation,

this is associated to the increasingly stronger Coulomb interaction Ceh resulting from the
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Figure 7.6: Exciton energy EX as function of the hole magnetic quantum number lh for
fixed electric field F from 0 to 20 kV/cm (in steps of 5 kV/cm) and fixed (a) B = 0 T, (b)
B = 5 T, (c) B = 10 T and (d) B = 20 T. The dashed line in (a) shows the single particle
Hamiltonian kinetic term with an offset to account for the shift caused by F = 20 kV/cm.
Inset in (b): zoom-in of EX(lh) plot at 5 T, the minimum of the EX(F = 10 kV/cm) curve
is at lh = 2. The lines connecting the EX values associated to each discrete lh value are
guides to the eye.

magnetic field overcoming the effect of the electric field.

An interesting observation can be made for the energy curve at F = 10 kV/cm (pink line):

when no magnetic field is applied, the minimum is at lh = 0; then, as the magnetic field

increases to 5 T, the minimum shifts to lh = 2 (inset of fig. 7.6b), as would be expected

from the single particle frame. However, at B = 10 T, when the Coulomb interaction Ceh

becomes strong, the lh at which the minimum is obtained drops again to 0 and remains 0

when further increasing the magnetic field. This is caused by the fact that, with increasing

magnetic field, larger lh lead to smaller energies in the single particle frame (i.e. larger lh

are preferred), whilst the Coulomb interaction Ceh tends to smaller lh, since, as previously
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discussed, at higher lh, zc,h is larger and hence the electron-hole separation also increases,

thus reducing Ceh and increasing EX . The counteracting tendencies of the single parti-

cle energies and the Coulomb interaction, depending on the applied electric and magnetic

fields, can lead to a sudden jump of the ground state lh back to 0, as observed for the

F = 10 kV/cm case in fig. 7.6. This behaviour is studied in more details later.

An additional consideration that can be made is related to the symmetry of the plots. As

noticed earlier, the zc,h and Ceh plots as functions of the hole magnetic quantum number lh

are symmetric regardless of the electric and magnetic fields. In contrast, the energy plot is

symmetric only for B = 0 T. As the magnetic field increases, the plots become increasingly

asymmetric and the energies associated with positive lh decrease whilst the ones associated

with negative lh increase. The energy plots suggest a classical analogy of the system2. How-

ever, the symmetric behaviour of zc,h and Ceh contradicts this analogy. In fact, classically,

when the magnetic field is applied in one direction, the centrifugal force and the Lorentz

force add up and when the magnetic field is reversed, the two forces counteract each other.

Consequently, an asymmetry would be expected not only for EX but also for zc,h and Ceh

as function of the magnetic field B or of the hole magnetic quantum number lh, which is

not reflected in the non-classical results. The classical view can only explain the results for

B = 0 T, where no Lorentz force needs to be considered.

Althoug the classical analogy cannot be applied, the symmetry of the hole wavefunction

center of mass position zc,h is indeed expected when studying the Hamiltonian of the sys-

tem (eq. 4.2). Considering the case where F = 0 kV/cm for simplicity, the system potential

V (r, z) (fig. 7.7) is

V (r, z) = Vi −
~eBl
2mi

+
e2B2r2

8mi
. (7.4)

Vi is 0 in the QD and a constant outside (see ch. 4) and is indicated with a black line in

fig. 7.7. When a magnetic field is applied, the potential (orange line) increases parabolically

as function of r (from the last term which is proportional to r2). Hence, the locations in the

cone-shell with large r, and hence large z, are energetically unfavourable. This is related to

2Classical view - Hole circulating around an electron fixed in the z = 0 plane: the higher the angular
momentum, the larger the centrifugal force which drives the hole and electron away from each other, leading
to an increase in the separation at higher magnetic quantum number l. There are two competing forces,
the centrifugal force FC , caused by the hole rotating around the electron, and the Lorentz force FL, caused
by the magnetic field. Opposite l signs indicate opposite magnetic field directions (i.e. if both l and B are
reversed in sign, the same results are obtained). Considering, for example, B applied from the tip to the
base of the cone-shell (B > 0), with increasing |lh| on the negative lh side, FL is expected to add up to
FC , pushing the wavefunction further out and thus increasing the ring radius and zc,h, hence reducing the
Coulomb interaction Ceh and leading to an increasing exciton energy EX , whilst, with increasing |lh| on the
positive lh side, FL is expected to counteract the effect of FC , pushing the hole wavefunction back towards
the centre, thus reducing zc,h, increasing Ceh and leading to a decreasing exciton energy EX .
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Figure 7.7: Sketch of the cross-section of the potential V (r, z), without and with magnetic
field B (black and orange lines, respectively). No external electric field is applied.

the carriers being pushed back towards the tip of the cone (i.e. increasing magnetic field B

decreases zc,h). This term is l-independent whilst the 2nd term is the only term containing

both B and l, but it has no spatial coordinate. This means that the magnetic quantum

number l does not change the overall behaviour of the potential when a magnetic field is

applied, it only shifts the parabola up or down. Hence, the zc,h(lh) symmetry is expected

and, being it directly related to the Coulomb interaction Ceh, the symmetry of Ceh is also

expected from the formula.

7.2.2 Comparison with Fock-Darwin model

The Fock-Darwin model describes the energy spectrum of a single particle as function of

magnetic field B, assuming that the QD is flat, such that the principal quantum number

in the z direction, nz, is 0 and hence the particle is always in the ground state for motion

in this direction, and, for the remaining spatial coordinates, assuming a radially symmetric

parabolic confinement potential in polar coordinates. The resulting eigenenergies of the

Fock-Darwin states, are indicated in eq. 3.20. A comparison between the Fock-Darwin

model and the energy plots obtained for the cone-shell QD can give some further insight

into the characteristics of this particular structure.

The exciton energy at B = 20 T is plotted as function of the hole magnetic quantum number

lh in fig. 7.8. Since the FD model does not include electric field, all the computations are

performed with F = 0 kV/cm and hence the model is compared to the simulation case in

which the hole wavefunction is at the tip of the cone-shell structure when lh = 0. All the

energies are calculated with n = 0 and they have an offset such that EX(lh = 0) = 0 for

better comparison. The energy without considering the Coulomb interaction Ceh (dashed
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Figure 7.8: Exciton energy as function of the hole magnetic quantum number lh with (black
full line) and without electron-hole interaction (black dashed line) and exciton energy given
by the sum of the single-particle energies obtained using FD model for B = 20 T and no
electric field F (coulored lines). Each line is obtained using the indicated quantisation
energies in the FD equation. All plots have an offset obtained by subtracting EX(lh = 0).
le and n are both fixed to 0. The lines connecting the EX values associated to each discrete
lh value are guides to the eye.

black line) can be compared to the FD model result (coloured lines) as the FD model does

not include electron-hole interaction. The FD states are obtained by summing the energy

contributions obtained by using eq. 3.20 for electron and hole. The quantisation energies

~ωj,0 = Ej,n=1−Ej,n=0 are obtained from the simulation results using the model described

in ch. 4 and are Ee,0 = 15.293 meV and Eh,0 = 3.169 meV for electron and hole respectively

(violet line). Comparing the black dashed line and the violet line, it can be noted that the

slopes for both negative and positive hole magnetic quantum number lh is smaller for the

cone-shell than for the perfectly symmetric QD case. In both cases, the electron magnetic

quantum number le is set to 0, hence the electron wavefunction is located at the centre

of the structure. On the other hand, in the cone-shell QD, the varying lh pushes the hole

wavefunction towards the sides and an increasing lh leads to a hole wavefunction shape

that increasingly resembles an ideal ring, which is not the case for the FD model case. The

deviation in shapes and potentials can be linked to the discrepancy in the EX(lh) plot. A

fit of the FD model (orange line) is performed to find the hole quantisation energy leading

to the best match with the simulation results. The electron quantisation energy Ee,0 is not
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changed as it does not influence the slope of the EX(lh) plot when le = 0 (eq. 3.20), but it

only causes a shift of the plot, which is removed by the offset in the plot. The closest match

is obtained by setting Eh,0 = 1.35 meV. As mentioned, the disagreement is connected to the

fact that the FD model considers a parabolic potential, whilst the cone-shell QD potential

is not parabolic.

The deviation from the model induced by the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction Ceh is

also analysed. The exciton energy EX with Ceh is plotted as function of the hole magnetic

quantum number lh in fig. 7.8 (solid black line). As could be expected from the analysis

in sec. 7.2.1, the deviation from the FD model consists in a dip in the plot close to lh = 0.

This is associated to the strong peak in Ceh around this value (see blue line in fig. 7.5d)

which, being subtracted from the total energy, leads to the dip. As the holes are pushed

towards the sides with increasing hole magnetic quantum number lh, Ceh decreases leading

the slopes of the FD model and the EX(lh) plot obtained by simulations to be equal towards

large lh values.

The wavefunction analysed so far in this section is for F = 0 kV/cm. As already observed,

when an electric field F is applied, the energy dispersion drastically changes due to the

formation of a quantum ring and cannot thus be explained by the FD model of a dot. In

fact, whilst for the QD case (i.e. with no external electric field applied) the energy is linearly

dependent on the hole magnetic quantum number lh, as is evident from fig. 7.8, when an

electric field is applied and the holes form a ring, EX ∝ l2h (ch. 3). This can be seen in

fig. 7.6 and is discussed in sec. 7.2.1.

7.2.3 Luminescence control through F and B fields

Bringing together all the observations discussed in this chapter allows to make some pre-

dictions about the QD luminescence. To better discuss these, the results can be organised

in two regimes: a high electric field regime for F ≥ 10.5 kV/cm, where the holes form a well

defined ring, and a low electric field regime for F < 10.5 kV/cm, where the holes form a

hybrid system. In the following, the two regimes are analysed in depth and the PL emission

is discussed for each.

7.2.3.1 High F regime: quantum ring

For F ≥ 10.5 kV/cm, the holes are strongly pushed towards the base of the cone-shell

structure, forming a well defined ring, whilst the electrons stay at the tip. The ground state

exciton energy EX,0, the electron-hole interaction and the hole magnetic quantum number

lh are plotted in fig. 7.9a, b and c as functions of magnetic field B for fixed electric field F .
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Figure 7.9: (a, d) Ground state exciton energy EX,0, (b, e) Coulomb interaction Ceh and
(c, f) hole magnetic quantum number lh as function of the magnetic field B and for fixed
electric field F as indicated in (a) and (d) (the colour code is consistent throughout the
plots). The plots on the left are for the high electric field regime (F ≥ 10.5 kV/cm) whilst
the right side plots are for the low electric field regime (F < 10.5 kV/cm). The results are
obtained for le = 0 and for lh computed for the lowest exciton energy EX considering Ceh.
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The plotted results are obtained by fixing the electron magnetic quantum number le to 0,

since all the considered electric field values are positive. The value used for the hole magnetic

quantum number lh is the one that gives the minimum exciton energy when including the

Coulomb interaction Ceh.

From the ground state energy plot (fig. 7.9a), it can be noted that the Stark-shift dominates,

red-shifting each energy line as the electric field F increases.

Furthermore, each line moves upwards as the magnetic field increases. To understand this

behaviour all the energy contributions are plotted separately in fig. 7.10a for F = 40 kV/cm.

It can be observed that the steep increase in the exciton ground state energy (black line) is

mainly caused by the electron energy dispersion (blue line), reflecting the diamagnetic shift

of the electrons in the dot when the external magnetic field increases. The hole contribution

(red line) is very small due to the larger effective mass and hence only slightly increases the

slope of EX,0(B). It is also noticeable that the variation in the Coulomb interaction Ceh

from B = 0 T to 20 T, relative to the other energies, is extremely small (green line) since

the holes are well separated from the electrons due to the strong electric field F , regardless

of the magnetic field. The inset shows a zoom-in of the ground state exciton energy EX,0

and the hole ground state energy in the single particle frame (violet line) and in the exciton

frame (i.e. calculating lh for minimum exciton energy EX including interaction, red line).

The discrepancy between the hole ground states in the two frames is caused by the different

lh that gives the ground state in the two frames as a consequence of taking into account

the Coulomb interaction Ceh, which has a very small but yet non-zero variation as function

of magnetic field B, as can be better appreciated in fig. 7.9b. The inset of fig. 7.10a also

reveals AB oscillations in both the hole and the exciton energy lines. These are discussed

in details later.

From fig. 7.9b, it can also be noted that the variation in Ceh from B = 0 T to 20 T increases

as the electric field decreases, which, from the discussion in sec. 7.2.1, is expected, since for

smaller electric field the counteracting effect of the magnetic field pushing the holes closer

to the electrons becomes more prominent.

To predict the intensity of the PL emission, the following clarification must be made about

the approach used for the computation. The electron and hole wavefunctions Ψe,0(~r) and

Ψh,0(~r) have, in addition to a r and a z-dependent function, also a φ-dependent function

(eiφle and eiφlh for the electron and the hole respectively). The overlap integral Ieh is given

by eq. 4.3, where the product of the wavefunctions is integrated over r, z and φ. However,

for the simulations presented in this thesis, the overlap integral is computed integrating only
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Figure 7.10: Hole ground state energy (violet) in the single particle frame, where lh is
computed for minimum hole energy and hole ground state in the exciton picture with Ceh
(red, i.e. lh is computed for minimum exciton energy EX including interaction, then the
electron ground state energy is subtracted to EX , hence obtaining Eh,0 − Ceh). Electron
ground state energy in the exciton frame (blue), exciton ground state energy (black) and
Coulomb interaction (green). All the energies are as function of magnetic field B at fixed
electric field (a) F = 40 kV/cm and (b) F = 10 kV/cm. The results are obtained for le = 0
and for lh computed for the lowest Eh (single particle frame) or the lowest exciton energy
EX considering the Coulomb interaction Ceh (exciton frame). All energies are with offset
to have E(B = 0 T) = 0 meV. The two insets show a zoom-in from B = 0 T to 10 T of the
exciton energy and the hole energy in both frames.

over r and z, but not the angular dimension φ. From this point, the so obtained overlap

integral is named I ′eh to distinguish it from the overlap integral Ieh which considers the φ.

It should be noted that, to calculate the PL intensity, both I ′eh and the angular momenta

need to be considered. However, when the condition le = lh is satisfied, I ′eh is sufficient to

calculate the PL intensity and related parameters, such as the recombination lifetime. The

other parameters discussed up to this point and below, such as the energies, are not affected

by the mentioned issue, since they are computed from the probability distribution where
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the wavefunction is squared. An important implication deriving from this discussion and

by observing fig. 7.9c is that the luminescence is expected only at low magnetic field, when

le = lh. For example, at F = 15 kV/cm, lh = le = 0 only up to about 0.4 T and, beyond this

threshold value of the magnetic field, lh gradually increases and hence no luminescence is

expected as lh 6= le. Depending on the applied electric field F , the threshold value decreases.

For example, at 40 kV/cm, luminescence is expected only up to B = 0.2 T. The possibility

of switching off the luminescence suggests the cone-shell system for light storage.

7.2.3.2 Low F regime: QD and hybrid system

The low electric field regime has major differences with respect to the high field case. EX,0,

Ceh and lh at low fixed electric field F are plotted in fig. 7.9d, e and f as function of electric

field F . As before, the results are obtained for fixed le = 0 and lh computed for the mini-

mum exciton energy EX including Ceh.

When F = 0 kV/cm, both the electron and the hole are at the tip of the cone-shell structure

and a QD behaviour is observed for both the energy dispersion and the Coulomb interaction

as function of magnetic field (black line in fig. 7.9d and e): lh for which the ground state

exciton energy EX,0 is obtained has no variation, it remains 0 for the whole magnetic field

range since no ring is formed. The Coulomb interaction Ceh shows a slight variation from

17.3 meV at 0 T to 20.3 meV at 20 T, as a consequence of the magnetic field pushing the

charge carriers closer to each other.

When a non-zero F < 10.5 kV/cm is applied, the holes are pushed to the sides of the struc-

ture. However, in contrast to the high electric field regime, they are still bound to the

electrons at the tip. Hence, a hybrid system between a QD and a quantum ring is formed.

In this regime, the Stark-shift is reversed and the energy increases with increasing electric

field, as opposed to the high field regime. The Stark-shift starts inverting to the high field

behaviour above F = 9 kV/cm, starting from low magnetic field B.

Furthermore, the exciton energy dispersion as function of magnetic field B is fundamen-

tally different from the energy in the high field regime. Below 8.5 kV/cm, the energy first

decreases and then starts increasing again. This is associated to an increasing Coulomb

interaction Ceh.

As for the QD case at F = 0 kV/cm, the hole magnetic quantum number lh remains 0 for

the whole magnetic field range. When the electric field F is between 8.5 kV/cm and about

10 kV/cm, the ground state exciton energy EX,0 first increases, reaches a peak, decreases

and then slowly increases again merging into the tail with the energy lines at other fixed
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electric field F .

To analyse this trend in details, the ground state energy contributions are plotted separately

in fig. 7.10b for F = 10 kV/cm, with an offset to have all the energy lines starting at 0 meV

for B = 0 T. Studying the figure, it can be seen that initially (below about 6 T), the change

in the Coulomb interaction Ceh is very small (about 0.4 meV) and the contribution given

by E0,h is negligible. Hence the initial rise in the ground state exciton energy EX,0 can

be associated to the electron energy dispersion. At about B = 8 T, Ceh sharply increases

as the magnetic field becomes strong enough to push back the holes towards the electrons.

This causes EX,0 to drop. At around 16 T, the slope of Ceh gradually decreases, whilst Ee,0

continues to steadily increase and hence starts dominating over the Coulomb interaction

Ceh, leading to an increase in the ground state exciton energy EX,0. The hole ground state

energy Eh,0 calculated in the exciton picture (i.e. with lh computed for minimum exciton

energy) is also shown (red line) including Ceh, to directly see the influence of the Coulomb

interaction on the hole energy. A zoom-in of this line up to 8 T, along with the Eh,0 in the

single particle frame (violet line) and EX,0 for comparison, are shown in the inset. It can be

noted that Eh,0 lines in the two frames are close, although not perfectly overlapping, up to

about 8 T, when the Coulomb interaction Ceh is still low. Moreover, the zoom-in reveals AB

oscillations in the hole as well as in the exciton energy, which are discussed in details later.

Comparing the energy lines in the inset, it can be observed that the oscillations period is

larger in the exciton frame than in the single particle frame. Considering that, for an ideal

ring, the oscillations period is proportional to 1/R2, with R the ring radius, it could be

inferred that the inclusion of the electron-hole interaction leads to a reduction of R.

Moving to the analysis of the PL intensity, and considering the overlap integral I ′eh discussed

earlier, the following observations can be made analysing fig. 7.9f. Below F = 8.5 kV/cm,

luminescence from the recombination of the ground state exciton in the hybrid quantum

system is expected to be visible for any applied magnetic field, since lh = le = 0 throughout

the whole range of the magnetic field B. The lifetime is expected to increase as the magnetic

field increases. The difference in lifetime at low and high magnetic field is larger for larger

electric field F (plot not shown).

Different is the situation when an electric field between 8.5 kV/cm . F < 10.5 kV/cm is ap-

plied. Taking as an example the case for F = 10 kV/cm, the variation of the hole magnetic

quantum number lh associated to the minimum exciton energy EX (including interaction,

in red, and without interaction, in black) is shown in fig. 7.11 as function of magnetic field

B. Whilst the minimum lh gradually increases when the Coulomb interaction Ceh is not
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Figure 7.11: lh number for minimum EX,0 when including and not including the Coulomb
interaction Ceh (red and black dots respectively). The hole magnetic quantum number lh
is plotted as function of magnetic field B and at fixed electric field F = 10 kV/cm.

considered, when the interaction is included lh is first 0, rises to 1 at about B ' 1 T and

to 2 at about 3.2 T, then drops again to 1 at 7.2 T and back to 0 at 8.4 T. This means

that, according to the le = lh selection rule, initially (below 1 T) luminescence is expected,

this then disappears as lh 6= le but then re-occurs from 8.4 T onward. The value of the

magnetic field at which the luminescence is switched off and on varies depending on the

applied electric field F . For example, at F = 9 kV/cm the luminescence is off between

about 2.2 T and 5 T. Hence, by combining the electric and magnetic fields, the occurrence

of the luminescence from the hybrid nanostructures can be precisely controlled, which again

suggests the cone-shell QD systems for applications as light storage.

7.3 Aharonov-Bohm oscillations

When considering QDs in a magnetic field, a strong research interest is given to the pos-

sibility of observing excitonic AB oscillation. Since excitons are neutral particles, no AB

oscillations would be expected, with the exception of faint oscillations caused by tunneling

effects [101]. However, excitons are also polarisable composite particles and the area between

hole and electron trajectories determines the excitonic phase. In a ringlike nanostructure,

electrons and holes move over different trajectories, resulting in a non-zero electric dipole

moment, which would result in AB oscillation in the exciton energy spectrum [140, 141].

In the cone-shell QDs, thanks to the strong lateral spatial separation induced by applying

an external electric field F to the cone-shell nanostructure, the difference in trajectories is

highly enhanced. In this section, the AB oscillations observed in the simulations of this

structure is studied and compared to the literature.
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Figure 7.12: (a) Simulated exciton energy as function of magnetic field B at fixed electric
field F as indicated; (b) first derivative (magnetic moment in units of Bohr magneton) of
the energy with respect to B, with F as indicated in (a).

The ground state exciton energy EX,0 is plotted as function of magnetic field B in fig. 7.12a

for magnetic field B up to 3 T and for fixed electric field F as indicated. For better com-

parison, the energies have an offset such that EX,0 = 0 eV when F = 0 kV/cm. The AB

oscillations are clearly visible. The largest oscillation period is observed for the 12 kV/cm

energy line, and it decreases with increasing electric field F . The amplitude of the oscil-

lations, on the other hand, appears to slightly increase with increasing F . For 12 kV/cm,

the oscillation amplitude is larger for lower magnetic field B and gradually decreases as the

magnetic field increases (this is better visible in energy plots that consider a wider range of

B, not shown here). This is caused by the fact that the magnetic field brings the hole closer

to the tip, reducing the spatial separation with the electron. For very strong electric field

F (see 40 kV/cm) the oscillations are almost constant in amplitude since the magnetic field
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B is not strong enough to overcome the effect of the electric field, and hence the separation

is almost unchanged.

The first derivative of EX,0 with respect to magnetic field B is plotted in fig. 7.12b for fixed

F = 12 kV/cm, 20 kV/cm and 40 kV/cm. This is the magnetic moment µ induced by the

ground state persistent current as a function of magnetic field B and is given by

µ = −∂E
∂B

. (7.5)

In the plot, the sharp jumps of µ are caused by the transition of the ground state from lh = 0

to higher angular momentum states. The behaviour described above is now evident, with

the strongest variation for 12 kV/cm. In an ideal case, the jumps in the magnetic moment µ

should have infinite slope (vertical lines) as the sign should change instantaneously at each

oscillation of EX . The finite slope between the jumps observed in fig. 7.12b are caused by

low numerical accuracy.

Although the ground state exciton energy EX shows clear AB oscillations in the simulation

results, the selection rules discussed in the previous section must be taken into account

when considering the possibility of experimentally observing PL emissions. In fact, since lh

must be equal to le to obtain a bright state, only the first ground state oscillation period is

expected to be visible.

It is nevertheless interesting to discuss the theoretically predicted oscillations, including

the dark states, to gain further insight on the cone-shell system and how it compares to

systems reported in the literature. Many theoretical studies of the AB oscillations have

been reported on QDs with various shapes and compositions [141–143], however, most of

the results obtained in the literature are for either single electrons [144] or two interacting

electrons [145]. Among the few studies on excitonic AB oscillations, one reporting about

volcano-shaped GaAs QDs in AlGaAs barrier [146], where a quantum ring is obtained also by

applying an external electric field, is comparable to the present study, for the materials and

the method used. As opposed to the AB oscillations reported for the volcano-shaped QDs,

which are visible only with second derivative, the oscillations obtained in the simulations of

the cone-shell QDs, albeit still weak, can be directly observed in the exciton energy spectrum

(fig. 7.12a). Also, much lower magnetic field is needed to see the oscillations: for example,

the first oscillation for the cone-shell structure at F = 12 kV/cm is obtained already below

1 T whilst in the volcano-shaped QD the earliest oscillation is for F = 250 kV/cm and

needs more than 12 T [141]. It must be reminded that the present model does not include

CI, which instead is considered in the model used for the computation of the energy in
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the volcano-shaped structure. Further work needs to be done to include CI in the present

model, which could cause a reduction of the AB oscillations. If the effect of the CI is shown

to be negligible, the cone-shell structure is expected to show more prominent excitonic AB

effect than the structure studied in the literature.

7.4 Summary

The influence of an external magnetic field B applied vertically on a cone-shell QD, alongside

the application of an external electric field F , is studied in this chapter through simulations.

Since the influence of the magnetic field is stronger on holes than on electrons, due to the

larger effective mass of the holes, only positive electric fields, which cause the formation of

hole quantum rings in the cone-shell nanostructures, are considered. An increasing magnetic

field causes the transition of the hole magnetic quantum number associated to the lowest

energy state from 0 to higher values. This leads to an oscillating behaviour in the exciton

ground state energy (AB oscillations), with the first oscillation expected already at relatively

low magnetic fields. For example, when an electric field of 12 kV/cm is applied, a magnetic

field of less than 1 T gives rise to the first oscillation in the energy dispersion. However,

due to selection rules, only the vanishing of the photoluminescence would be observed and,

under some conditions, its recurrence at higher magnetic field. The recurrence is obtained

for electric fields below 10 kV/cm, due to the formation of a hybrid system between QD and

quantum ring, and it can be finely controlled by tuning electric and magnetic fields. The

possibility of switching off the luminescence and, in the low field regime, also to switch it

on again, suggests the cone-shell QDs for application in quantum technologies as quantum

memory.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, the optical properties of GaAs QDs made by the LDE method in an AlGaAs

barrier are studied at different temperatures and in electric as well as magnetic fields.

In ch. 5, ensemble PL emissions from QDs of different density are investigated at and close

to room temperature. The results obtained show that samples containing only one layer of

high density QDs have an only weak QD emission. A proper layer design can significantly

improve the emission from the QDs and reduce the substrate PL. When the AlGaAs barrier

on top of the GaAs substrate is thin, the substrate luminescence hinders the observation of

the emission from the QDs. Hence, a design with an AlGaAs layer thicker than the pene-

tration depth of the exciting laser is recommended and is shown to lead to a considerable

improvement and clear observation of QD PL at room temperature TR. An alternative way

to reduce the GaAs background emission is to reduce the penetration depth by using an

excitation laser with a shorter wavelength. In this work, a blue laser (405 nm), as opposed

to an usual green laser (532 nm), is shown to lead to the observation at TR of QD excited

states also for samples with a thin AlGaAs barrier. However, on the other hand, when

using a blue laser instead of a green one, the higher absorption causes a reduction of the

excitation intensity and, consequently, also of the QD PL intensity.

The temperature dependence of the integrated QD PL intensity is analysed. The intensity

is observed to be nearly temperature independent for measurements taken at temperatures

below about 15 K, which indicates that the QD PL emission is caused only by the direct

excitation of the QD by absorption due to the laser illumination. For temperatures between

15 K and 30 K, an increase in the PL intensity is observed. This is associated to exciton dif-

fusion from the barrier material into the QD, contributing to the overall intensity. At about

30 K, the depth of the QD layer from the surface and the diffusion length are expected to

be equal and a saturation point is reached at which no further excitons diffuse into the QD

by further increasing the diffusion length. As the temperature exceeds 30 K, the intensity
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decreases and, at room temperature, the intensity is four orders of magnitude less than the

intensities for low temperature measurements.

To investigate the cause of the intensity loss above 30 K, a rate model, which assumes ther-

mally activated loss channels, is used. The activation energies are fitted for two regimes

(low and high temperatures). From the analysis, the intensity loss at temperatures below

100 K can be associated with thermally activated dissociation of excitons formed in the

AlGaAs barrier by laser excitation. This would cause the formation of single electrons and

holes which diffuse through the crystal separately. The dissociated excitons are more prone

to non-radiative recombinations and thus the QD PL emission vanishes. Using a different

pumping mechanism, such as electrical injection or resonant or quasi-resonant pumping into

the QD, would avoid the exciton dissociation.

The intensity loss above 160 K is suggested to be caused by bound excitons escaping from

the QD ground state into the AlGaAs barrier. It should be noted that, with increasing

temperature, non-radiative recombination by Auger type processes also increase. Nonethe-

less, these processes are expected to be strong only at very high excitation densities [147],

which is assumed not to be the case in the measurements performed in this work. To im-

prove the PL emission in the high-temperature regime, it is advisable to increase the Al

concentration of the AlGaAs barrier to raise the barrier height. It is shown that using the

maximum Al content of 40%, allowed for having a direct band gap, the QD PL intensity at

room temperature TR increases by more than three orders of magnitude.

An inexpensive Peltier element can be used to moderately reduce the temperature by ther-

moelectric cooling and it is shown that this leads already to a considerable improvement

of the QD PL emission. The GaAs emission linewidth becomes sharper, consequently re-

ducing the background that obscures the QD emission. Furthermore, the thermal escape of

excitons from the QD ground state is reduced, hence yielding a stronger QD emission.

The rest of the thesis focuses on the optical properties of the cone-shell QDs at low tem-

perature. The influence of an external electric field F , applied in the growth direction on

cone-shell QDs, is discussed in ch. 6. These nanostructures, for their exceptional geometry,

are of particular interest because a large control via an electric field is expected despite

the tight confinement, which is not the case for symmetric QDs [121–124], where a tight

confinement leads to a small Stark-shift. Simulations using a model in effective mass ap-

proximation predict that an electric field induces a distinct charge carrier separation in

the cone-shell QDs. Through the separation of electrons and holes, it is possible to form

quantum rings with either one of the two charge carriers, whilst the other remains as a
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QD. As opposed to existing self-assembled quantum rings, in the cone-shell structure the

confinement as a quantum ring is not static and can be tuned by the gate voltage. A fur-

ther important prediction deriving from the strong spatial separation of the charge carriers,

and the consequently strong Stark-shift, is the elongation of the recombination lifetime up

to milliseconds. The long lifetimes suggest the possible application of cone-shell QDs for

information storage in the field of quantum technology.

Samples with different QD sizes are also examined experimentally. As expected, the Stark-

shift is observed to increase with increasing QD size in the field direction. Furthermore, the

change in exciton energy for positive electric fields F is stronger than the energy variation

for negative F , which is in qualitative agreement with the simulations and is caused by

the different effective masses of the charge carriers, together with the potential asymmetry

in the growth direction. The QD PL intensity is also studied through field dependent PL

measurements taken at different excitation powers. The expected relative behaviour of the

X and XX peak as function of the laser power is observed. An unexpected outcome of the

measurements as function of the electric field F is a sudden power-independent drop in the

emission intensity and the presence of additional emission lines at high positive fields. It

is speculated that this behaviour is caused by the sudden separation of charge carriers or

by the injection of charge carriers into the QDs after the onset of leakage current and the

consequent formation of charged excitons and other excitonic complexes.

The experimental Stark-shift data obtained with several simulation models are compared.

The first model, widely used in this thesis, is based on effective mass approximation in

rotational symmetry and includes Coulomb interaction. This model allows a very precise

meshing of the QD shape and a very fast computation. The second model, which is also

based on effective mass approximation and includes Coulomb interaction, uses a fully 3D ge-

ometry [98]. However, for the size of the structures studied here, limitations of the available

computer memory yield an only rough meshing, which neglects details of the structures.

The third model is an atomistic model, which includes Coulomb and exchange interac-

tion, as well as configuration interaction (CI). The simulations with the atomistic model

are performed by Geoffrey Pirard and Gabriel Bester. Since this model requires very long

computation times, only a few simulation results are presented and are used mainly for

comparison purpose. As a first step, the shape and size of the simulated QD is modified to

reproduce more precisely the experimental Stark-shift results. The so obtained new struc-

tural parameters, when used for the atomistic model, lead to an almost perfect agreement

with the experimental data. When used for the models with effective mass approximation,
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an overestimation of the exciton energies, particularly at positive fields, is observed. This ef-

fect is stronger for the rotational-symmetric model. Further analysis of the models suggests

that the assumption of rotational symmetry, the effective mass approximation and neglect-

ing CI, in order of importance, all contribute to the overestimation of the energy. However,

recent and on-going editing of the rotational symmetric model, for example changing the

hole effective mass, are leading to promising results in good agreement with the more so-

phisticated models. Thus, the simple model used in this thesis, with further appropriate

editing, could still give good predictions. Besides the work on the theoretical side, as a next

step for the experimental investigation, lifetime measurements in an electric field are highly

desirable to test the strong lifetime elongation predicted by the simple model as well as by

more complex models, including the atomistic one.

Electric field dependent measurements are also performed with a sample, grown by Hans-

Georg Babin and the author, embedded in a diode structure featuring a DBR, which in-

creases the photon collection efficiency. This sample is shown to be charge tunable via

Coulomb blockade. An analogous sample is used in the literature [134], where optical

linewidths close to lifetime-limited and blinking-free single photon emission are achieved.

The present sample is an improvement of the one used in the literature, as further work was

done by Babin to improve the QD size uniformity as well as their symmetry and to opti-

mise the material composition. Hence, further studies on this sample are suggested and, in

particular, for an estimation of the linewidth, resonant excitation is advisable for creating

low-noise photons. Thanks to the improvements performed in the sample, the expected

narrow linewidth should be reproducible for a large number of QDs. Lifetime measure-

ments under pulsed resonant excitation, as well as auto-correlation (g(2)) measurements are

also recommended. For their properties, these QDs are predicted to be excellent sources

of low-noise single photons with wavelength coinciding with the rubidium D2 wavelengths

(780 nm) and could be used for the development of hybrid QD-rubidium quantum memories

[134, 148].

The predicted formation of quantum rings in the cone-shell structures by means of an

electric field, makes these structures interesting also for magnetic field dependent measure-

ments. The influence of a magnetic field B applied in the growth direction, combined with

an electric field F , is investigated through simulations in ch. 7. The main findings can be

summarised as follows. Applying a magnetic field causes a switch of the magnetic quantum

number l associated to the lowest energy state and the overall effect of the magnetic field

B is to push the charge carriers closer to each other, counteracting the effect of the electric

field F , although the direction in which the carriers are pushed is not the same. The effect
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of the magnetic field is more evident for holes than for electrons due to the larger effective

mass. Considering thus the case in which the holes are pushed to the sides of the cone-shell

and the electrons stay at the tip (i.e. when positive electric fields are applied), two regimes

are distinguished, one for high F ≥ 10.5 kV/cm and one for low positive F < 10.5 kV/cm.

In the former regime, the hole wavefunction forms a well defined ring and luminescence

is expected only for low magnetic fields B, because the electron stays in the le = 0 state

while the hole ground state goes from lh = 0 to higher lh as the magnetic field increases. In

the low positive electric field regime, a hybrid system between a QD and a quantum ring

is expected. In this regime, it is predicted that a recurrence of the luminescence can be

observed as a consequence of the hole ground state lh dropping back to 0, thus satisfying

the selection rule lh = le. The recurrence can be precisely controlled by tuning electric and

magnetic fields. This suggests cone-shell QDs for applications as quantum memory.

As excitonic AB oscillations are currently a major research interest [101, 137, 140, 141, 143,

146], it is interesting that the simulation results presented here predict the possibility of

observing clear oscillations in the X ground state energy, with the strongest oscillations ob-

served for F = 12 kV/cm, and, to observe the first oscillation, only less than 1 T is needed.

These results are very promising but it is essential to take into account the above mentioned

selection rules when considering the possibility of observing the oscillations experimentally.

Furthermore, in light of the discussion on the simulation model precision reported in ch. 6,

it is also important to note that the inclusion of CI may cause a reduction of the predicted

excitonic AB oscillations. Hence, further improvement of the simple model used here is

needed and, if possible, an atomistic model should be employed in order to get more reli-

able results, without assuming the simple mass approximation.

It is also absolutely necessary to test the predictions experimentally. For this, a collabora-

tion was initiated with the group of P. Koenraad, in the University of Eindhoven. It would

be of great interest to bring this collaboration forward and perform electric and magnetic

field dependent measurements. Since the magnetic field is expected to strongly affect the

exciton recombination lifetime, lifetime measurements are also strongly recommended.

Besides the already mentioned improvements to the simulation model and the suggested

experiments, further advice is here briefly given to avoid issues encountered in this work

and to optimise the results of future studies.

In the development of the simulation model, the initial approach for the determination of

the QD size and shape was a combination of AFM images taken at different growth stages.

As discussed in ch. 6, the structural parameters obtained in this way lead to theoretical
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results that are in disagreement with the experiments, even when reliable theoretical mod-

els, like the atomistic model, are used. Hence, it is advisable to use an imaging technique

that allows taking images after the entire growth process is concluded, such as transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM), cross-sectional scanning tunnelling microscopy (X-STM)

or atom probe tomography (APT). If this is not possible, AFM images should be taken for a

larger number of filled and unfilled nanoholes to have a better statistic of the morphological

parameters and hence a combined AFM image that is a more realistic representation of the

QDs in the considered sample.

The bonding process for the metal contacts discussed in app. A was particularly challenging

for the AuGe back gates, due to sticking issues. On the contrary, when NiAuGe was used,

the gates could be bonded easily. Hence, it is recommended to deposit the back gates with

NiAuGe in 3 steps, one layer of AuGe, followed by Ni and a third layer of AuGe. Further-

more, it was observed that larger back gates give better wire adhesion and thus an editing

in the mask design is also advisable. Care should also be taken to avoid mechanical stress

during the bonding process, as they can lead to leakage current.

Moreover, during the gate fabrication, some samples underwent an HCl dip. This step was

added to remove any surface oxide between the semiconductor and the metal layer, which

could alter the Schottky contact [130]. However, no major improvement was observed in

the experiments for the sample with HCl dip. Hence, this step needs to be either changed

by, for example, extending the time in which the sample is immersed in the HCl, or fully

removed, in order to reduce the number of fabrication processes and thus the chances of

having further contaminants in the sample.

For the fabrication of new samples, the implementation of a DBR could be considered, as

this was shown to lead to an increase in the PL emission intensity. Also, in the sample

with the DBR it is possible to clearly distinguish charged excitonic complexes. In samples

analogous to this, charge tuning is reported up to eight time negatively charged excitons

[134]. The ultra-low charge noise is achieved by embedding the QDs in a n-i-p diode and

hence this structure can also be tried as an alternative to the QDs being between a p-doped

back gate and a metal top gate.

In conclusion, this thesis gives an overview of the optical properties of LDE QDs, and

in particular it showed some promising features of cone-shell QDs under an electric and

magnetic field. Major points are a shift of either hole or electron wavefunction from dot

to ring, a strong elongation of the recombination lifetime and the possibility of switching

on and off the QD luminescence by tuning the externally applied fields. The results and
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understanding gained can be used as a ground for future experiments as well as theoreti-

cal investigations in the field of semiconductor quantum dots for applications in quantum

information technology and for fundamental research.
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Appendix A

Sample fabrication technical details

A general outline of the main characteristics of the samples studied in this thesis is given

in ch. 4. In this appendix, more detailed technical details of the sample fabrication are

presented for each sample.

Sample #1 (single layer of low density QDs in thin AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 4

pulses, fig. 4.1a). The MBE growth includes the following steps. The surface oxide is

removed by heating the wafer at 600 ◦C and an AlAs/GaAs superlattisce (SL) is grown to

remove unwanted impurities from the surface and to make the surface smoother. A layer

of Al0.33Ga0.77As of thickness 50 nm is then deposited, followed by 100 nm of GaAs and

50 nm of n+-doped (Si)GaAs layer, which acts as back contact layer for field dependent

measurements1. After a subsequent growth of 120 nm of Al0.33Ga0.77As, the As valve is

closed and 1 ML of Al is deposited at 600 ◦C and an AlAs flux of 0.4 ML/s. This process

provides Al droplets with a density of 2× 107 cm−2. During a post-growth annealing step

of 180 s at 620 ◦C, these droplets transform into self-assembled nanoholes surrounded by

AlAs walls. The holes are filled with GaAs with 4 pulses of 0.5 s each, with 10 s waiting

time between each pulse, and every pulse represents the deposition of 0.11 ML of GaAs.

The QDs are made optically active by capping with a layer of Al0.33Ga0.77As (80 nm).

Sample #2 (single layer of high density QDs in AlAs/AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 5

pulses; fig. 4.1b). Following the growth of a GaAs buffer layer, 50 nm of Al0.37Ga0.63As are

grown, followed by 100 nm of GaAs, 200 nm of Al0.37Ga0.63As and 5 nm of AlAs. With the As

valve closed, Al is deposited for 6 s at a flux of 0.47 ML/s at 650 ◦C. As a consequence of the

AlAs layer and the etching parameters, a relatively high droplet density of 4× 108 cm−2 is

obtained. The nanoholes are then filled with GaAs in 5 pulses, with the same flux, duration

and pause as for sample #1. A capping layer of Al0.37Ga0.63As (120 nm) is then deposited.

1Despite having a back contact layer, sample #1 is not contacted and is not used for field-dependent
measurements.
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The steps from the growth of the AlAs layer to the nanohole filling is repeated for AFM

analysis.

Sample #3 (stack of 5 layers of high-density QDs in AlAs/AlGaAs, with thick AlGaAs,

nanoholes filled with 5 pulses; fig. 4.1c). After the growth of the GaAs buffer layer, a thick

(1.3 µm) Al0.31Ga0.69As layer is deposited, followed by 5 nm of AlAs. With the As valve

closed, Al droplets are deposited with the same parameters as for sample #2, obtaining

nanoholes with the same density. With a Ga flux of 0.88 ML/s, the nanoholes are filled

with GaAs in 5 pulses of 0.5 s with a break of 10 s between each pulse, as for the previous

samples. The surface is then covered by 20 nm of Al0.23Ga0.77As. The growth sequence,

from the deposition of the AlAs layer to the capping of the QDs, is repeated 5 times, hence

obtaining 5 layers of high-density QDs separated by 20 nm of Al0.23Ga0.77As. A final layer

of AlGaAs (60 nm of Al0.23Ga0.77As followed by 1.3 µm of Al0.58Ga0.42As) is then deposited.

Sample #4 (single layer of low density QDs in AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 2 pulses;

fig. 4.1d). The sample is grown with the same procedure and parameters as for sample #1.

The only differences are that the AlAs/GaAs SL on the GaAs substrate is absent and that

the nanoholes are filled with 2 pulses of GaAs instead of 4. Furthermore, metal top gates

and back gate pads are grown on top of the sample for field-dependent measurements, with

the procedure explained in sec. A.0.1.

Sample #5 (single layer of low density QDs in AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 2.5 pulses;

fig. 4.1e). After the growth of a GaAs buffer layer, 150 nm of Al0.30Ga0.70As are grown,

followed by 50 nm of GaAs and 100 nm of (Si)GaAs. An Al0.30Ga0.70As spacer layer of

thickness 120 nm is then grown. Following this, the LDE process is performed with 1.05 ML

of Al deposited at 600 ◦C at an Al flux of 0.34 ML/s. The post-growth annealing takes place

at 620 ◦C in 180 s. The so obtained nanoholes are filled with 2 pulses of 0.5 s each, with

10 s waiting time in between and 1 pulse of 0.75 s, for a total of 2.5 pulses of GaAs. A

final 80 nm Al0.30Ga0.70As capping layer is then deposited. Metal top gates and back gate

pads are grown on top of the sample for field-dependent measurements, with the procedure

explained in sec. A.0.1.

Sample #6 (single layer of low density QDs in AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 4 pulses;

fig. 4.1e). The sample is grown with the same procedure and parameters as for sample #5.

The only difference is the number of pulses, which is 4 instead of 2.5.

Sample #7 (single layer of low density QDs in AlGaAs, nanoholes filled with 6 pulses;

fig. 4.1d). The sample is grown with the same procedure and parameters as for sample #4.
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The only difference is the number of pulses, which is 6 instead of 2.

Sample #8 (p-i-n sample with distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), single layer of low

density QDs in AlGaAs; fig. 4.1f). Firstly, a 100 nm buffer layer of GaAs is grown on

the GaAs substrate, to have a smoother surface. This is followed by a short period SL of

GaAs/AlAs (2.8 nm/2.8 nm repeated 22 times), the DBR, made by repeating 10 times the

deposition of 67.08 nm of AlAs and 59.54 nm of Al0.33Ga0.67As and then a buffer layer of

Al0.30Ga0.70As. An n+ doped back gate (150 nm of Si doped Al0.15Ga0.85As), with doping

concentration of about 2× 1018 cm−3, is grown, followed by the tunnel barrier. The tunnel

barrier consists of 3 layers: firstly 5 nm of Al0.15Ga0.85As grown at lower T = 590 ◦C, then

15 nm of Al0.15Ga0.85As grown at T = 610 ◦C and lastly 10 nm of Al0.33Ga0.67As grown

at T = 566 ◦C. Nanoholes are then etched with the LDE method by depositing 1.1 ML

Al droplets and etching for 2 min at 545 ◦C, thus obtaining nanoholes with a density of

3.7× 107 cm−2. The nanoholes are filled with GaAs in pulsed mode. A blocking barrier

consisting of 273.6 nm Al0.33Ga0.67As is grown over the filled nanoholes. Lastly, a p-doped

epitaxial gate is grown. This is composed of 65 nm (C)Al0.15Ga0.85As with a carbon doping

concentration of 2× 1018 cm−3 and 10 nm with a concentration of 8× 1018 cm−3 followed

by 5 nm (C)GaAs, also with a carbon concentration of 8× 1018 cm−3.

A.0.1 Gate preparation and contacting

Samples #4 to #8 are contacted for electric field dependent measurements, as illustrated

also in fig. 4.1. Before preparing the gates, a layer of photoresist (PR) is spin coated on

the wafers and the wafers are cleaved. AZ 1518 resist is used but any other PR would be

suitable, as its purpose is to protect the wafer and avoid contamination during cleaving.

Next, the cleaved sample pieces are cleaned in acetone and isopropanol, removing the PR

and any debris on it. The electrodes are then prepared with the following steps, which

apply for samples #4 to #7.

Back contact pads. For contacting the n+-doped back contact layer, first about 1.8 µm

of AZ 1518 PR is deposited on the sample pieces (4000 rpm/s for 40 s, with 1000 rpm/s ac-

celeration). The samples are then soft-baked at 100 ◦C to reduce the solvent concentration

and they then undergo a lithography step using a mask aligner (Karl Süss MJB3). The back

gate mask used for the exposure is shown in fig. 4.2a, top. The samples are then placed in

a bath of undiluted AZ 726 MIF developer for 1 minute to remove the exposed PR, rinsed

in deionised (DI) water, dried and hard-baked at 115 ◦C for 50 s.

After the lithography, the next step is the metal evaporation, where 80 nm of AuGe (88:12,
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99.999% purity) are thermally evaporated through physical vapour deposition (PVD, Balz-

ers Pfeiffer PLS 500). The unexposed PR, is stripped-off (along with the metal layer de-

posited on it) through a low-power ultrasonic bath in acetone for about 1 minute. The

AuGe is then diffused into the back contact layer in an annealing oven with an Ar-rich

atmosphere at 370 ◦C for about 170 seconds, of which 60 seconds are of ramping from room

temperature. The resistance between two back contact pads is measured, where a maxi-

mum of a few kΩ would be considered acceptable. If the resistance exceeds this range, the

annealing is repeated to obtain a good contact between the pads and the back contact. The

final resistance values obtained for samples #4, #5, #6 and #7 are 268 Ω, 200 Ω, 230 Ω and

300 Ω.

Titanium window. The Ti window mask pattern (fig. 4.2a, middle) is transferred to a

PR layer through a procedure analogous to the one used for the back contact. Samples #4

and #7, following the development of the PR, are dipped in HCl 32% for 10 and 12 seconds

respectively, to remove the surface oxide between the semiconductor and the metal layer,

which would otherwise alter the Schottky barrier. Since in the mask design the back gate

pads are used for alignment, these are not protected by PR, hence it is important for the

HCl to be diluted to at least 50% and for the dipping time to be short, in order not to

damage the AuGe metal pads. The oxide layer removal step by HCl is blocked by DI water

and the samples are then dried.

Following either the lithography step or the HCl dip, a 10 nm layer of Ti (99.995% purity)

is deposited by PVD. The unexposed PR and the unwanted Ti lying on it are stripped-off

in acetone and ultrasonic bath, as done for the back contact pads.

Gold frame. With the same method and parameters used for the back contact pads and

the Ti windows, the Au frame mask pattern (fig. 4.2a, bottom) is transferred to a PR layer

by photolithography. Following the PR development, the Au could be deposited. However,

due to sticking issues of the Au on the Ti, a thin 8 nm layer of Cr (99.99% purity) is first

deposited through the Au mask and, on this layer, 30 nm of Au (99.999% purity) are then

deposited. The deposition of both Cr and Au is done by PVD as a single step. The lift-off

process to remove the undesired metal is done in acetone and ultrasonic bath, as for the

AuGe and Ti layers. Two examples of the resulting sample surface with gates are shown in

fig. 4.2b and c.

Wiring. Once the gates are prepared, they are contacted to the chip carrier’s pins via

Au wires of thickness 25 µm. The wires are bonded by using the wedge bonder (Giessen

Electronics bonder, with Leica Stereo Zoom4 microcope), which is equipped with a heatable
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stage. Each chip carrier has 16 contacts and can carry two samples. Generally, 3 or 4 top

contact pads are contacted. Due to the poor adhesion of the annealed AuGe, only one back

contact pad is connected per sample, which is enough as all the back contacts are annealed

into the same back gate layer. The force at which the wedge hits the sample, the ultrasonic

power applied to the wedge and the sample temperature are regulated for each sample and

can vary from back to top gate, due to the different materials. An example of a sample

with contacted gates is shown in fig. 4.2b, where one back gate and two top gate wires are

visible. It is important to avoid mechanical stress in the bonding procedure, which can

cause damages in the crystal and and lead to leakage current2. A way to avoid mechanical

stress is to use silver print or metal bridges over etched trenches that separate the back con-

tact from the bond pads. One back gate of sample #7 is contacted with silver print whilst

all the other gates for all the sample are contacted with the above described bonding process.

The p-i-n sample #8 is contacted with a different procedure compared to samples #4 -

#7. In brief, the main steps are the following.

To contact the back gate layer, firstly the back gate mask is transferred to a PR layer by

photolithography. The sample areas uncovered by the PR are then etched down by about

360 nm in H2SO4: 30% H2O2: H2O = 1: 1: 50, so that the C doped epitaxial layer is

locally removed. NiAuGe is then deposited by e-beam evaporation in 3 steps, 60 nm of

AuGe (88:12), 10 nm Ni and 60 nm AuGe. Following the lift-off, the NiAuGe is annealed

for 370 ◦C for 60 s and at 420 ◦C for 30 s to reach the (Si)Al0.15Ga0.85As layer.

For contacting the C doped epitaxial layer (p-type top gate), the top gate mask is firstly

transferred to a PR layer by lithography. On the uncovered areas of the surface, 3 nm of

Ti followed by 7 nm of Au are evaporated through e-beam PVD. The unwanted material

over the PR is then lifted-off. The resulting gates are shown in the microscopy image in

fig. 4.2d. The back and top contact pads are then contacted with the wedge bonder using

Au wires, in the same way as for the other samples.

2From private discussion with Arne Ludwig, Bochum.
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Appendix B

List of acronyms

AB Aharonov-Bohm

AFM atomic force microscope

CI configuration interaction

DE droplet epitaxy

DI deionised

DBR distributed Bragg reflector

EMCCD electron multiplying charged coupled device

FD Fock-Darwin

FEM finite element method

FSS fine structure splitting

LDE local droplet etching

MBE molecular beam epitaxy

ML mono-layer

ND neutral density

PL photoluminescence

PR photoresist

PVD physical vapour deposition

QD quantum dot
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QW quantum well

RHEED reflection high-energy electron diffraction

SK Stranski-Krastanov

SL superlattice

TEM transmission electron microscopy

TR room temperature

UHV ultra-high-vacuum

WL wetting layer

X exciton

XX biexciton
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